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INTRODUCTION
-B1b110therapy can be defined a.s t "The use of books to
develop understanding of specific personal problems."l This
idea of gaining insight into problems that confront the in-
dividual through reading certain select materials is a teoh-
n1que that might be used in a clinical environment as part
of a program of psychotherapy. However, bibliotherapy may
also be employed by th~ classroom teacher who 1s concerned
about the normal child as he confronts problems common to
most children in his age group. The sensitive teacher 1s
aware of the possible diff1culties her students may face and
·she is able to help by suggesting a story releva.nt to the
pupils' needs. While this teohnique of classroom bibliother-
apy can be beneficial to the normal child who has a temporary
personal problem, it must be remembered that, "Stories are not
like mustard plaster~ to be app11ed for immediate relief where
deepseated problems of behavior, attitudes, and values ex1st. n2
lCharlotte S. Huck and Doris Young Kuhn, Children's
Literature in the Elementary School," 2d ed., (New York. Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, Inc., 1968) p. 264.
2Margaret M. Heaton and Helen B. Lewis, Reading Ladders
for Human Relations, rev. ed., (Washington, D.C •• American





One of the most ,coveted a.wards among writers of
children's literature -is the John Newbery Medal which is
presented annually to the author who has made a distinguished
contribution to the field of children's l1terature. The task-
of analyzing the Newbery Medal Books has been undertaken to
determine their bibliotherapeutic value with reference to cri-
teria developed from specific developmental needs of the adoles-
cent; the most frequent readers of the aforementioned books.
Objectives
1. To analyze each Newbery Medal book using identical
criteria
2•. To inolude a synopsis of eaoh book which has been
analyzed
3- To substantiate analyses w1th representative
quotations
4. To provide the classroom teacher with a gUide that
may be of use when suggesting an appropriate book
for a ohild 1n need of olassroom bibliotherapy
4
Limitat10ns
This paper will not discuss the clinical aspects of
bibliothera.py as it is used in treatment for emotiona.lly •
disturbed or mentally ill patients.
CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON DESIGN OF PAPER
Bibliotherapy. Defined •
The idea of using books as a method by which a person
can help himself overcome personal problems has its beginnings
in early history. Above the doorway of a library in the ancient
city of Thebes one oan read the 1nscription. "~he Healing Place
of the Soul." At that time in history there may not have been
a specific name for this concept of reading for emotional heal-
ing. but today it iS',called bibliotherapy.
There are many definitions of bibliotherapy, but they
all have one common element which is that of the reader's iden-
tification with a fictional charaoter who experiences a personal
problem sim1lar to his own.
Origin of the Newbery Medal
Some of the most well-known and best loved literature
for ohildren are the books whioh have received the Newbery Medal.
This award has been made annually since 1922 and continues to
the present. The idea 'for this award was oonceived by' Fred~r101t
C'. Melcher who wanted to g1 va support and enoouragement to au-
thors of children's literature. Mr. Melcher designated the
award, the John Newbery Medal, to honor a man who published
children's books in the 1800's and kept his bookstore filled
with selections that would appeal to young readers. The plan
was presented to the American Library Association who accepted
it wholeheartedly. The Newbery Meda.l remains today as the earli-
est established award that is g1ven ·'to the author of the most
distinguished contribution of America.n ,Literature for ohildren
published the preceed1ng year. H )
Psychological Needs of the Adolescent
To determine what the most prominent psychological needs
of the adolescent are, the viewpoints of four well-known psychol-
og1sts were compared. Robert G. Hav1ghurst. Daniel A. Prescott,
Abraham H. Maslow and Lawrence K. Frank all perceive the davel-
opmental needs of the adolescent in somewhat different yet re-
lated ways. The comparison of developmental needs as seen by
each of these men can be seen in Table 1.
Table 2 is a compilation of the five most common de-
velopmental needs derived through comparison of the psycholog-
1eal viewpoints held by Havighurst, Prescott, Maslow, and Frank.
The1nformation gained through this cOlnpar1son led to
the formation of a set of quest10ns that embodied these devel-
opmental needs. Thequest10ns were then used in the analysis
of each Newbery Medal book to determine the extent to which the
characters in the story exper1encedthe now established devel-
opmental needs.
)Huck and Kuhn, Children's Litera.ture in the Elementa.ry
School, p. 21.
7 •
Table 3 is the set of questions used for analysis with
their corresponding developmental needs.
In some s1tuations no reference was made within the
book itself to one or more of these needs. A statement to
this effect was then made in place of a quotation which would
have illustrated how the charaoters met these developmental needs.
Due to the subject matter or method of presentation by
the authors of oertain books, the set of que~t1ons could not






COMPARISON OF DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS OF THE ADOLESCENT
AS SEEN BY FOUR PSYCHOLOGISTS
De~elopmental Needs
1. Build.ing wholesome attitudes toward oneself as a growing organism
2. Learning to get along with age-mates
3. Developing conscience morality and a scale of values
4. Achieving personal independence from parents and other adults
1. Soci~l or status needs
a. affection
b. belonging
c. -likeness to others
2. Ego or integrative needs
a. contact with safety
b. harmony with reality
c. increasing self-direction
d. balance between success and failure











2. Belong1ngness and love needs
3. Esteem needs
a. high evaluation of self
b. to gain respect from self and others
4. Need for self-aotualization
1. To be accepted as a unique individual
2. To be allowed to grow at own rate
J. Help in regulating own emotional responses
4. Help in learning how to behave toward persons and things
5. Help in accepting authority _
o. Affectionate and personal interest of an adult
7. Wisely administered regulation of direction
8. Warmth of mothering at home and in school
9. Help in meeting life's tasks
TABLE 2
FIVE MOST COMMON DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS
DERIVED THROUGH COMPARISON OF
FOUR PSYCHOLOGICAL VIEWPOINTS
Developmental Need Psychologist Interpretation Key
To develop a pos1tive self-concept Havlghurst H 1
..... Prescott P 2c
0 Maslow M Jb; 4
Frank F 1; 2
To be accepted by peer group Hav1ghurst H 2
Prescott Pis; lb; 1c
Maslow M 2; J
Frank F 5
To develop a scale of values Havlghurst H :3
Maslow M lb; lc
Frank F 4; 5
To develop a feeling of independence and maturity Hav1ghurst H 4
Prescott P 20; 2e
Maslow M 4
Fra.nk F 2; J; I~; 9
To experience affection and gUidance from an adult Prescott P la; 1 b
Ma.slow M ld; 2
Frank F 6; 7: 8
TABLE J




Do the characters develop a -more positive self-concept through
circumstances in the story?
~ Are the char~cters accepted by their peer group? If not, how do
they cope with the situation?
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and gUidance?
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
c1rcumstances in the book?
Developmental Needs
Building a positive self-
concept
Acceptance by peer group
Affectionate and personal
concern shown by an adult
Progress made toward a state
of maturity and independence
Deterlninlng a. scale of values
CHAPTER III
ANALYSES OF TaE NEWBERY MED1~ BOOKS
Contained in this chapter are the synopses and the
analyses of the Newbery Medal Books beginning With the award
book from 1922 and continuing to 1975. As previously stated
the books were analyzed with reference to criteria derived
through comparison of four psychological viewpoints on devel-
opmental needs of the adolescent.
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The story of Mank1nd~-NewberyMedal Book, 1922
The story of Mankind is, in effect, a history text
whioh traces the development of man from his early prehis-
torio days to World War I •. There are questions 1n the ap-
pendix for teachers who might wish to use thi~ book in their
cla.ssrooms.
Beoause of the nature of The story of Mank1nd, the
writer's questions on developmental needs of the adolescent
are not applicable to this particular book.
The Voyages of Dr. Do11ttle--Newbery Medal Book, 1923
Synopsis.
The remarkable story of Dr. Dol1ttle, his animal
friends, and fantastic adventures is narrated by Tommy Stubb1ns,
a young boy who happily becomes John Do11ttle's protege. It is
decided that the time is right for an expedition so Tommy, Dr.
Do11ttle, Polynesia the Parrot, Bumpo, an African King, and
several special animal friends become the crew of the Curlew,
bound for Spldermonkey Island. Even after they land the excite-
ment continues. Dr. Do11ttle saves the life of Long Arrow, a
great Indian naturalist, establishes pea.ce between warring natives
and 1s crowned King" of Sp1dermonkey Island. The island prospers.
under the wise and kindly reign of Dr. Do11ttle whom the natives
renamed, Jong Th1nkalot. But after some time the urge to return
to England is strong, so the now boatless crew travels home to
Puddleby1ns1de a. huge, transparent snail.
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Do the charaoters develop a more positive self-concept through
ciroumstanoes in the story?
Dr. Do11ttle is portrayed as an individual who 1s per-
fectly in control of'n1mself and the situation regardless of
the oiroumstances.
Little mention 1s made of Tommy's self-concept, although
being in association with a famous and respected man such as
Dr. Do11ttle gives Tommy a feeling of importance.
Are the cha.ra.cters accepted by their peer group? If not. how
do theY cope with the situation?
Tommy is the son of a hard working but poor cobbler.
Beoause of his modest background Tommy 1s unable to attend school
as is expected of young boys from wealthy families. Dr. Dolittle
takes Tommy on as his private pupil and a.ssistant. Some of the.
town~ school boys who. apparently were unacoept1ng of Tommy be-
fore, now regard him with a feeling of awe.
• • .I carried my nose in the air as I went down the
High street with Jip in his gold collar at my side;
and snobbish little boys who had despised me before
because I was not rich enough to go to school now pointed
me out tothe1r friends and whispered, "You see him?
He's a doctor's ass1stant--and only ten years old\"l
This is only an isolated example, however. Peer group
acceptanoe or rejection is not a major aspect of the book.
Is there an adult figure in the bpp}t....who. prpv1des affection
and gUidance?
Even during a thunderstorm when Tommy and Dr. Do11ttle
first meet after colliding with one another, the Doctor shows
lHugh Lofting, The Voyages of Dr. Dolittle (Philadelphia,
New York· J .B .L1ppinco~t Co., 1950), p'. 88.
lS
a friendly, personal interest in the young boy who later be-
comes' his assistant.
He took hold of my hand and we started running back
down the road together. As we ran I began to wonder who
this funny little man could be, and where' he lived. I
was a perfect stranger to him, and yet he was taking me
to his house to get dr1ed.2
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
On the way to Spldermonkey Island the Curlew is torn
apart by a violent storm. Tommy is separated from the others
and begins to give in to his emotions, but remembers Dr. Do-
I1ttl-e's example.
It was this being all alone, that made me want to weep •
• . •What a baby I was, I told myself, to be scared to
the verge of tears just by lone11nesst I was qUite safe
where I was--for the present, anyhow. John Do11ttle
wouldn't get scared by a little thing like this.)
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
Dr. Do11ttle feels compassion for all members of the
animal kingdom.
"Ohyes," he said, "every door has a lock. But in
my zoo the doors open from the inside, not from ~he out.
The locks are only there so the animals can go and shut
themselves in any time they want to get away from the
annoyance of other animals or from people who might come
here. Every animal in this zoo stays here because he
likes it, not because he is made to."4
Dr. Do11ttle's calm attitude and rational approach
to every situation carries him and those around him through
many difficult times.
2Ib1d., pp 18, 19. 3Ib1d., pp 228, 229. 4Ib1d ., pp 60, 61.
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How much had he lost in the wreck beside his razor
Id did not know--everyth1ng, most likely, together with
all the money he had saved up to buy the ship with. And
st111he was smiling as though he wanted for nothing in .
the WOI;ld.5
The Dark Fr1gate--Newbery Medal Book, 1924
Synopsisl
Philip Marsham, an English youth living in the time
of King Charles I, 1s alone in the world after h1s father has
drowned. A love for the sea has been instilled in the boy, and
despite his father's death, Philip would like to become part of
a crew. He gets his wish and signs with the Rose of Devon. Be-
fore long, he becomes her boatswain. After a devastating storm
The Rose of Devon rescues several men from thelr sinking Ship,
but they retu~n their gratitude by killing the captain and taking
over the ship for the~selves. Philip is forced to serve as boat-
swain for this murderous crew and must endure their plundering
adventures. The present crew of the Rose of Devon is brought
to trial for piracy before long, and only Philip Marsham is de-
olared innocent.
Do the cha.racters develop a more positive self-concept through
c1rcums'tances in the story?
Philip is portrayed as a confident youth throughout
the story. No mention is made of the development of a positive
self-ooncept; it is implied that Philip is comfortable being the
person he ls, and he meets the various situations in the story
with a feeling of self-assurance.
~Ibid., p. 2)4.
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Are the characters accepted by theJr peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the situation?
One of the first days Philip is part of the original
crew of the Rose of Devon, he meets Will Canty and they become'
close friends.
Looking up, Phil himself then caught the eye of a
lad of his own years who was returning the hail of a
former shipmate. and since each of the youths found
something to his taste in the appearance of the other,
on the deck of the ship they joined ,compa~y.b
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and gUidance?
Phil journeys into the country and comes upon a kindly
blacksmith who gives him food and shelter and makes a splendid
dagger for Philip as a parting gift.
Not until he had gone miles did 'he draw the dirk
and read, cut in fine old script on the silver ferule,
the legend, Wrought by Colin Samson for Philip Marsham.
There are those who would say it was a miracle out of
Bible times, but neither Philip Marsham nor I ever saw
a Soot yet who would not share his supper with a poorer
man than himself.?
Philip has a brief and memorable encounter with S1r
John Bristol an old knight who lives in the country.
There was only one man Philip Marsham had ever known,
who had such a rough, ..1ust, heavy-handed humour as Sir
John Bristol or any such indomitable sense of fair play,
and that man was Phil's dead father. 8 '
6Charles Boardman Hawes, The Dark Frigate (n.p.a Tarbell
Co •• 192); reprint ed •• Bostonl Little, Brown and Co., 1962) p. 71.
7Ibid., p. 18. 8Ibid •• p. 56.
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Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal 1ndependence'throug~events in the story?
The: captain wholeads the mutiny against the 'original
captain of the Rose of Devon sees in Philip a young man who
might serve his purpose well, for the youth displays a true
sp1rit of independence.
He stoo.d for a while pondering in silence all that ha.d
taken place and studying the face of his boatswain; but
his liking of the lad's spirit outwe1ghed his doubts.
for such bold independence, whether in friend or foe,
was the one sure key to Tom Jordan's heart.9
After his many adventures at sea, Philip r~turns
to the inn where he first met a young girl who promised to
wa.it for Phil so they could be married. Phil 1s anxious to
see her again and begin on the plans they made before he left.
He is qUickly disappointed, however, for she has married in his
absence.
All that was best in the father had come down to,the
son, and Phil turned his back on tIle siren with the bold. •
bright eyes. He turned his back on the 1nn, too, and all
the dreams he had built around 1t--a boy's imaginings
ra1sed on the sands of a moment's fancy. Nay. he turned
h1s back on all the world he had hitherto known. 10
What values do the characters gain o,r find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
Philip must fight Jamie Barwiok, Sir John's game war-
den, for he 1s aocused of poach1ng on private property. Sir,
John is angry with Jamie for try1ng to pull a foul tr1ck on
Phil during the fight. "Sir John turned then looked Philip
Ib1d •• p. 116. Ibid •• p. 236.
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Marsham in the eye. tIt was a good fight,' he said, and sm1led.
'Courage and honour will carry a man far. tnll
Tales From SlIver Lands--Newbery Medal Book, 1925
This book is a collection of South American folk tales,
similar to the Amer1can legends of Paul Bunyan and his blue ox.
Babe. Because of the nature of th1s book, the set of questions
used in analysis of the book's bibliotherapeutic value for the
adolescent was not applied. The writer felt that ~1nce the
book 1s oomposed of many separate stories each with a different
group of characters, a.nd the reader is only acquainted with the
oharaoters for a brief span of a few pages, the criteria for
determining developmental needs would be inappropriate to Tales
From Silver Lands.
Shen of the Sea Chinese Stories for Children
Newbery Medal Book, 1926
Shen of the Sea is an 1nter~st1ng collection of Ch1nese
folklore similar in nature to the tall tales of Paul Bunyan and
Pecos Bill that are often consldered as part of our American
heritage. There are s1xteen separate stories in the book w1th
different characters in each. The writer th1nks that a young
llIb1d., PP. 54, S5.
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reader would not be able toread11y identify with the oharac~
ters as he is only able to encounter them briefly, and often
only 1n fantastic. imaginary settings. The set of cr1ter1a
based on psychological needs of the early ad~lescent 1s not
applicable to the format of Shan of the Sea.
Smoky the Cowhorse--Newbery Medal Book, 1927
Synopsisl
Smoky is born on the range and has no contact with a
human until he is several months old. During this period of
freedom Smoky's mother is careful to protect her colt against
some of the hazards of range. Smoky learns quickly the ways
of the wild horse, and finds 1t difficult to g1ve any ~f th1s
up for a human who has other plans for h1m. Clint, the cow-
boy who works on taming Smoky, is kind to him and brings out
the best in his horse. The author gives h1s readers a v1vid
impression of the thoughts and feelings that are very likely
happening inside of a horse, or at least they are going on .•
inside of Smoky.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
oiroumstances in the story?
Smoky~does not seem to cons1der the state of h1sself~
21
•concept much. He is happy being himself.
Smoky had never thought of h1s good looks and strong
body. His good looks was only e sign of his good health.
He fel~ it all and used 1t to the limit for his qwn bene-
fit and for ,whatever fun his strengtb and energy could
afford h1m.12
Are the characters accepted bX their peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the situation?
Smoky 1s well, liked by the other horses in the group,
with some reservations.
His mammy or any of the others would of thought Just as
much of h1m if he was just an ordinary horse or even an
111 built scrub. They'd all liked him better if he
wasn't so ornery and d1dn't need so ,much convincing•••13
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides the affec-
tion and guidance?
On the trail with his mother. Sm9ky meets a coyote and
shortly needs his motner's assistance.
Smoky was scared, and he let out a squeal that sure made
every liv1ng thing in that neighborhood set up and ,wonder;
1 t was a plain and loud distress signal, and 1t was answered.,
His mammy shot up the hill. took in the goings on at a glance
and ears baok, teeth a 'shining, tore up the earth and lit
into the battle like a ton of dynam1te.14
Smoky's mother gradually turns her attent10n away from
him since he feels he is now able to look after himself.
She was wise to the range and the ways of her kind,
and even tho she was as strong for Smoky as Smoky. was
for her she didn't miss him so much as he did her. She
felt in a way that he was now big and m1ghty able to take
care of h1mself•••15,
12W111 James, Smoky the Cowhorse (New York, Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1957) p. 32.
13Ib1d., pp. 40, 41. 14Ib1d •• p. 10. 15Ib1d •• p. 47.
-1' ,
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Do the characters progre~s toward emotional maturltx and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
Smoky is cur10us about everything he ,sees, and is
careful to follow his mother's example in many situations.
Taking in all, Smoky was gettingm1ghty wise along
with being mighty lucky 1n getting w1sdom. • • .Hls
hide wa.s getting tough and the blood. that' flol~ed in his
veins wasn't from a heart that'd peter out very easy.16
After more experiences on the range, Smoky becomes
more' cautious than he was as an impulsive young colt.
From that day on Smoky dodged high rocks unless he
could see the top of 'em; pine trees with stout lower
limbs had him a oircling too, or any other place where
a lion could perch on and spring from. 1 ?
What values dp the characters gain or find strengthened through
ciroumstances in the book?
This developmental need 1s not evident in the story.
Gay-Neck The story of a P1geon--Newbery Medal Book, 1928
Synopsis.
The setting 1s Ind1a before and after World War I.
Gay-Neck is the boy's prize carrier pigeon who is used 1n com-
bat for the relay of messages. Ghond, an old man w1se in the
ways of animals, travels with Gay~Neck to the foreign battle
land. The two or them return to India frightened and splritu-
1 0Ib1d., p. 21. 1 7Ib1d.. p. 38.
2)
ally weakened. Through prayer and med1tation the boy 1s able
to cure Gay-Neck and Ghond too is able to cure h1mself of a
fear he had never before known.
Do the characters develgp a more Positfve selt-concept through
oircumstanoes in the story?
This developmental need 1s not evident in the book.
Are the oharacters aooepted by their peer group? If not.
how do they cope with the situation?
Little mention 1s made of peer associations, however.
the boy has one fr1end in the story.
During the summer my friend Radja and our teacher
in jungle lore, old Ghond. came to visit our home. Rad-
ja was about sixteen years old. already a Brahmin priest.
and Ghond we· always called old, tor none knew h1s age.18
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affect10p
and guidance?
The boy's teaoher Ghond, glve~ h1s pupils gUidanoe
1n jungl e 11v1ng •
We had hardly half a dozen olear days during the whole
month of July, but under the gUidance of the almost om-
niscient Ghond. and with m~ friend Radja, we travelled
very far in a. short t1me.l~
Do the oharacters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events 1P.~he story?
18Dhan Gopal Mukerj1, Gay-Neck The story of a Pigeon
(New York. E. P. Dutton & Co., 1968) p. 36.
19Ibld•• p. 37.
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•Wh1le looking for Gay-Neck Ghond feels that search1ng
the oliffs of the Himalayas m1ght prove to be a good experience
for his tw~ charges.
We three human beings began a search for the cliff
where Gay-Neck had fallen. It was not easy task. for
the Himalaya.s are very treacherous. Pythons. if not
tigers, were to be feared. Yet ~y friend Radja insisted,
and Ghond the hunter agreed with him, say~ng that it would
augment our .knowledge. 20
Wh~t values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstanoes in the book?
The values the boy came to know in his associations
with Ghond and the lama priest s.re best related in this paragraph.
"What ever we think and feel will colour what we say
or do. He who fears, even unconsc1ously, or has his least
little d.ream tainted with ha.te, will inevitably, sooner or
later, translate these two qualities into h1s action. There-
fore. my brother, live oourage, breathe courage and give
courage. Think and feel love so that you will be able to
pour out of yourselves peace and serenity as naturally as
a flower gives forth fragrance. 21
The Trumpeter of Krakow-~NewberyMedal Book, 1929
Synopsis,
The Po11sh people cherish the memory of the brave
trumpeter who r~~a1ned in the watohtower of Krakow to fulfill.
his duty even though th~ people below him fled 1n fear of the
invading Tartars. Two hundred years later Joseph Charnetskl
20Ib1d., pp. 42. 43. 21Ib1d., p. 191.
25
re1nacts the brave deed of the trumpeter as he too must Bound'
the Heynal while surrounded by enemy Tartars. Only Joseph
uses the song as a distress cry wh1ch can only be interpreted
by his friend, Elzb1etka.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
circumstanoes in the story?
Neither Joseph nor Elzb1etka g1ve ev1denoe as to
possessing positive or negat1ve self-conoept~.
Are the oharacters acoe~ted by their peer grgup? If not,
how do they oope with the situation?
The only young people in the story are Joseph and
Elzb1etka who become close friends.
And, to her, Joseph was a person of very great 'importance,
not only because of h1s prowess with the tl~mpet and his
progress in the collegium but because, indeed, he possessed-
somehow more th,gn ordinary seriousness for a boy of his a.ge. 22
"And I. Joseph begins at the, seoond hour. We have a
secret, he and I, and I always l1sten for him to play.- •••
"For ~~ is my best friend. and one should be loyal unto
friends." .)
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affect10n
and gy1dance?
Shortly after Joseph's family arrives in Krakow Pan
Charnetsk1 and a scholar-monk, Jan Kanty are bowed over an
objeot talking in hushed voices. Joseph is curious about
, 22Er1c P. Kelly, The Trumpeter of Krakow (New York,
Macmillan Co •• 1966) p. 98.
23Ib1d. f p. 144.
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th1s object that gives off so much light.
The father's voice was kindly but firm. "In time,
Joseph, you shall know. It would be 'but a care to you,
a matter of more worry than you suspect, if you knew what
responsibility we are carrying here. If 1t is mere cur1-
os1ty be assured that knOWledge will bring nothing but
pain. If it is real 1nterest, I will tell you plainly
that in due t1me you shall be 1nformed of all that has
passed. Just now--1t has cost me so much that I have
not the heart to burden your young l1fe w1th 1ts secrets."24
Do the oharacters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personsl independence through events in the story?
Joseph's father comes to depend on his son to help
him in his duties as trumpeter and watchman.
Sometimes he would take the duties of the watchman.wh11e
his father slept and sound the Heynals at each hour and
inspect the city regul~rly from each of the tower w1ndows
to sound the alarm whenever a red tongue of flame leaped
1ntothe sky.25
Elzb1etka, interpreting the code alarm given by Joseph,
shows her courage and independenoe by. racing through the dark
and dangerous streets of Krakow at night.
"Father, Father." he shouted excitedly, "it was Elz-
b1etka who did th1s. • • .She heard me sound the trumpet
in a different fash~-on from the way I usually sound it, for ·
tonight I d1d not stop the Heynal upon the broken note, but
played several notes more. She ran through the night alone
to Jan Kanty's and he aroused the city watch•••• -26
A f1re rages in the o1ty w1th the greatest intens1ty
looated in the courtyard of Joseph's and Elzbletka's homes.
Joseph takes it upon himself to lead a olear path away from the
blaze.
24Ib1d •• p. 58. 25Ib1d •• p. 130. . 26Ib1d •• p. 154.
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Joseph was ever figuring the qU1ckest route out of the
burn1ngd1str1ct,' and this lias no easy task, s1noe the
fire was playing so,m~ny tr1cks. 27
What values do the ch9.racters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
The beauty of Krakow he1ghtens the proud fee11ng
Joseph has of his country.
And Joseph listening with eyes shining and heart
throbbing, rea11zed more at that moment than ever before
how dear to him 'YittS his na.t 1va 'land and all the customs
that had been bequeathed by brave men and women who had
made it great forever among all nat1ons; ••• 28
Elzb1etka values knowledge in a time when schools
were not cons1dered for g1rls.
"And," she continued, "why is not th1s lea.rn1ng as
good for women as it is for men? Why is it that all
writings of poets and scholars and men of learning should
be read only by men? I would read such writings, too. n29
Hitty, Her First Hundred Years--Newbery Medal Book. 1930
Synopsis.
Hitty. a. hand-oa.rved doll ma.de from whi't;a ash, is
not an ordinary antique doll, but one who has written her
memo1rs (With the help of Rachel Field) entitled, Hitty.
Her First Hundred Years. The reader comes to know Phoebe
Preble. for whom H1tty was originally made, and experienoes
the many adventures of Phoebe and Hitty unt1l the doll 1s lost
27Ibld., p. 177. 28 8Ibid., p. 7. 29Ibid., p. 101.
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in India and comes 1nto the hands of s snake charmer. H1tty
is later bought for a missionary's daughter, Little Thankful,
and eventually returns to the United states with her new owner
only to be stuffed 1nto a sofa and forgotten for ma~y years.
Hitty is r.ed1scovered, by a Quaker girl and her adventures begin
again with more owners and more exper1enoes.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-ooncept through
oircumstances in the story?
While attend1ng a party in Philadelphia With L1ttle
Thankful. Hitty and her owner are oritioized by the other guests
who find the appearance of these two to be less than satisfactory.
The th1ngs those children said about mel If I had not
been a doll of experience and some poise. I doubt if I should
ever have recovered from that half-hour of critioism. • • •
• • .Of course, I had not been so foolish as to sup-
pose my experiences in sa~water, fire, and the tropics had
left me untouched••••30 .
Hitty maintains a pos.it1ve self-oonoept throughout the story
and holds to a rea11st1c opinion of herself.
Are the oharact'e.rs aocepted by their 'Reer group? If not I
do they cope with the situation?
Little mention 1s made of Hitty's "peer group" with
the exception of the party in Philadelphia attended by she and •
Little Thankful. The other young g1rls also brought their )
favorite dolls With them, most of wh'1ch were fine quality
china or wax. When Hitty was placed among these other dolls
JORachel Field. Hitty. Her FlrstHundred Years (New York,
Macmillan Co., 1969) pp. 102, 103.
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she felt somewhat uncomfortable.
• • .All the dolls were hast1ly ,heaped upon a big sofa
before the fire. I found myself with a china lady on
one side and an enormous wax beauty of dazzling com-
plexion on the other. It was a very trying position
to be in. No sigh passed between us there, but I
felt their eyes regarding me with disapproval.)l
Yet, H1tt1 had enough pride to conceal her unhappiness.
"Still, beauty is not everything in this world," I
told myself.
Just at that moment I could not but feel it was a
very great help, indeed; nevertheless I determined to
do my best no matter what might happen, in order that
Little Thankful should have no cause to feel ashamed
of me. 32
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and guidanoe?
This question 1s not applioable to Hitty's situat1on.
Do the charaoters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independenoe through events in the story?
Throughout the book the reader sees Hitty as a ohar-
aoter who has already reached a state of emotional maturity.
She 1s concerned about the well be1ng of others. "But
this I endured, as I would have endured far more, tor the sake
of those whose safety depended upon me."33
Hitty considers her own abilities realistically. NSO
I put the 1dea of danoing from me. I am not one to give up
ees11y, but I do know the impossible when I meet 1t. n J4
31Ib1d •• p. 103.
34Ib1d., p. 140~
32Ib1d., p. 103 33Ib1d., p. 7;.
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And she f1nds empathy for two elderly spinsters who were once
young and beautiful. "It was only because I, too, knew what
1t was to change that I could understand all that must be pass-
ing in their minds. n35
What values do the charaoters gain or find strengthened through
oiroumstances in the book?
Hitty has a strong be11ef in a guard1an power she
calls Prov1denoe.
I could still recall vividly the picture in the B1ble
at home, and I thought. if a man oould be swallowed.
how much more easily I might disappear in like manner.
But once again a miraculous Providenoe watched over me. J6
According to Hitty this same power was at work in
changing her life style. "So I became a doll of fash1on.
~hlch only goes to show that we never know from wh~t direction
37
miraoles will come."
The manner in. which Hitty came into the hands of Little
Thankful also suggests that Providenoe may have gUided her.
aGod moves in a mysterious way," he responded. "I
must oonfess that it has touohed me strangely to have
this little doll cast upon our very doorstep~dust in
t1me to answer our own child's needs ••• • "J
The character of Hitty holds to many fine prinoiples
throughout the story. For example Hitty's willingness to give
of herself, "I cannot say it was a very exciting life tor me
after what I had been used to; still, I knew I was a comfort
to Kat1e, and that means much to a doll. ft39
35Ib1d •• p. 157.
38Ib1d., p. 92. 39Ib1d. p. 1~8.
J7Ib1d., p. 153.
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and her oonsideration for others, "Mrs. Brackett approved ot
me beoause she said I was 'a nice p~aot1cal size,' and she
thought I looked as if I would be oonsiderate of other peop1e."40
Hitty also felt that ma.terial possessions, while nice
to own, were not of major ooncern.
However, I was warm and safe and Katie lavished much af~'
feotion upon me, so I could not feel it right to oomplain,
though I could not but have pangs of regret at the loss
or my finery.
But I told myself that it 1$ no d1sgrace to oome
down a peg or two in the world.~l
The Cat Who Went to Heaven--Newbery Medal Book, 1931
Synopsis:
Good For~une. a very spec1al cat. oomes to live with
a poor Japanese artist and h1s housekeeper. Soon after her
arrival the luok of the artist changes and he. is comm1ssioned
to paint a mural depicting the death of Buddha. In the story
of h1s last moments on earth many kinds of animals come to re-
oalve a final ·blessing. In the tradit10n of Buddha's death,
the oat was not among them as she refused to pay homage to ~1m.
Good Fortune wants desperately to be painted on the mural along
with the other animals. When the artist, feeling compassion
for her, paints the little cat, Good Fortune dies of happiness.
The artist is certa1n his' painting will be rejeoted for 1nclud..
1ng a cat with the other animals, but he does not regret h1s
41Ibid •• pp. 146, 147.
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aotion. A miraole occurs during the night and the pa1nted oat
is transformed from her position at the end of the procession
to a place 'of honor near the ha.nd of Buddha.
The questions used 1n analysis are based on developmen-
tal needs of theadolesoent. The ohara.cters of this book are
adults and do not exhibit any of these needs, therefore, the
questions have not been applied to the story, with the except10n
of the last one.
What values do the oharaoters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
The art1st is satisfied with h1s ~ork and is glad he'
painted Good Fortune along with the other animals.
He was ruined and all his hopes gone. But he did not
regret what he had done. For so many days had he lived
in the thought of love and the examples of sacrifice,
that it did not seem hard to ~uffer tor Good Fortune's
greatest moment of happ1ness.~2
Waterless Mounta1n--Newbery Medal Book, 1932
Synopsis.
Younger Brother knows from a very early age that he
1s dest1ned to be a medicine man for h1s Navaho people. Many
of the ancient ways are.preserved by Younger Brother's family
42El1zabeth Coatsworth. The Cat Who Went to Heaven (New
York. Macmillan Co •• 1970) p. 61.
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and other families nearby. Waterless Mountain 1s the story of
a young Indian boy's growth toward manhood, and a better under-
standing of the Navaho customs and traditions.
Do the characters develop a 'more positive self~concept through
oircumstances in the story?
This developmental need 1s not evident in the story.
Are the characters accpeted by their peer group? If not.
how do they cope, with the situation?
On his westward journey to disoover more about the
Navaho's ancient beliefs, Younger Brother meets a white boy.
The white boy was in the best of spirits beoause
his car was safe. He thought what a lucky thing it was
for him that he met the Navaho boy. It was good to have
someone that could talk to the natives for h1m. He wished
he could tell the Navaho that he liked h1m. Of course
Younger Brother knew that he did, but wh1te people always
like to talk. 4J
Is there an adult figure in the book who prOVides affection
and gUidance?
As a small ch11d Younger Brother is well taken care
of by h1s mother. • •
He could see not water about, but he told Mother he must
have some. She went to the edge of the cliff and dug a
little hole in the sand with her hands. In a few moments
it was filled with water that seeped in f~~m below the
dry sand. Mother always knew what to do.
43Laura Adams Armer, Waterless Mountain (n.p.a Long-
mans, Green & Co •• 1931; reprint ad., New York: David McKay
Co •• Inc •• 1969) p. 97.
44 6Ibid •• p. •
•
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• • .and also as a young man.
She immediately untied a flour sack that held
her belongings and produced a Navaho hair brush. While
she brushed and tied his hair, she told the boy all the
news of home. 5
;4
The white man who runs the trading post is a favorite
among the Navahos, espec1allyw1th Younger Brother.
The Big Man had only said "Grandchild" and patted
him on the head but Younger Brother knew that, like
the stars, the cloud
6
S, the rainbow and the dawn, this
man was his fr1end. 4
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence tprough events in the §tory?
Younger Brotller becomes restless and feels the
need to travel westward, alone.
One morning, after awaking from his gliding dream,
he told Mother he would not take the sheep out that day
as he must be about other business. • • •
Mother looked at him and did not say a word. What
she had been dreading had come to pass. Her younger
son was leaving her.~?
After spending a. few days with the white boy, Younger
Brother is glad to be on h1s own aga1n.
Younger Brother was again free to dream of the Wide
water. He couldn't help feeling a bit homesickness as
he rode past hogans or watohed a flock of sheep herded
by some child; but coupled witg the feeling of homesick-
ness was the urge to be free.
Preparations for an elaborate Indian ceremony bring
back memories to Younger Brother of this time several years
earlier.
•
45Ibid •• p. 131.
48Ib1d. ,f p. 10.5.
46I bid. t p. 8. 47Ibld •• p. 87.
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•He remembered how he had helped to dress a wand when
he was a little boy. He thought how much he had learned
since then of the ways of his people. He' was feeling
really grown-up, sinoe he had become a farmer and pro-
duced food for the family. He 4elt like a man--like
the rest of the men around him. ~
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened throu~h
ciroumstances in the booky
Younger Brother is aware of a common characteristio
shared by all animals 'and man.
If things did not sing they danced to the silent music
that filled all the air. He could tell by the way ani~
mals walked that they were keeping time to some kind of
musio. Maybe it was the song in their own hearts that
they walked to.50
A strong respeot for the anc1ents has been instilled
in Younger Brother.
He would like to take it to the white boy but, when
he ran down the bank and saw the bones, he wouldn't touch
the jar. He knew it belonged to the anc1ent people. Un~
ole had always told him to leave such things alone.51
The Navahos believe in moderation in all things.
"Grandfather, aren't you afraid to heap so many goodS?M
The Big Man looked at him in astonishment, beoause he
had been thinking he was overstocked, but how could this
ch11d of the wilderness know that152
Younger Brother takes great pride 1n his Navaho tra-
dit10ns and beliefs.
It was a. love feast, a. communion, promising new life
to the tribe. Younger Brother, who knew so well'the legends
of his people, felt the power5~nd the peace that comes through
fellowship with men and gods. j
49Ibid •• p. 209.
52Ib1d •• p. 127.
50Ib1d., p. 43.
SJlb1d.. p. 182.
51 Ib1d., p. 10).
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Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze--Newbery Medal Book. 1933
Synopsisl
Young Fu and his mother, Fu Be Be, leave the country
and oome to the o1ty of Chungking where he is to be an ap-
prent1ce to Tang, the ooppersmith. While working for Tang,
Young Fu has many adventures from outwitting bandits in a
river boat to protecting Tang's shop from intruders. But
most of all this 18 the story of a boy's growth into manhood.
Do the oharaoters ~evelopa more positive self-concept through
circumstances' in the story?
After several experienoes that made Young Fu feel
foo11sh, he was happy ,to do something praiseworthy. Yet he
keeps the news to himself wh10h results in a better situation.
He could not wa1 t to t:ell Small L1 of his experience.
Th1swas an affair in which all was to his credit and Li.
given t1me,would see to it that the shop in general and
Small Den in particular hearo. the story. Later, some sense
of d1gnity made him happy that he had not found it nece§~
sary to relate an incident so complimentary to h1mself.'
Tang thinks of Young Fu as a son in time, and wants
to adopt him, willing Young Fu his shop and wealth.
Young Fu's heart leaped at the thought. Tomorrow
Fu Be Be would return to share h1s good fortune. Tomorrow
he would begin to prove himself to Tang. Tomorrow--t
Ah, but life was good\55
Are the characters accepted by their pee~ g~oup? If not.
how do they cope with the situation?
•
54El1zB.beth Foreman Lewis, Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze
(New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1969) p. 147. ·
55Ibld •• p. 257.
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When Young Fu first comes to Tang's shop he finds he
is the butt of everyone's jokes and is especially disliked by
Small Den.
On one of these errands to the furnace room, this boy
whom the workmen called by everyep1thet poss1bleex-
cept his real name, Small Den, watched the new stoker
oritically. .
"That you have been used to t1111ng the soil and
nothing else. I can see," he remarked with a sm1rk.
He, would never care much for this fellow, he felt sure.
As for the other, time would tell.56
Young Fu goes on an errand with Small L1 and soon
he feels as though he may have one friend in Tang's shop.
When they reentered the store late that afternoon,
Young Fu felt braced to meet anything. One in th1s
place was his friend, the others did not'matter. 57
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affeotion •
and guidanoe?
Fu Be Be did not want to come to Chungk1ng, but she
felt that in a city her son would have a better chanoe to learn
a. profitable trade.
Fu Be Be breathed a sigh of relief. After the quiet
countryside, this city was providing more excitement than
she could well endure, but she would have to be content
for her son's sake.58
A kindly old scholar lives in the room above Young Fu
and his mother and is willing to help Young Fu in his adjust~
ment to the city if necessary.
If at any time thou shouldst meet with ill fortune, as
is sometimes true of a youth from the country, thou canst
f1nd me there in my room.59
561 bid. t P • 22.
59Ib1d., p. 12.
57Ib1d •• p. 28.
low member of Tangts ~hop from the susplc1pn of the author1t1es.
Young Pu's attention was diverted by the interest
and admiration the family was centering upon himself.
Their gratitude was overwhelming. He was glad when
Tang suggest·ed a return to the shop. Even a year ago,
he told himself, he would have delighted 1n their com-
mendation. t~at he no longer did so was eVidence of
development.
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While his mother is out of town Young Fu 1ncurrs some
debts and 1s unable to pay them. Tang offers him money along
with advice.
At the end the coppersmith took 'some ooins from h1s
belt ••••There is much I might say to you. You know
that such folly repeated would cheat you of your chance
to remain in this establishment. You will, I believe.
remember before being so foolish a se60nd time. ~ut
your mother w111 probably help you not to torget. 0
Do·the. oha.ra.cters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
Young Fu does not reach the city gates before c108-
lng. and 1s forced to remain outs1de.
Aside from that responsibility, with several coppers 1n'
his belt bestowed on him by the customer in the hills,
he rather welcomed this new experience of spending one
night where thousands of Chungking's population spent
their lives. 1
Young Fu plays an important part in clearing a fel-
Young Fu cons1d,ers his future as Tang's adopted son.
There was not the slightest doubt in his own m1nd of the
coppersmith's feeling for him. This, a wisdom older than
his years helpedhlm to realize he would do more toward
making him mature' tha.n any other forc,e in his life. Tang
would see. and soon, that he was deserving of a man's
fr1endsh1p.63
•
60Ib1d •• p. 199.
63Ibid •• p. 256.
61Ib1d •• p. 151. 62Ibid •• p. 246.
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What, values dO.thecha.racters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
Humility 1s an important virtue in the Oriental cultures,
and at ,times Young Fu needs help in remember1ng this.
"I watched the letter writer before the foreign
temple. Tha.t and. other words have I learned, It the
student boasted with pride.
"Then learn someth1ng more: tThere is no mer1t worthy
of boast1ngl t ••• 004
Young Fu is slow to criticize a new apprentice's work
since the memory of his own hurt can still be recalled.
A newapprentloe, named Feng. came to take Den's
place. He was homely of countenance and seemed stupid.
Young Fu joined lf1th the others in teasing the newcomer,
unt1l the memory of h1s own miserable first day smote him. oS
Invincible Lou1sa--Newbery Medal Book, 1934
Synopsisl
Invincible Louise. is the biogra.phy of one of. the most
famous and well l1ked authors of ch11dre~ts novels, Lou1sa May
Alcott. The author of her biography makes Louisa seem ord1nary
and extraord1nary at the same time. The everpresent love and
concern is eVident in the Aloott family, and 1t 1s for them
that Louisa first turns to writing in hopes of helping her family
w1th their saddened finances. Louisa's patr1ot1sm and happiness
1n doing for others leads her into becom1ng a nurse during the
40
Civil War which is nearly fatal to her when she contacts a
fever. The wonderful story of Little Women is not wr1tten
until Louisa is quite far along in her career. Louisa felt
that the story was too "homey". to ever be popular, but the
pub11c l1ke,d 1t so well they made 1 t a olassic and wanted
sequels or more books like it.
~ the oharacters develop a more positive self-conoept through'
oircumstances in the story?
While ,vacat1oning in Europe Louisa meets a young man
who does much to help her 1mprove her self-concept which pre-
v1ou~ly had not been exceedi~gly positive.
Shy and distrustful of her own powers, consoious all her
life of a certain tall awkwardness, she had never really
had the sufficient confidenoe in herself, she had never
understood in the least that her gay spir1ts and enliven-
ing company made up a hundred times over for any laok of
gentle charm••••Now, without need tor words, the open-
ly adoring companionship of6~adislas told her that she
was unusual and de11ghtful.
Louisa's fame as an authoress spreads and helps her
feel important.
Everywhere she was made much of as M1ss Aloott, the
American authoress. She began to feel l1ke somebody
instead
6
.Q.f being just drudging Louisa, nurse and com-
pan1on. "(
Are the characters accepted by ~helr peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the situation?
66Cornelia Meigs, Invlnc1bleLoulsa (Boston, Little,




Lou1sa made friends easily and was read1ly accepted
by her peers.
She was so gay and so full of good spirits, however, 68
that she w~s immed1ately welcomed by her new oomrades.
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affect1Qn
and gUidance?
Mrs. Aloott provided her daughters w1th an example of
personal strength and determinat1on.
Abba Alcott's unbroken sp1r1t still stood firm in
that house, as the days passed. From her the girls
learned to see that when all else fails, courage 1s the
only thing left to oling to, courage and fa1th 1n God. o9
Ralph Waldo Emerson was a close fr1end of the Alcott
family and took a special interest 1n Louisa's welfare.
To Louisa he gave the freedom of his l1brary and all that
went with such a priv1lege. She was at liberty to choose
anything from those tall mahogany shelves which reached
to the ceiling, to curl herself in a corner of the com-
fortable sofa and read to her heart's content.?O
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
persona.l 1ndepencenee through events in the story?
At an early age Louisa 1s concerned about helping
he'r poor :family gain some of the comforts 'she would like them
to have.
•
68 69 4Ibid •• p. b2. t Ibid •• p. 9. 70Ibld., PP. 59. 60;
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So far she. who was barely eleven years ola, had been able
to do little; she had only stood by and watched the peril
coming closer. But she could help soon; she must help, .
she would help always.71 '
She would set out alone, she conoluded, and if she oould
do no more, could earn her own living and be less of a
care to her fam11y.7 2
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened throu~h
ciroumstances in the book?
The Alcotts would not allow their poverty to ruin
their lives.
Everyone l1ved simply then. The Alcotts lived rather more
simply than the others, although they would have been the
last to consider that they were ver~ poor or to feel sorry
for themselves on any such account.'lJ
The strong love for each other that was present in
the Alcott fam1ly, did muoh to ease their poverty.
Few children loved their parents and each other as d1d
the little .Alootts. They had so little else, but they
at least had one another174
Louisa cherished the beauty she saw in God's creat1ons.
She said afterward that she never understood God so fully
as she d1d at that second, and that she understood Him
forever after. from having realized, all at once, the
beauty of the world which He had given her to dwell in.
She went home with something new 1n her heart which she
was never to lose.75
Travel was something highly valued by Louisa.
It was suoh things which Louisa loved to get out of travel,
knowledge of her fellow men, absorb1ng talk with them of all
they had heard and seen. of the interesting people whom they
knew, in turn. 76
71Ibld., P
74Ibld •• p .. 47.
72Ib1d ., p. 74. 7Jlb1d •• p. 27
7S 6 6 76Ib1d •• pp. 1, 2 Ibid., p. 135.
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Dobry--Newbery Medal Book, 1935
Synops1s:
As the story opens the reader meets Dobry, a young
peasant boy living in Bulgaria with h1s mother, Roda. and
Grandfather. Dobry has an lnsat1able urge to oreate l1ke-
nesses of things that are part of his surroundings which
oontinues into adulthood. The life and ~ustoms of the people
are vividly portrayed so that the reader has the sensation
of being 1n the 'small Village where Dobry grows 1nto the
strong and talented man h1s father pred1cted he would become.
Doc the oharacters develop a more positive self-oQnoept tbrolagb.
oircumstances in ~he story?
This developmental need is not dealt with in the story.
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
do they cope with the situation?
•
Dobry's only age~mate is Neda. a g1rl from the Village.
These two are constant companions as children wh1ch later devel-
ope 1nto their betrothal.
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
,and gUidance?
Dobry's grandfather and mother are the adults who are
most conoerned about h1m and provide him w1th necessary affection.
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Grandfather is a wise and reflective man who g1ves Dobry an
understanding of the world around him.
Dobry a.sked him, "And why aren't the snowfla.kes alike.
Grandfather? Different, each one different?"
The grandfather said, "Everything is different. each
leaf if you really look••••That 1s it, Dobry. God
loves variety. • • .God makes better icons than those in
the ohurch. He makes 8 beautiful thing and nothing else
1n the whole world is exactly like it •••• "77
Roda shows her love and conoern by tending to Dobry's
physical needs and wants. After eating too many tomatoes one
evening, Dobry wakes up feeling ill and Roda is there ready
to help.
ItLie qU1et, my dear, lie quiet," Roda told him.
"One batch of bread is already in the oven. Baked
before long. Then I'll soon have you better."78
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
Against his mother's Wishes Dobry, now a young man,
pursues his own des1res.
When he was at home Dobry was aware of It--the dis-
approval in his mother's voice. the loneliness and dis-
appointment in her heart--but away from 1t he could for-
get, and all his daylight hours were spent tar away 1n
a world of h1s own ohoos1ng.79
Wh~t values do the ohar~cters gain or find_strengthened through
oircumstances in the storY?
Roda and Grandfather can not agree on Dobry's future
as an artist or a farmer. Rods feels he should be a farmer as
77Mon1oa Shannon,' Dobry (New York, Viking Press, 1962)
p. 7.
78I b1d., p. 20. ?9Ib1d., p. 98.
it is a safe and solid way to earn a living. Grandfather, how-
ever. feels that eaoh man should do what he 1s happiest doing
regardless of theseour1ty aspect.
" •••But an art1stt Baht What is an artist? Poor, no
food maybe, ragged clothes 1nstead of good homespun. And
we are decent people."
Grandfather said, "But, Roda, people are not all the
same, any more than the vegetables, fru1ts, trees and an1~
mals are all the same. • • .What seems easier life to you
would seem a harder one to Dobry. He needs to draw, to
paint. and Dobry is going to be a great man just as h1s
. father sald he would be. u8a
Gr.g,ndfather rec~gn1zes the artistic qua.lity 1n Dobry and en-
oourages his grandson tOtdevelop into the unique be1ng he feels
all men should strive to beoome. tI •••people study how to
be all alike instead of how to be as different as they really
are."81
Caddie Woodlawn--Newbery Medal Book. 1936
Synops1St
Cadd1e Woodlawn is a pioneer girl l1v1ng on a farm
nea.r Dunnville, Wisconsin, during the 1860's. Tills book,
based on actual girlhood adventures of the authorts grand-
mother •. prov1des the reader with an interesting acoount
of Caddie's act1ve tomboy life between her eleventh and
twelfth year.
80Ib1d ., p. 108. 81Ib1d •• p. 7.
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Do any of the characters develop a more positive self-concept
through circumstanoes in the story?
The charaoter with whom a reader would be most l1kely
to 1dentify with would be Caddie, who, throughout the story,
seems to possess a steady, posit1ve self-concept.
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not.
how do they cope with the situation?
Two of Caddie's favorite playmates are her brothers
Tom and Warren who aocept her -as their equal.
She was the despair of her mother and of her elder
sister Clara. But her father watched her with a
l1ttle shine of pride in his eyes. and her brothers
accepted her as one of themselves without a questlon. 82
Other ohildren from her school and nearby farms also •
acoepted Caddie as the1r friend and leader. In one instance
quiet and shy Katlewas asked to keep Caddie's whereabouts
a seoret. She was worried about her friend's safety, yet
respected Caddie too much to break the promise.
Kale hesitated, her eyes wide with terror. Caddie
had always been the leader at school. It was impossible
for gentle Katie to disobey her. 8;
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and guidance?
The most significant adult the reader comes in oon-
taot with 1s Mr. Woodlawn. The bond between Caddie and her
father 1s often evident.
82Carol Ryr1e Brink, Caddie Woodlawn (New Yorks
Macm1llan Co., 1935) p. 1.
8Jlbld., p. 127.
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When the Woodlawns first came to Wisconsin, Caddie
was a pale and de110ate four-year-old. To restore her health
Mr. Woodlawn had an idea.
"Harriet," he ~d said .. flI want you to let Caddie run
w11d with the boys. Dontt keep her in the house learn-
ing to be a lady. I would rather see her learn to plow
than make samplers, if she can get her health by doing
so. • • .Bring tb~ other girls up as you like, but let
me have Caddie. dB
In another episode Caddie 1s punished for taunting
her visiting cousin, and for not behaving in a manner becom-
1ng a lady. Caddie has resolved to run away and live with
the Indians so she need never grow up into the lady her
mother has in mind. As Cadd1e is going over these plans,
Mr. Woodlawn qUietly enters her room.
Then he came and stood by Caddie's bed••••He put the
candle down and sat on the side of the bed and took one
of Caddie's hot hands in his cool ones. Then he began
to speak in h1s nice quiet voice, without ask1ng her to
wake up or open h~~ eyes or look at him. 85
Caddie's father, a w1~e and kind man, is aware of his daugh-
ter's needs and provides her with loving gU1dance when neces-
sary. Yet there are other adults who are important in Cadd1e's ,
life.
Mrs. Woodlawn is concerned about the happiness and
well-being or all her children, but Caddie sometimes presents
her with more cause for concern.
Her mother sat on the foot of Caddie's bed the night
of the accident, with a cup in one hand and a spoon in the
other, and shook her head in despair. Exasperation and
fond conoern struggled on her pretty face. Bo
84Ib1d •• p. 13. 8SIb1d. '. p. 239. 86Ib1d •• 75
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Indian John. the leader of an Ind1an tribe living
across the river from the Woodlawns, became Caddie's friend
when she was a small girl.
That was the strange beginning of a friendship, for
a kind of friendship it was, that had grown up·between
between Caddie and Ind1an John. The boys liked Indian
John. too, but it was at Caddie and her red-gold curls
that the big Indian looked when he came to the farm.
and it was for Caddie that he left b1ts of oddly carved
wood and once a doll. .' .87
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
Hetty, a younger sister of Caddie, was known for her
tattle-tale nature which often kept her apart from the ad-
ventures of her older s1p11ngs. In a reflect1ve mood one day,
Cadd1e found herself gradually understanding Hetty and the
reasons for her behavior.
It was almost as if Caddie had never seen that little
face before. Sudd~nly she understood for the first t1me
that Hetty was all by herself••••Was her eagerness
to be the f1rst to tell only her way of trying to make
herself important in the eyes of all 'the selfish older
people?88
Growing up did not come easily for Caddie, espec1ally
when she realized it would mean relinquishing her tomboy ways.
Atter .a kindly lecture from her father. Cadd1e began to see
her new role as a yo~ng woman 1n a d1fferent light.
When" she awoke she knew that she need not be afraid of
growing up••••It.was a respons1bility, but, as Father
spoke of it, it was a beautiful andaD9reC10US one, andCaddie was ready to go and meet 1t.
87Ib1d.. p. 78. 88Ib1d., p. 205. 8 9Ib1d • t 241.
At the olose of the story Caddie looks baok over the
past year and oonsiders the changes ~he has undergone and
looks ahead to the future with a ph1losophical po1nt of v1ew.
How far I've come\ r'm the same girl and yet not the
same. I wonder 1f it's always like that? Folks keep
growing from one person to another all the1r lives,
and l1fe 1s just a lot of everyday adventures.90
Caddie Woodlawn had matured greatly during th1s year
that is shared w1th her readers, who 1n turn may find this
exhuberant tomboy a good friend while they progress toward
maturity themselves.
What va.lues do the oharacters gain or find strengthened through
oircumstances in the book?
The Woodlawns are pioneers and proud to be a part
of the rugged, honest life they f1nd in Wisoonsin. Mr Woodlawn
was an English ar1stocrat but finds himself more in agreement
with the values in Northern Amer1ca.
"It was a hard struggle, but what I have in life I have
earned with my own hands. I have done well, and I have
an honest man's honest pride. I want no lands and honors
which I have not won by my own good sense and 1ndustry."91
Caddie, like her father, feels strongly patriot1c. On
her birthday, whioh is shared with George Washington. Caddie
was allowed to hold the Amerioan flag while the class sang the
star Snangled Banner.
90Ib1d., pp. 269. 270. 91 bI ld., p. 95.
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She stood straight and proud at the front of the room
beside Miss Parker's desk. her eyes on the lovely stars
and str1pes-~Mr. Linooln's flag, the flag of the North,
Caddie Woodlawn '.:s flag. 92
A letter h~d oome to John Woodlawn trom England
informing h1m that the wealth and estate that was in his
family would be reinstated if he would give up his American
citizenship and return to England. While the family 1s de-
o1dlng whether to go or stay, Caddie oomes to her own decision.
Caddie knew that her old, wild past was ended. But
suddenly she knew, too, that she wanted the future.
whatever it might hold, to be here in the country that
she loved, and not among strangers in a strange land.93
The Woodlawns held to the values they attained in
this rough, partially settled land and decided to stay, and
for this Caddie was glad •
• • •her faoe was turned to the west. It was always to
be turned westward now, for Caddie Woodlawn was a pioneer
and an Amer1can.94 ,
Roller Skates--Newbery Medal Book, 1937
Synopsis.
Luoinda Wyman is a pert ten-year-old, most often
seen on roller skates. who has one glorious year in wh1ch she
can be her own person. Lucinda's parents, now relax1ng in Italy,
and considered part of the social elite, yet Luo1nda 1s a very










natural. un-pretentious individual who derives the most amount
of pleasure from giving to and doing for others. This memora~
ble year is spent in New York City during the 1890's with Miss
Peters, a school teacher, and her sister Miss Nettle.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
ciroumstances in the story?
Lucinda seems rea11st1c in her opinion of herself and
her abilities. She has been told repeatedly by her Aunt Emily
that she 1s "as homely as two toads," yet she doesn't brood over
this. Luoinda is too busy enjoying the adventures of being an
"orphan", as she calls herself.
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not.
how do they cope with the situation?
This friendly and outgoing g1rl makes many friends
during her stay with the Misses Peters, yet only one, Tony,
1s near enough to Lucinda's age to be considered a peer. From
the first day they knew each other, these two became close
friends. -Tony Copp1no pressed an apple into her hand at
parting. 'Please take it. We are friends now. Come aga1n.,u95
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and gu.1dance?
95Ruth Sawyer, Roller Skates (New York, Viking Press ••
Inc., 1967) p. 37.,
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On the first even1ng that was to begin her year of
freedom, Lucinda writes in her diary, an excerpt of which
ment10ns the two ladies with whom she is staying until her
parents return from Italy.
I like Miss Peters. Her house manner is better than
her school manner. But I think I'm going to like Miss
Nettie most. She's So disturbed for fear I will m1ss
mama and papa and get homesick and mind th1ngs.96
Lucinda's unole Earle, the husband of the much dls-
liked Aunt Emily, becomes very close to his niece and she to
him during this time.
Driving home that night in someoody else's handsome
cab Lucinda drowsed against Uncle Earle's shoulder. How
was it that she belonged so comfortably to him? The
Gazelles Lucinda's oousins belonged entirely to Aunt
Emily, and there were times when shed1dn't feel that she
belonged to her own parents. But with Uncle Earle it was
different ••••Something more besides words and looks
and laughter passed between them and held them together.
She hoped she would go through year after year, knowing
that she oould put out her hand--llke th1s--and feel his
b1g one closing over 1t.97
Lucinda has to face the death of a little girl, Trinket,
who had been like a younger sister to her. Dr. Hitohcock. who
is the Wyman's family physician, explains death to Lucinda the
best lfsyhe can.
Inside his pocket the doctor's hand closed tightly
over Lucinda's; his eyes were following the gUlls' flight,
so were Lucinda's. ttDo you know what the Esqu1mos believe
about death?" he asked quietly.
• • .Suddenly Lucinda knew what the doctor had not wanted
to put into words. It went through her and shook her as
an earthquake shakes a city. What her. eyes asked, the
doctor's eyes a.nswered; then he drew Lucinda into the
compass of his arms ••• 98





•Do the characters progress toward emotional matur1ty and/or
persona.l 1ndepend.ence through events in the s~.9ry?
Lucinda. .presents a mature character throughout the
story. yet there are moments when she seems ~uch more mature
than her ten years. One such time is the morning after Trinket
dies. Lucinda's main concern 1s not for her own feelings, but
rather those of Tr1nket·s parents.
Lucinda sat downlike a person grown $uddenly anc1erttand wise and told about the morning. Her eyes were verydry and bright; her voice lilted and rose, as if it hadfound wings. As she talked about the morning. she wantedit to sound as wonderful to them as it had been for her.espeoially the flight of that lone gull. 99
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
Dur1ngher year of freedom Lucinda makes many friends
of various social stat1ons. Unole Earle views this year in the
following way:
"You're getting a sort of vaccination this year.If you don't know it now, you'll find it out some day.But it's going to keep you from dying of a terribledisease."
Lucinda was filled with amazement •••• "What is thed1sease?" she asked solemnly.
"Snobb1shness--pr1gg1shness--the Social Register. Idon't care a what you call it, Snood1e, as long asyou get your antitoxin before the disease gets you."lOO
Lucinda's plain looks and short-cropped hair generall~
don't concern her. but when she is asked by one of ·her teachers
to be a br1desmaid, Lucinda worries she will spoil the wedding .
tprocession because she isn't pretty. Miss Claire, however,
99Ib1d.. p. 168. lOOIb1d •• pp. 78. 79.
feels other'W~1se.
"You'll look perfectly elega.nt too, Lucinda.." Miss
Claire was looking at her with such a really fond look.
"You~re so alive and 1nterest1ng--don't you th1nk that's
better than just being pretty?"
"Not for bridesmaids at a church wedding."
"But I want you, Lucinda; I want you the most of all."lOl
The White Stas--Newbery Medal Book. 1938
The White stag is a myth1cal story or the Hungarian
people. their baokground and dest1ny. It is an enchant1ng
tale. s1m11a'r to the great Greek and Roman myths. Due to
the nature of this book the writer was unable to apply the
set of questions on developmental needs of the adolescent
whioh were used in analysis.
Thimble Summer--Newbery Medal Book, 1939
Synopsis.
Garnet Linden finds a silver thimble and it 1s this
good luck charm that beg1·ns one of the most 1nteresting summers
of her young life. An orphah boy, Eric, stays with the Lindens
and beomes like a brother to Garnet. She and her friend, C1tron-
ella, have an adventure in the town library after hours, and
Garnet fattens up a pig. Timmy, the runt of the litter. into
a prize winning hog.
1~lIb1d., pp. 180. 181.
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Do the characters deyelop a more positive self-concept through
circumstances in the story?
Garnet rescues several escaped hens for a truck driver
she is rid1ng with and earns praise.
"Well, by gosh, It 'sald the truck driver admiringly,
"you sure did a good piece of work that time. kid." And
bystanders laughed and congratulated her. • • • .
• • •It~was funny, thought Garnet. This morning Jay
had scolded her for doing work badly, and now the truck
driver had praised her for doing work well. It sort of
made things even.
It was dirty from scrambling around after chickens, and
there were pecked places on her arms, but she felt won-
derful.102
The blue ribbon T1mmy won at the oounty fair tops
o'ff Garnet' s t h1mbl e summer.
Garnet was very happy. She was so happy, for no
especial reason, that she felt as if she must move care-
fully SQ she wouldn't jar or shake the feeling of happ1-
ness.10)
Are the characters accepted by tpe1r peer group? If not.
how do they cope with thesituat1on?
Eric 'stays with the Lindens which everyone thinks 1s
wonderful, but Garnet feels herself edged out as her brother,
Jay, and Eric become constant companions.
They all liked him; but after a while Garnet began
to feel a little lonely. Jay always wanted to be with
Eric and never with her any more. • . .When Garnet wanted
to go along Jay was apt to discourage her. • • •
She played often with Citronella ·nowadays.104
Jay talks sharply to Garnet for causing problems in
the threshing operation.
l02E11zabeth Enright, Thimble Summer (New Yorkr Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1966) pp. 86, 87.
1 03Ib1d.. pp. 123. 124. 1 04Ib1d • I p. 51.
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Oh Jay, what has happened to you, she thought. Jay
who had been her hest friend always, and who had considered
her his equal 1r~ y things. • • .And now just think how
had spoken to her. As if she were a baby, or a sissy, or
somebody he didn't like.10S
Before long, however, they are again friends with Gar-
net being included in their plans. "And afterwards Garnet and
Jay and Er1c went in to town. It was wonderful."lOb
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and gUidance?
Garnet thinks highly of her family and enjoys their
company which is a reflection on the way they in turn trea.t
her. '
, "I have a nioe mother," she thought to herself. "I
have a nice family." •••
She could hardly wait to get baok to her family, and
to ,t11e gr1ddleoakes .107
After her argument with Jay. Garnet goes off alone
to a town that is qUite a distance from her home. When'she
returns later the same day Garnet finds that only Mr. Freebody
had time to be concerned about her absence.
Mr. Freebody was· silent for a second or two longer;
then he said, "Ga.rnet, it's a. funny thing. I ain't re-
la ed to you in any way. But I've known your mama since
she was littler than you. And I've known your dad long-
er than that; and you folks having a farm right next to
mine and all' of us being good friends has made me feel
like I'm an uncle to you or a granddad or something of
the sort. And I've had IDore worry from you than any
young-one I ever knew!'lO~
l05Ib1d. t p. 69. l06Ib1d., p. 93. l07Ibld •• p. 49.
l08Ib1d., pp. 90, 91.
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Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story~
Garnet decides to leave her family for a while after
the argument she has with Jay. While this 1s not an example
of maturity, Garnet does show her independence in this section.
"All rightt" said Garnet severely to the baby.
"There's no room fo~ me in my own house, and they don't
want me out at the threshing, and I'll ju~t go away,
that's all. Just go away by myselfl~109
When she had reached the highway her anger began to·
turn into a feeling of excitement. She hadn't planned
where she would go. but Eric's stories of hitchhiking
were still fresh in her mind. I'll try 1t anyway, she
thought, and stopped·at the roadside; he isn't the only
one who can travel and do things by h1mselft110
Garnet's money runs out while she 1s in town. She
doesn't pa.nic. but makes a plan of how she will get home.
Well, my goodness. people don't just get lost and
starve to death m.o1t1es like this, Garnet said to her-
self. I can hitchhike anyway. It's kind of exciting.
I wish Jay was here.111
What do the characters gain or find strengthened through
c1rcnmstances:.1n the story?
•
Garnet wants to help and be a part of the threshing oper-
ation. She enjoys the 1dea of people working together toward a
final goal.
l09Ib1d" p. 70. 110Ib1d •• p. 71. lllIb1d., p. 82.
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"What can I do, Daddy?" Garnet asked her father, and
sneezed. The flying chaff tickled and choked her and got
into her eyes. She felt itchy allover, but it was fun,
everyone was working together in such speed and excite-
ment. She wanted to have a part in 1t.112
Daniel Boone--Newbery Medal Book, 1940
§ynops1s:
The story of Daniel Boone, the dynamio front~er's
man who found it impossible to stay in one place for any
length of time, is vividly portrayed in this biography by
James Daugherty.
Throughout the ent1re book, w1th the exception of a
few pages in the beginning, the reader is acquainted with
Daniel Boone only as an adult. Therefore, the developmental
needs of the early adolescent such as establish1ng a positive
self~concept. peer group acceptance, adult affection and gUi-
dance, and progress1on toward emotional maturity and/or per-
sonal independence. do not apply to a character who has al~
ready atta'1ned adul t status.
What values can be gained or strengthened from reading this
book?
It is likely that a person read1ng, the story of Daniel
Boone would be impressed by the courage of the men and women
who left their safe Eastern settlements to estab11sh homes in
the unsettled West.
112Ib1d ., p. 66.
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Just as New England was starting on her own to make an
independent nation of contrivers and 1nventors, of mu-
nition-makers and sermon-preachers. so over the moun-
tains to 'the West another America was making its own
kind of democracy t maJ'(1ng war with rifle and ax and
plow, wiping out the Indians and bUffalo, destroying
the great forests. and ra1s1pg up green armies of tall
corn in the valley bottoms.11j
But the tough cantankerous spirit of ,the frontier urged:
"Go ahea.d O~ bust." They would not have been where they
were if they had not been stubborn survivors of a rough,
tough, restless race who l1ved and died in their own 1n-
depen~rnt way by the rifle, the ax, the Bible, and the
plow.
Call It Courage~~Newber1Medal Book, 1941
Synopsis.
Mafatu, The Boy Who Was Afraid, is a young Polyne-
slan who must prove his bravery to the people of B1kueru and
himself. To do this Mafat~ and his dog Uri leave the island
with the vow to only return when he has conquered h1s fear
of the sea.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-conoept through
circumstances in the story?
The island on which Mafatu and Ur1 land contains the
saored altar of a cannibal tribe. Mafatu's need for a spear
gives him oourage to steal the one he finds lying on the marae
or sacred altar.
113James Daugherty, Daniel Boone (New York, Viking
Press, 1966) p. 46.
114Ibid •• p. 59.
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But most important of all. he knew that he had won
a great victory over himself. He had forced himself to
do something that ,he dreaded, something that took every
ounce of his wl11~ The taste of victory salted his lips •
• • •Happiness flooded through him in warm tides. It was
not so much the possession of a spear. No ••• it was the
fact that he had touched the marae. That took courage ••• }lS
His experience alone on the island provides Mafatu with
a feeling of self-relianoe which is part of bUilding his self-
conoept.
Mafatu lay there under his lean-to, relaxed in every
nerve. He had fire, food, shelter. He had faced Mo-
ana, the Sea God. He dared the sacred marae of the
eaters-of-men to win h1s spear. There was a new-found
confidence singing in his heart. He had found a new
belief in h1mself.11o
He wanted to enjoy to the full this new sensation of
confidence in himself, this freedom from the sea's,
threat. He looked back at the land fondly, but with-
out long1ng.117
Are the characters accepted by their peer groups? If not.
how do they oope with the situation?
The fieroe Polynesians can not contend with one they •
feel 1s a coward.
A man who was afra1d-~what place had he in their midst?
And the boy Mafatu--son of Tavana Nui, the Great Chief
of H1kueru--always had been afraid. So the people drove
him forth. Not by violence, but, by indifferenoe.118
Mafatu is ostracized by his peers.
But the girls laughed at him, and the boys failed to
inolude him in their games ••••
Mafatu's stepmother knew small sympathy for him
and his stepbrothers treated him with open seorn.119
115Armstrong Sperry, Call It Courage (New Yorks Mac-
millan Co., 1967) p. 50.
116Ibid ., p. 54. 117Ib1d •• p. 72. 118Ib1d •• p. 8.
119Ib1d., p.,12.
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The only way Mafatu knows how to cope with the situa-
tion is to leave the island and not return until he can do so
with courage and pride.
He drew a deep breath. If he could win his way to ato a distant island, he could make a place for him-self among strangers. And he would never return toHikueru until he should have proven h1mself\120
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and gUidance?
Neither :r.Ia.fatu~s father or step-mother have much
sympathy for a boy who 1s afraid, so Mafatu has no adult to
give him love and gUidance.
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
When a br1ef spell of homesickness comes over h1m,
Mafatu refuses to surrender to it.
And he was swept by a sudden wave of loneliness, alonging for the sound of his father's deep voice••••He shut his lips tight and fought it back, then leapedto his feet and set about h1s small tasks with a greatshow of bus1ness.121
Mafatu finds the necessary courage to kill a hammer-
head shark that 1s after 'Uri.
He killed the ma'o with his own hand, with naught buta bone knife. He could never have done it for h1mself.Fear would have robbed his arm of all strength. He haddone it for Uri. his dog.122 '
•
120Ib1d ., p. 18. t 121Ib1d., pp • .51, 52. 122Ib1d., p. 64.
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His fear of the sea 1s overcome and Mafatu also kills
the much dreaded octopus.
The sea--no more to be feared than earth or a1r; only
another element for man to conquer. And he, Mafatu,
had killed. the feke .1 23
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
ciroumstances in the book?
To achieve a true sense of courage and return to his
people with pride are the two things that Mafatu values most
in life.
But first, Mafatu knew, he must prove himself worthy.
Men should never again call him Mafatu, the Boy Who
Wa.s Afraid.. And Tavana. Nu1 should say with pride I
"Here is my son, come home from the sea. H124
"I must not go back ill-clothed and empty-handed.
Men must know that I have conquered the sea, and made
the land serve me as ,well."125
He was all Polynesian now, charged with the ancient
fierceness of his race. Victory coursed like fire
through h1s ve1ns. There was notg1ng he would not
have daredt Nothing he feared~12
Never again need he hang his head before his people.
He had fought the sea for life and won. He had sustained
himself by his own wits and skill He had faced loneli-
ness and danger and death, if not without flinching, at
least with courage. He had been, somet1mes, deeply afraid,
but he' had faced fear and faced it down. Surely that could
be called courage.127
Mafatu gains the approval and admiration of his father
when he returns to H1kueru.
"My father,H Mafatu cried thickly, "I have come home."
The Great Chief's face was transformed with joy••••
Then Tavana Nu1 turned to his people and cr1ed& "Here is
my son come home from the sea. Mafatu, stout Heart. A
brave "name for a brave boYl"128
123Ib1d., p. 78. 124Ibld •• p. 57. 12'sIb1d •• p. 58.
l26Ibid ., p. 67. l27Ib1d., p. 79. l28Ib1d., p. 94.
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The Matchlock Gun--Newbery Medal Book, 1942
Synopsisl
Gertrude Van Alstyne is left alone with her two
young children. Trudy and Edward, when her husband joins
the other men of the settlement to fight the Indians during
the mid-1700's. A pla.n must be made to protect herself and her
children in case the Indians should reach their homestead.
Gertrude devises such a plan using the cumbersome Spanish
matchlook gun' as their only weapon.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
ciroumstances in the story?
Reference to this developmental need 1s not included
in the text of this book~
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not~
how do they cope with the situation?
Peer group acceptance or rejection is not mentioned
in the story. The only children in The Matchlock Gun are
Trudy and Edward, brother and sister who are not age mates.
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and guidance?
Before Teun1s Van Alstyne leaves his home to fight
the Indians in the area, he takes time to answer Edward~ many
questions about the Spanish gun.
Then. as though Van Aernam were not waiting outside
impatiently in the gathering darkness, sitting h1s own
horse and holding Teunls's mare, Teun1s bent down to
show the boy how the gun worked.129
The possibility that the Indians were coming closer
to where she and her children are staying prompted Gertrude
into deoiding upon the best course of aotion.
She knew that she could not help the grandmother, who
would not want her help in any case" e~nd she thought
only of the best way to keep the children safe. To
stay seemed the best way to her. 1 30
Do the oharacters progress toward emotiona.l maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
To make her plan work, Gertrude must rely on the
assistance of her young son, Edward.
"Would. you be a.fraid to fire Great-Grandfather's gun?"
Edward looked up at the Spanish matchlock, all the
great length of it, and said with a White, excited face,
"NO. Mama•••• "~Jl
Edward does fire the heavy gun. and 1s momentarily
stunned by the impact of the back-fire. Gertrude has been hit
by an axe and the house is on fire. Edward must do what he oan
to save his mother and sister.
For an instant he could not take it in. Then he realized
that the fire was almost to his mother's skirt. •
He ordered Trudy to let go of the axe and help him
drag their mother off the stoop. • • .In her fall the axe
was dislodged enough ,for Edward to pUll it forth h1mself. 132
129walter D. Edmonds, The Matchlock Gun (New York:
Dodd, Mead & Co •• 1941) p. 4.
lJOlb1d., p. 27. 131 Ib1d •• p. 27. 1.32Ib1d•• pp.45,46.
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When the men return they are amazed to see three
dead Indians lying at Edward's feet.
"They snea.ked by us," Mynderse said. "Who shot
them, Edward?tt
'iI did. With the Spanish Gun," 'sa1d Edwa.rd.
"You've killed more than all th~rrest of us put
together~" Mynderse exclaimed•••lj)
A great deal of oourage and maturity was eXh1b1ted
by Edward on the night he fired the Spanish matchlock gun.
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
The writer was unable to find. mention of any par-
t1cular values that were present or resulted from the cir-
cumstances described in The Matchlock Gun.
Adam of the Road--Newbery Medal Book, 1943
Synopsis:
Adam is ·the son of Roger the Minstrel who instills
in Adam a feeling o~ reference for the road that always lies
before a. minstrel. Adam's prize possession 1s a red spaniel
•
he calls Nick. When the dog is stolen Adam can think of nothing
but fln~t1ng him which causes the boy and_ his father to become
separated in their search. The many adventures Adam has and
the people he meets along the way in this thirteenth century
England ba.ck-ground make up the story of Adam of .the Ros.d.
1)3Ib1d •• p • .50.~
Do the characters develon a mor~ pos1t1v~ self-concept throygh
circumstances in the story?
Adam ,feels good about his success in the tilting yard
in front of a group of boys who are training to become knights.
Adam gathered himself together and thrust--and the battered,
dingy shield, dropped. to the ground and. wobbled over onto
its face. Trying not to grin too broadly, Adam rode back
to the others. He could not keep his head from wagging a
b1t.1 J4
"How good are you?" asked on flatly.
"Listen, and you can judge for yourself," answered
Adam pro~ptly.135
Through h1s many experiences on the road Adam builds
a positive self-concept that sustains him through his journeys.
Are the characters accepted.by their peer group! If not t
how do they cope with the situation? •
Adam is well liked by the boys he knows at the boarding
school where he stays when Roger 1s away.
They liked Adam. because he was tousleheaded and snub-
nosed. wide-mouthed and square-jFiwed, because his gray
eyes were honest and tWinkling, because he sang so well
and knew so many stories, and because, though he boasted 6
about Roger, he had a humble enough op1nion of himself. l )
Roger and Adam stay at Sir Edmund's estate for some
time and Adam feels left out of the other young boy activities.
134E11zabeth Janet Gray, Adam of the Road (New Yorkl
Viking Press, 1967) p. 76.
135Ibld., p. 310. 1.36Ib1d., p. 15.
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He had been here nearly three days now, and they paid
no more attention to him than if he had been a fly ••••
Never before had his friendly advances been turned down;
never before had he, Roger the minstrel's son, been ig-
nored. It made him feel very low in his mind. l )?
Adam decides he 1s not going to let this feeling of
rejection get the better of him.
He shook himself almost the way Niok did. • •
A pretty sort of thing he'd been doing, he told him-
self. s1tt1r~8uP on the wall for all to see his lone-
liness. • •
He approaches the group of boys and offers his
hors'e to be ridden in the tilting yard. Adam meets the
leader. Hugh, and the following thoughts come to mind:
Well, sir, Adam was saying within! himself, I don't
care so very much for you, but I l1ke your orowd and I
want to belong to it, I'll do my share and a. bit over.1 .39
In time he beoomes part of the group, "When they were
free to be together, the seven boys ha.d endless fun •••140
Is there an adult figure in the book who_provides affeotion
a.nd guidance?
When Adam travels the road alone in searoh of Roger
and Nick, he is taken care of by many people along.the way.
•
The innkeeper's wife, whose name was Clarice, took
Adam in charge a.t ·onee. • • •
"Fetch me a bucket from the well.· she commanded. 141
"Bring me a towel. • • ,.Poor boyt l'1ud from head to foot.
He wanted to give John one of the silver pennies left
in his purse for putting him over the river, but the
ferryman would not take it. "No, no, boy, keep your
penny," said John, affectionately pulling Adam's cap down
over his nose. "Come bac~ to us soon and bring your father
and dog with you•••• n1 2
137Ibid., p. 69. 1.38Ibid., p. 70.
l40Ibid't p. 78. I 141Ib1d ., p. 113.
1,39Ib1d., p. 74.
l42Ibid ., p. 154.
Adam rode all the way to Winchester with Daun W1lliam.
The first day after the robbery and the rescue they glowed.
with affection for each other.143
Dame Prudence and Master Walter were endlessly kind to him.
He knew that they came to love him, but he felt so much
gr~t1tude toward Dame Prudence and so muoh respect for Mas-
ter Wa1ter. that he was never qUite comfortable with e1-
ther.l~l.}
Do the oharacters progress toward, emotional maturity and/or
personal 1ndependenge through events in the ~tory?
Adam accompanies a merohant on the way to a fair
when they are overtaken by robbers. Only Adam gets away
and he 1s determined to help the merchant in some way.
This must be the way he ha.d tak.en them, that black,
robber-knight. Adam stood and looked up that path
to where it curved and ,vanished. Determination rose
slowly like a tide within him, and set his "t-l1demouth
in a straight line ••••
With a wa.g of h1s head ,Adatn set off resolutely down
the 'road to find the sher1ff.l~5 .
Adam and his father and Nick are at last reunited
after over a year of separation. Roger now sees in his son
a young man.
He looked down at Adam, who stood happy and sturdy
and tall in his home~made blue and red, with his dog at
his side and a bagpipe under his arm. Roger's mouth
twitched at the corners, but h1s, gray eyes deep under
his square brow were tender. '
"You have done well, son." he sa1d.146
What values do the oharacters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
143 144Ibid •• p. 193. Ibid., p. 220.
146Ib1d ., p. 317.
145Ib1d •• p. 172.
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Roger makes certain his son is well aware of the
s1gn1f1o~nce a ro~d should hold in the life of a minstrel.
teA road's a kind of a holy thing," Roger went on."That's why it's a good work to keep a road in repair,like giving alms to the poor or tending the sick. It'sopen to the sun and wind and rain. It brings all kindsof people and all parts of England together. And it'shome to a minstrel. even though he may happen to besleeping in a castle."
It was, somehow, a. solemn mOlnent. Four wild swansflew overhead just then, and made it so that Adam neverforgot wp~t Roger had said and how he looked when hesaid it •.!. 7
Johnny Trema1n--Newbery Medal Book, 1944
Synopsis:
The story of Johnny Tremain takes place during
pre-revolutionary days in Boston, Massachusetts. Johnny is
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
circumstanoes in the story?




pleasure in his skill as a s1lversmith's apprentice and was
eager for the day when he would have his own shop and follow-
ing. His self-concept was positive, too positive in the eyes
of many who knew him. After the acoident Johnny's outlook
on life and his opinion of himself were radically changed. He
was defensive, bitter and felt useless when before he was so
important and necessary. It took a long time before Johnny
was even able to talk with anyone about how he felt, until he
met Bab.
It wasn't the food alone that so raised Johnny'shopes. It was Reb himself; an ease and confidenceflowed out and supported those around him. • • .He
W5S the first person ~Q whom Johnny Tremain had oon-fided his own story.l~e
This was a turning point in Johnny's life, one that helped
him toward a new life in which he could be productive and
acoepted without regard for his handicap.
In spite of his orippled hand Johnny learned to
ride well and was recognized for his skill in horsemanship.
Although the very young officer was proud and class-oonsc1ousenough when they met indoors at the Lytes' orthe Afria Queen, once both were in their saddles theywere equals.149
His accomplishment in rid1ng gave Johnny a feeling of self-
~conf1dence and self-worth he had not known for a long while.
Are the charaoters accepted bythelr peer group? If not.
how do they cope with the situation?
148Esther Forbes, Johnny Tremain '(New York, LiteraryClass10s Inc., 1943) p. 49.
149Ib1d., p. 191.
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The boys Johnny knew along the wharf liked him, re-
spected him or had combined feelings about him, yet whatever
the attitude of his peers, Johnny Tremain was acoepted by them•.
Then Johnny's ha.nd was seriously burned and he soon found that
nearly everything in his life had changed, including his re-
lationship with his peers. Walking along the wharf sometime
after the acoident Johnny finds his peers now regard him with
pity, no longer acceptance.
They knew what had happened. They did not envy Johnny'sidlenes's. He saw one nudge another. They werewh1sper-1ng about h1m--dar1ng to pity him. • • .Seemingly in onemonth he had become a stranger. an outcast on Hancock'sWharf. He was maimed and they were whole.1 50
"-Throughout muoh of the story the reader is aware of
Johnny's continuous struggle to accep~ his handicap without
self-pity, and he in so doing, attempts things in spite of
the1rphys1cal difficulty. This dialogue between Rab and
Johnny takes plaoe after the plans for the Boston Tea Party
have been laid which will involve only able boys that can be
t'rusted.
tfRab••.• those boys you promised. Am lone?""Of course."
"But my hand•••What will we have to do?""Chop open tea ohests. Dump tea in the harbor.""Rab?"
"Hmmmmm'?"
"How can! ever. • .chop?"
"You've twenty days to praotice in. Logs in back yardneed splitting. u151
150I bld., p. 38. 151 Ib1d., p. 119.
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Johnny coped with his fear of .rejection by facing
the s1tuation boldly and doing what was' necessary to over-
come the problem; in thls case he strove to strengthen his
hand by splitting logs.
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides aff~ct1on
and gUida.noe?
Johnny's pa.rents ha.ve been dea.d for several years a.t
the opening of the story and it isn't until he lives with Reb
and beoomes well acquainted with Rab's aunt Lorne that Johnny
has an adult who 1s ooncerned about his well being.
Then she would feel so fond of the lonely boy, whonever knew he was lonely, and so amused at his pretense'of scorn for something he in his heart loved, she couldnot help but kiss h1m. 1 52
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/ot
personal independence through events in the story?
Johnny was 1m-own for his qUick temper and sharp tongue.
The follow1.ng 1s an excerpt from a oonversation in wh1ch Rab
admonishes Johnny for speaking bluntly to others with no
concern for their feelings.
"Why do you go out of your way to make bad feeling?"Johnny hung his head. He oould not think why.• • .Was it fun, he wondered--golng about letting every-body who got in your way have it?
Aft'er that Johnny began to watch himself. For thefirst time he learned to think before' he spoke. 1 53




with the approach of war. This was something Johnny had to
aocept when he was told that Rab had been ser10usly wounded
and may not have much longer to live.
ftRab played a man's part. Look that you do the same. t'
"I will." He knew the Doctor meant he wasn't to cry
or take on. He'd got to take it qU1etly.15~
And Johnny did take it qUietly, giving proof to the emot1on-
al maturity he was gaining through these events and others
throughout the story.
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
An important and reoocurring theme of Johnny Tremain
is the value of freedom for the 1ndiv1dual and the means that •
are necessary to defend this value at all costs. A revolution-
ary, James Otis, stated it this wayt
'It is all so much simpler than you think',' he sa.id.
He lifted his hands and pushed against the rafters.
'We give all we have, lives, property, safety, skills •••
we fight, we die, for a s1mple thing. Only that a man can
stand up .,.155
This statement followed Johnny from then on as the eve of war
drew oloser. He keenly felt the significance of those words
when he saw the proud~ tired faces of Yankee men as they
pressed on. "True, Rab had died. aundreds would die, but
not the thing they died for. 'A man can stand up••• '156
15'+Ib1d. ': p. 249. 155Ib1d., p. 180. 156Ib1d., p. 256.
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As the United States of America nears its 200th birthday
a person reading Johnny Tremain may further h1s appreciation
for one of our most cherished values, freedom.
Rabbit H111--Newbery Medal Book, 1945
Synopsis:
The animals of Rabbit Hill anxiously await the arri-
val of,the new folks who will live in the big house which
has a garden. The wishes of everyone come true, for these
new people are very kind and generous. They include a statue
of St. Franc1s on the1r land and leave food for the animals
there at night. Their generosity is re~arded by the animals
who no longer steal from the garden.
•
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
circumstances in the story?
Little Georgie. is a young rabbit who appears to have
a positive self~concept throughout the story. This is espe-
cially eVident when he is able to leap the brook which has
never before been done by a rabbit.
But that leapt Never in the history of the county had
any rabbit jumped,Deadman's Brook. not even Father. He
marked the exact spot and calculated the width of the
stream there--at least eighteen feetl And with his ris-
ing spirits the words and the notes of his song suddenly
tumbled into place.1 5?
157Robert Lawson, Rabbit Hill (New Yorks Viking Press,
1966) p. 44.
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Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do they CO~ with thesituat1on?
Georgie is accidently hit by a car and the animals
of the hill are grief-stricken.
Black grief wrapped the Hill. for of all the younger
Animals Little Georgie was the most beloved. His cheer-
fulness and youthful enthusiasm had always brightened
the days for the older ones, his unfailing willingness
had ,made him invaluable to Mother. For Father he had
been an apt pupil and a oongenial hunting oompanion. I S8
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affeotion
a.nd gUidance?
Before Little Georgie leaves for Uncle Analda's bu~-
row, Father gives him some advioe.
"Now. son." he said firmly. "your mother is in a
very nervous state and you are not to add to her worries
by taking unnecessary risks or by carelessness. No
dawdling and no foo11shness'.159
Uncle Analdas. also keeps a watchful eye on Little
Georgie on their return trip and, "All day he 1nstructed L1t-
tle Georgie in the tricks of the Rabbit trade, about which he
knew almost more than Father. tt160
Do·the·characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence throggh events in the story?
Father feels that Little Georgie is mature enough to
travel alone to Uncle Analda's burrow.
"Therefore I should advise sending for Uncle Analdas
•
158Ibid •• p. 103. Ibid •• p. 36. Ibid•• pp. 51• .52.
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at once. I would be delighted to go myself were 1t not
for the great number of pressing matters which will de-
mand my attention here during the next few days. This
being true, the duty must fall to Little Georgle."161
What values do the oharacters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
Since the people have been extremely kind and very
generous to the animals, they deoide to steal no longer from
the ga.rden.
"We have eaten their food." His voice rang out
impressively. "We have tasted their salt, we have
drunk their water, and all are good." ••• "From now on
this is forbidden ground."16~
strawberry G1rl--Newbery Medal Book, 1946
Synops1s1
Birdie Boyer 1s part of a "strawberry family" for
her father deoides to raise the berries a.nd sell them for a
good profit despite the doubts of a ne1ghbor family, the
Slaters. The story of Strawberry Girl has much regional
flavor. giving the reader a vivid 1mpress1on of life in
IvIar10n County, Florida, ma.ny years ago.,
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
161Ib1d., pp. 33, 34. 162Ib1d., p. 125.
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circumstances in the story?
Birdie Boyer fe81s good about the person she is and
maintains this attitude throughout the story.
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do theY oope with the situation?
When Birdie comes to school on the first day she
is ,analyzed by her olassmates and accepted into their group.
It was nice to be a new girl in a new school and sit inthe side row by the open window. Dirdle was happy. Sheknew she WOUld. soon 11ke all the girls and they wov.ldlike her••••
During recess they all played together as if they wereold fr1ends.1 63
The Boyers attend their area church and also feel
accepted into the community.
The minute they got out of the wagon,' the preacher cameup and greeted the Boyer family. Other people came upand told their names. With all the welcoming, the Boyerssoon felt qUite at home.164
Is there an adult figure ip the honk_who provides affection
and gUida.nce?
The Slaters let their "animals roam to find food with-
out concern for their neighbor's property. Their horse comes
into the Boyers' strawberry patch and rolls on many of the
young plants. "When she went back to the strawberry field
and saw the damage, she cried. Fa put his arm around her and
16JLois Lensk1, Strawberry Girl (Philadelphia. J. B.Lippincott Co., 1945) pp. )1, 32.
164Ib1d •• p. 41.
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said he would bUy new plants to replace the others ...16S
Birdie's father hopes this will comfort his daughter.
Do the characters progress 'toward emotional maturity and/or
~ersonal independence through events in the story?
This developmental need is not evident in the story.
.What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
Birdie can't bear to see animals harmed and does what
she can to prevent it.
The snake was co11ed. up, dormant because of the coldweather, in one corner of the pen. • • .The rabbit wasin the other, as far away as possible••••
She opened. the door quickly. She thrust her head andarm inside. Keeping her eye on the snake, she graspedthe ra.bbit firmly by its forelegs and pUlled it out ••••She took a deep breath, then she smiled and patted therabbit on its head.166
Mr. Boyer, too. lives by this principle of caring for
an1m~ls.
She knew how much her father loved animals and insistedon proper care and feed for them--even if they were nothis own. She herself could not bear to see an animalsuffer without wanting to help it.167
Even when things hav,e been going badly for Mr. Boyer
he still maintains his determination to succeed. tt'There's
always a way to git ahead when you've got a mind tot, ..168
l6SIbid ., p. 24.
1 67Ib1d •• p. 13~.
166rb1d., PP. 114, 115.




Miss H1ckory--Newbery Medal Book, 1947
Synopsiss
Miss Hickory is the fanciful story of a doll
(whose body is made of an applewood twig and head of a 'hard
h1okory nut) and her daily adventures 1n her new forest home •
The little girl for whom t M1ss Hickory was made leaves her
doll behind when the fam1ly·moves to Boston for the winter
months. Miss Hickory is now on her own from fall until spring
this part1cular year. The many animal friends and ensu1ng
experiences in her day to day living comprise the story.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
circumstances in the story?
Miss Hickory is seen by the reader as an individual
who rarely doubts herself or her decisions. She maintains a
steady, almost unshakable self-concept.
Are the characters accepted_by their peer group? If not,
~how do they cope with the s1tuation?
Miss Hickory is generally accepted by the animals
in the barn and surrounding wooded area in which she lives.
More often it is she who rejects the friendly overtures made
by these characters.
Is there an adult figure in the hook who provides affeotion
and gU1d_D,1!C c.?
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Miss Hickory is portrayed as an adult character her-
self, yet when it is apparent that she has been left behind,
Crow takes a ~fatherlyH approach in getting Miss Hickory set-
tled in a comfortable winter home.
"A new home for you••••Don't ask any quest~ons.but come along with me. There 1sn t t any time to lose.r shall very likely be off for good tomorrow and Iwant to see you well settled in before I leave. Comewith me, dear lady."
Miss Hickory stumbled weakly toward Crow, but hecaught her underneath one wide blaok wing. His wingwas like a tent, warm and strong.1b9 '
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence ,through events in the story?
When Miss Hickory is left behind and is forced to
depen~ solely on her own ingenuity to survive in the fore~t,
she realizes she has progressed 1nto a more independent 1n-
d1v1dual.
She had found out that she was not nearly so dependentupon store goods as when she had been living in her corn-cob house under the lilac bush. She had filled nooks ofher nest with wild rose hips, partridgeberr1es and check-erberries. She had rearranged Robin's carelessly builtwalls so that she could hang things on the sticks. Andshe had taught herself how to stitch and tailor withpine needles.1 70
Miss Hickory finds that her hard hickory nut head
often leads her into narrow-minded thinking.
"You'll be sorry." Squirrel felt that he ha.d beeninsulted g He rapped Miss Hickory's head so hard witha paw that her hat went askew. "Hardheadedt" he saidas he left her.
1 69Carolyn Sherwin &~11ey, Miss Hickory (New York.Viking Press, 1967) p. 26.
1 70Ib1d., p. 36.
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That was coming to be a fami11ar descr1ption of her.
Miss H1ckory thought. But the faot that she had a nut
for a head did make new ideas diffioult for her m1nd to
grasp. She was ooming to realize that faot. 1 71
It 1s felt that the realization of one's shortcomings
1s 8 step toward emotional maturity which oan take plaoe even
if one 1s already an adult being, as seen in the oharacter of
M1ss Hickory.
What values do the charaoters gain or find strengthened througb
oiroumstanoes in the book?
M1.ss Hiokory' s greatest handicap is her narrow-m1nded
approaoh to life. oW1ng.to the hard hickory nut used for her
head. At th~ beg1nning of Spr1ng, hungry Squirrel has had
enough of Miss Hickory's critio1sm and seizing her head, he
starts to munch, but w~11e this 1s happening. M1ss Hickory
goes on thinking.
Now almost eaten ~y Squirrel. there was little left
of MissH1ckory's head to talk to her. It made one
final effort and spoke. "Th1nk what .s ple.9.sant life
you've had. Sunsets and a mountain 'to look atl Good
olothes from the forest and so many frlendal Plenty
to eat for the picking' The ne1ghbors kind to you'
And what have you ever done for anybody else? Oh,
I grant that you did found a Ladies' Aid Sooiety,
but that pleased your vanity. You lived selfishly-
all' your life. You wouldn't even give away your
hard head. "172
But without her head to encumber her. M1ss Hiokory
disoovers a fresh new life without the conf1nes of a narrow
m1nd.
171Ib1d •• pp. 10, 71. 172Ib1d., pp. 111, 112.
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If Miss Hickory's head had been on it would have
disoouraged her. It might have spoken thus.
"Rob1n w1ll peck you' You oan't see your
lady's s11ppers anyway. if that 1s what you are
looking for. L1e down on1the grass here and dry
up." Those are the words the nut head would have
spoken. But, without a brain. M1ss Hiokory gave
vent to her feelings. There was not a drop of
doubt or fear now in her freely running sap. • • •
She gave a high k10k and a swing, higher than she
had ever dared to swing before. Now she oaught
the next higher bough. gr1pped 1t, and swung a-
gain. Up-boughs went headless, heedless, happy
Miss Hlokory.173
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The TwentY-One Balloons~-Newbery Medal Book, 1948
Synopsis.
The fantasti0 voyage of Professor William waterman
Sherman in a huge flight balloon 1s the talk of San Franoisco
1n the late 1800's. Professor Sherman wants to escape the
routine sch~dule of his teach1ng position and discovers that
balloon travel would be the answer. He is forced to land on
the voloan1c island of Krakatoa and 1s amazed to find it in-
ha.bited with Eng11shmen. The populace of the island con-
sists of twenty cultured and creat1ve families who each own
a share in the vast d1amond mine that 11'e's near the volcano •.
Their lives are so arranged that they must only work one day
out of twenty and that 1s to serve the other c1t1zens elabor-
ately prepared meals, cooked in their indiv1dual family res-
taurant. This utop1a comes to an abrupt end when the voloano
erupts, but the people are well prepared with a giant balloon
l1fe raft.
Professor Sherman returns to San Francisco to tell
this fabulous story, and when asked what he plans to do next,
he informs everyone that he is going to do 1t allover again.
TwentY-One Balloons 1s an interesting story, but the
writer's criteria for developmental needs of the-adolescent
are not apparent 1nthls story.
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King of the W1nd~-Newbery Medal Book, 1949
Synopsis.
Agba serves as the Sultan's horseboy 1n the royal
stables of Morocoo. The boy is oompletely dedicated to the
horses he oares for, espeo1ally a fragile, newly-born foal
whose mother dies shortly after giving birth. Agba takes
1t upon himself to feed the foal so he too will not die. The
boy's efforts are rewarded, and the young horse, called Sham
after the Arable word for sun, grows 1nto a beautiful and
incredibly swift horse. The Sultan makes a s1ft of s1'x ot
h1s f1nest horses to the k1ng of France, but the f1ne horses
are not thought to be any better than those already in the
Frenoh stables. Sham is given to the palaoe cook to pull h1s
vegetable oart. The cook is unable to handle the fiery horse,
and soon he is sold to a Quaker, until eventually both Agba
and Sham oome to stay' at the, Earl of Godolph1n t s estate.
Do the characters develop a more pos1t1ve self-concept through
circumstances in the storY?
Some of 'Agba's happiest moments ,are when he 1s st1l1
1n Morocco and 1s able to care for Sham freely and in his own
W&7.
Agba watched 1n awe as he saw Sham skimming the earth try-
ing to match their flight. Such, a wonderment and pride
filled him that it was almost as if he had foaled the l'lt-
tle oolt h1mself. He had never known such joy as these
•
days broughtl Here was a fellow oreature that needed
h1m. Not for food and water alone, but for comtort.174
Are the characters accepted bY their peer grQup7 If not.
how do they cope with the s1tuat1on1
When still in Morocco, Agba has l1ttle to do with
t'he other horseboys, but he seems to want this seclusion.
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affeotion
and guidanoe?
When Sham 1s purohased by the Quaker, his house-
keeper, Mrs. Cockburn takes a special 1nterest 1n Agba.
All the while the boy ate. Mistress Cockburn kept up
suoh a stream of conversation that it was scarcely
any time at all before he understood such Eng11sh words
aSI, ••Mistress Cookburn even found time to teach Agba
h1s letters from her oookery book.1 75
Agba is· put 1nto prison under the false oharge of
horse stea.ling. Mistress Cockburn ls. instrumental 1n tree-
ing the boy, and the Earl of Godolphln offers to buy Sham
and let Agba tend him.
The Earl of Godolph1n ohuckled deep down in h1s
throat. "Be eased of your fears,n he said. "We will
go at onoe to the Red L10n to buy your horse. He will
be welcome at Gog Magog."176
Do the oharaoters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
86
•
11~arguer1te Henry, K1ng of the W1nd (Ch1cago. Rand
MoNally & Co., 1968) p. 44.
11SIb1d., 98. 116Ib1d.. p. 123.
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Agba, so overoome with his personal feelings for Sham
goes ahead on his own, and sets Sham free to court the Lady
Roxanna who was brought to the Earl's sta.bles for his favorite
horse, Hobgoblin.
Not unt1l darkness closed in did he realize what he had
done. Then the gravity of it struck him. He had acted
without orders. He had allowed Sham to fight Hobgoblin.
Sham might have k1lled the Earl.'.s favorite stallion, h1s
star of hopel
The boy swallowed hard. He had hurt the kindliest
friend he had ever had. He was ready to take whatever
punishment m1ght come.17?
What values do the characters gain or rind strengthened thrQugh
oircumstances in the book?
Agba remembers the words his people recall were
the aotual words of Allah when he created the horse.
"When Allah created the horse, he said to the wind,
'I will that a creature proceed from thee. Condense
thyself.' And the wind oondensed itself, and the re~
suIt was the horse."178
These words are,very significant to Agba who 1s
certain that the very spir1t of the wind is in his horse,
Sham.
The Door in the Wall~~Newbery Medal Book, 1950
Synopsis I
Robin, the son of Sir John de Buretord. 1s afflicted
,177Ibld., pp. 142, 14).
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with en unknown d1sease that leaves the young boy or1ppled.
Neither hal father nor mother are aware of Robin's condition
as they are both away 1n the service of their King and Queen.
Servants are left in oharge of Robin and the estate, but when
a plague sweeps the city of London, they vanish. Brother Luke
finds Robin and takes him back to the monastery where he 1s
lovingly cared for. It is here that Robin begins to accpet
his handicap w1thout b1tterness and resolves to become a use~
tul huma.n be1ng.
Do the ch~racters develop a more positive selt-concept through
ciroumsta.nces in the story?
Rob1n learns to whittle and finds pleasure in working
with wood. After he had completed a toy boat, Robin felt a
sense of pride in the finished product.
Never before had Robin done anything of the kind
for himself. • • '.and once Elfred the Da.ne had made him
a boat, but it had not seemed so fine as th1s one. Now,
he could hardly walt to begin something else.1 ?9
The castle Lindsay in which Robin 1s stay1ng with his
•
guardians comes under seige and it 1s Robin who 1s instrumental
in gett1ng word to nearby soldiers so the se1ge 1s f1nally l1ft-
ed. For this brave act the K1ng makes Robin one of h1s kn1ghts.,..
When the song was ended, once more the Hall rang
with shouts and cheers. "Sir Rob1n~ Sir Roblnl" Robin
found himself standinglystween his mother and his father.
S1r Rob1n. Was it h!?
179Marguer1te de Angeli, The Door in the Wall (Garden
City. Doubleday and Co., Ino., 1949) p. 22.
180Ib1d., pp. 119, 120.,'
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Are the oharaoters aocepted bY their peer group? If not.
how do they cope with the situation?
As part ·of the therapy Brother Luke has devised
Robin 1s taken swimming every day and soon he w1ns the respeot·
of h1s peers for th1s 'new ability.
Sometimes, on hot d~ys. all the time was spent in the
water, and the boys raoed Robin to the we1r and back.
Once Robin beat them all.
"Crookshanks, here, 1s as fast as any of us,"
Geoffrey said proudly. Then Robin felt as if ne
were one ot,them.181
Is there an adult figure in the book who prov1des affect10n
and gU1dance?
There are several adults who take a personal 1nterest
1n Rob1n's well being suoh as.John-go-in-the~Wyndwho accom-
panies Rob1n and Brother Luke to the castle of Robin's guar-.
diana. There 1s also Brother Mathew who teaohes Robin sk1lls
in woodcraft and Brother Hubert who instruots him in h1story
and astronomy. But it is Brother Luke who becomes Robin's
unfailing teacher, therapist, and fr1end.
Always while Brother Luke talked he rubbed away at '
Rob1n's legs, then turned him and smoothed his·baok.
Busy as he was. Brother Luke found t1me to br1ng
Rob1n the pieoes of wood he had promlsed.l~2
Do the charaoters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
181Ibid., pp. 38. 39. 182Ib1d ... p. 22.
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Robin changes from a spoiled, self-pitying boy. • •
"Come, my pretty-----" But Ellen got no further with
her wheedling. Robin gathered all h1's strength and flung
his arm toward the bowl of porridge, sending 1t flying out
of Ellen's hands and spreading 1ts contents allover her.18;
.to a rea11st1oally conf1dent youth who serves his k1ng
in task and manner equal to the bravery or the royal soldiers.
"Robin, son of Sir John de Bureford." the K1ng sa1d
solemnly, "it hath been told to us what serv10e you have
done for the lord of th1s oastle and me, King of the whole
realm of England and France. You are a true son of a
noble father. Though but a youth, yov h~ve shown courage
a man might be proud to call h1s own. 18~
What values do the characters gain or fipd strengthened through
olrcumstances in the book?
Robin gradually co~es to the realization that an
ind1vidual can make a significant contribut1on to his sooiety
regardless of a physical impairment.
"Sir, he addressed his father, "mind you not that
I must go thus, bent over, and with these crutches to
help me walk?" For he must know the worst at once.
Gravely Sir John answered, "The courage you have
shown, the oraftsmansh1p proven by ,the harp, and the
spirit in your singing all make so bright a light that
I oannot see whether or not your legs are mlsshapen.-185
Amos Fortune Free Man-~Newbery Medal Book, 1951
Synopsis.
Amos Fortune is the true story of a young African
18)Ib1d., p. 10. 184Ib1d •• p. 119. '185Ib1d., p. 120.
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pr1nce who was brought over to ~he United states and sold at
auction in Massachusetts. Amos 1s granted. his freedom at the
age of sixty. It 1s a.t this(time in his life when Amos mar..
r1es Violet and adopts her daughter, Ceyl1nda. Amos becomes a
devout Christian and receives h1s greatest pleasure from
being able to help another slave gain his freedom.
Do the characters develop a mo~e positive .self-concept through
c1roumstancesln the storY?
This developmental need 1s not apparent in the book.
Are the characters aocept~d_QZ-~he1rpeer group? If_not.
how do they cope with the s1tuation?
While still in Africa amongst his people, Amos is
accepted by the people as their leader. .
"When the time oomes he will rule us well." said
Saala who had seen many rulers.
Ani .. old. woman ta.pped her head., "Not with this will he
rule," she said, "but 80," and she laid her hand upon her
heart.186
Is there an adult figure in the book who prov1des affection
and gUidance?
Amos', 1s bought by a Quaker man who provides him w1th
a good home and a chanoe to learn to read and write.
186El1zabeth Yates. Amos Fortune Free Man (New York.
E. P. Dutton & Co., 1968) p. 8.
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Caleb sighed. "Yes, and yet when I say him standing
there and I knew we needed someone to help in the house,
and I knew he would have a Chr1st1an home with kindly
treatment and an opportunity to cultivate h1s mind, I
could not help buying him. • • •"187 ..
As parents Amos and Violet want to g1ve their daugh-
ter. Ceyl1nda. all the advantages they oan to help her grow
into someone who can be 'proud of herself.
Ceyl1nda, now sixteen, had many fr1ends among the
wh1te ch1ldren. But there were t1mes when she was made
to feel uneasy at sohool because of her color and her
different ways. Violet,however, would not let her misS
school. Violet knew what it was to carry-through l1fe
the heavy burden' of 1ll1teracy and she d1d. not -want Cay..
linda to bear that along with the burde~ of her color.18B
Do the characters progress toward emo~1onal maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
This developmental need is not referred to in the story.
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened thrQugh
ciroumstances in the book?
Amos values h1s Ch~r1stian teach1ngsand fal th.
To Amos, onoe he understood the Lord, every day was lived
to him. It was not in the Meeting House alone but 1n the
tan yard that he took delight in being a Chr1stlan.189
When Amos tried to join the army 'during the American
Revolution he was told he was too old.
Yet Amos knew he was never too old to wage his own
war for freedom in h1s own way, not w1th guns or valor
but hard-earned co1nage, buying ammunit10n and giving it
before it was too late for one he loved to die in honor,.190




Amos felt very strongly about the value of freedom
and tried to 1mpress this u~on Cey11nda.
But Amos assured her over and over again that the world
was hers to walk through, to look at and rejoice in,
though he was qU1ck to remind her that the good th1ngs
were not for anyone person to have but f9r all to share
together. 1 91
Ginger Ple~-Newbery Medal Book. 195?
Synopsis.
Rachel and Jerry Pye are,~~a nine and ten-year-old
brother and sister who manage to turn the 'town of Cranbury
upside down as they search for Ginger Pye, their missing
puppy. Three-year-old Uncle Bennie (who 1s really the1r
uncle) boldly announoes that he will find Ginger Pye and
after months of everyone searching for him, G1nger oomes
bounding up to little Bennie who 1s on his way to Jerry's
birthday celebration.
Do the charaoters develop~a more posItive self-concept through
circumstances in the story?
This developmental need is not brought out in the story ••
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not.
how·o·'do they cope with the situation?
191Ib1d •• pp. 110, 111.
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Rachel and Jerry were olose f.r1ends to each other
and they had friends among the children ~hey knew in school
and from the neighborhood.
Rachel and Jared, called. Jerry, Pye were very close
oompanions. Of oourse they had many frlepds too. for
1nstance, Dick Badger•••was Jerry's best fr1end.
Rachel's best fr1end was a g1rl over on Bugle Street
named Addie Egan.
When Ginger 1s lost many of the children of Cranbury
volunteer to look for h1m.
Many ch1ldren in Cranbury helped Jerry and Rachel
search forG1nger, the dog with the 'penc1l. Sometimes
they met at the flagpole on the Green and separated, going •
in six different direotions, trust1ng one was bound to be
right, some rao1ng, some crying, "I know just where to
look. "193
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affect10n
and gUida.nce?
Mrs. Pye is portrayed as a quiet, gentle woman who
1s devoted to her family and never raises her voice to scold
her children even when Rachel gets wet plaster on her new coat.
However, when a: new house reached the plastering
stage they could no longer go in. They used to go in
the plastered houses, too, but in one of these Raohel
had rubbed against the wet plaster and had practically
ruined her coat ••••It looked awful. Mama did not
scold, but then, Mama never scolded. However, she did
suggest that hereafter. when a skeleton house was in the
plastering stage, they'd r~iter not go inside of it.
just stay on the outside.
Sam Doody, a h1gh school student is a favor1te com-
panion of the Pyas who look upon him as the model young
192Eleanor Estes, Ginger Pye (New York, Harcourt,
Brace & World, Inc •• 1951) p. 4.
19J1b1d., p. 14; 194Ib1d •• p. 150.
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adult in their town.
In'spite of her precarious position, Raohel's heart
swelled with love for Sam Doody. She loved him next to
her mother and father and Jerry and Uncle Benn1e and
Gramp and Gramma. He would br1ng her a sandwioh 1f she
stuck for always. Better still. he might not let her
st10k for always. This gave her great courage and she
1nohed up another notch.1 95
Do the oharacters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
This developmental need was not ment10ned or alluded
to in the story.
Whe,t values do tho oharaoters ga1n or. find strengtbenod tnroygb
the circumstances in the book?
Raohel seldom told lies. except when she was embar-
rassed about something that was a reflection on the very modest
way her family l1ved. After tel11ng just such a lie. Bachel
felt uncomfortable w1th herself and wanted to clear her con-
sc1ence.
Raohel looked after Mrs. Stokes in dismay. Where
had the words come from? The wrong words? She raced
after Mrs. Stokes and she whispered to her. "Hey." she
said. "I don't really take dancing lessons. I said I
do. But I don't." And Mrs. Stokes had smiled and said
what a very good joke that was.196
Mrs. pye would never turn away a hungry person away
•
from her home. Rachel thought about this generous way of
being and asked her mother questions about it.
195 4-Ib1d., pp. 17 • 175-
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"The tramps have a secret way of passing the news on to
one another as to who has a kind heart and'~111 g1ve them
a bite and not sick the dog on them. It goes way back
in my family," she said, "never to turn a hungry person
away from>the door."197 .
Secret of the Andes~~Newbery Medal Book, 1953
Synopsisl
Cusi. a young Inca Indian boy lives w1th his mentor.
old Chuto. and their her~ of llamas in a secluded valley h1gh
in the Andes Mounta.ins. Until he was close to ten years old
Cus1 had never seen another human being except Chuto. but one
day he looked over a mounta1n peak and saw a family 1n the
valley far below. From this point on a deep curiosity about
people and places burned 1n Cus1' s m1nd. Most of",all he be-'
gan to wonder about h1s own past; who his mother and father
were and why he had never known them. Secret of the Andes
1s the story of Cusits search tor himself and for "his heart's
desire" whioh involves the proud past of the Incas and their
hope for the future.'
Do the characters develop a more positive selr~concept through
circumstances in the storY?




Are the characters acoepted by their peer group? If not.
how do they cope with the situation?
Cus1 has no opportunity to play with children his own
age, and while on a brief journey with Chuto he begins to re~
gret h1s 1solat1on.
Never in my whole life have I talked with a boy,
Cus1 thought with despair. He looked back once. but
the boy was bent over the salt hole. dipp1ng salt br1ne.198
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affect10n
and guidanoe?
At a ypung age Cusl is left in Chuto's care and the
two become like father and son, yet Cus1 was not content to
remain in the security and solitude of the mountain valley.
Cus1 1s start1ng out on his adventure to Cuzoo when he becomes
anxious about the unknown journey that lies before him. Hls
thoughts turn to Chuto.
He could see Chuto on the rock as plainly as he had
seen h1m everyday of 'h1s life. He could feel the old
man's thoughts giving him courage. He oould fee~ the
old man's love giving him strength to do that which
his heart had b1dden.199
Do the oharacters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
CUS! is not very patient when questions about his past
demand to be answered, but his trust in Chuto~ who feels the
198Ann Nolan Clark, §ecret of the Andes (New York.
Vik1ng Press, 1966) p. 60.
199Ib1d •• p. 86
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time has not yet oome for such information, helps Cus1 bear
the wa.iting.
Cus1 was embarrassed. He felt ashamed of his
fretful questions. Chuto's words made him feel un-
easy. What Chuto must tell h1m 1 he must be re~dy to
hear •. He could learn to wa.it .2uO
The Amauta oame'to instruot Cus1 on the history
and heritage·of the Incas. After the Amauta left Cus1 felt
even more lonely than before, but he also knew he had ga.ined
much.
Cus1 was not happy now that the Amauta had gone.
He had liked the training he had undergone •. He had
liked the knowledge he had gathered. He had liked
the new fee~1ng of maturity he had gained and h1s new
s1ze and h~'new strength, for his body had grown as
well as his m1nd. 201 .
, On the journey to find his heart's des1re, Cus1 oomes
to the va+ley where he hoped to join a family he had seen
living there, but when he came to the shelter, he could see.
they had all gone. "Cus1 never knew how long he stood there.
Long enough to grow older. Long enough to see dreams d1e. N202
Returning lrom Cuzoo, an old man oalled Keeper of the
Fields talks w1th Cus1. From this conversation the boy is able •
to pull h1s thoughts together unt11 he realizes what 1t is that
he has been searoh1ng for to fulfill his heart's desire.
"Today has been the greatest day of your life, for you
have learned to read your own heart." With that the
old man turned and went back over the tra1l he had come. 20J
200Ib1d ., p. 54.
20Jlb1d., p. 121.
201Ib1d. t p. 70. 202Ib1d., p. 86.
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When Cus1 returns to h1s mounta1n home he tells Chuto
of h1s deois1on to remain 1n the lso1ated area he has always
known. Chuto doubts that Cus1 knows what he really wants as
yet, but Cus1 1s determined.
Cus1 stood up. "I am old for my years. The minstrel
said it. The Amauta sa1d it. The woman who gave me food
a.nd oalled me son thought it; I could tell. The Keeper
of the F1elds acted toward me as 1f I were old enough
to walk w1th. I am old for my years I am old enough to
know what I want. You, only, question me, doubt me, turn
me back when my feet ache to walk the manhood tra11."204
What values dg the characters gain or find st'rengthened through
oircumstances in the book?
The searoh for one's 1dentity appears to be a un1-
versal quest, one that oonfronts young people allover the
world. Cus1 sets out on an actual journey to find out more
I
B90ut himself and to attain his heart's desire, whioh he
realizes is not what he f1rst thought it to be. He 1s told
"Gr1eve not 1f your searching ciroles." To which he replies,
nOh' I understand now. My tra.il circles back to H1dden Val-




.And Now M1guel--Newbery Medal Book, 1954
M1guel Chavez 1s a boy in the m1ddle; of his fam1ly
t
and 1n his matur1ty. His greatest desire 1s to be part of
204Ibld., p. 125. 20SIb1d •• pp. 119. 120.
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his fam1ly group of shepherds as the Chavez men travel to the
beaut1ful Sangre de Cristo Mounta1ns. There are t1mes when
M1guel feels he has reached the appropriate level of matur1ty
so that he may be thought of as a man (and an indispensable
worker in his father's sheep business) but then oircumstances
reduce his status to that of a little boy onoe more.
Do the characters de~elop a more positive self-concept through
oircumstances 1n th~ story?
Miguel is often unhappy with himself over some of the
things he does that do not measure up to a standard of matur1-
ty. He wants so very much to make the Journey to Sangre de
Cristo that he prays to San Ysidro, the patron sa1nt of the
farmers and of Miguel's v1llage, Los Cordovas. At first he
th1nks that once again he d1d someth1ng wrong, but soon Ml-
guel beg1ns to feel better about the situat1on.
Because this was the first time. It had never
happened before at any other shearing. No, never be...
fore at any time when ,there were a lot of men who had
to eat first did I ever get to sit down with them to
eat first too••••
• • • •What 1~ all meant was this. I sa1d 1t all r1ght
to San Ysidro. He heard my wish, and it was all turn1ng
out all rlght. 20o
During his meal w1th the men who work on the'Shear1ng,
Miguel feels elevated to the1r adult status.
VI ell, you never., heard anything like 1t • How they
laughed \ They all understood the way I said it, and
1t turned out to be the best story of all. My brother
206Joseph Krumgold, , • .And Now Miguel (New York,
Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1953) PP. 154, 155.
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Blas1to across the way, he laughed so muoh he fell off
his chair, end that made everybody laugh even more.
When Gabriel helped h1m back into h1s seat Blas1to was
still laughing, and what's more, hiocuping. So every-
body just kept on laughing. I never felt so gQod.
I guess it was the best supper I ever had. 20 7
Are the oharacters aooepted by their peer group? If not.
QQw do they oope with the situat1on?
Wh1le this developmental need of peer group aooept-
ance 1s not a ma'jor conoern of this book, M1guel does have
a olose friend, a young boy from the village •.
JUby 1s my oldest friend. He l1ves in Los Cordovas
where the sohoolhouse is. Ever sinoe loan remember do-
. 1ng a.nything, fish1ng or playing ball or just talking,
most of these things I did w1th JUby.20~
Is there an adult figure in the book who prOVides affect10n
and gUidance?
To prove his read1ness for suoh a manly task as go1ng
to the mountains of Sangre de Cristo, Miguel attempts many
jobs around the ranch ths,t a.re better su1ted to someone who
1s stronger. Miguel's mother does not feel he 1s ready to
make this journey.
"Miguel t It J1y mother stopped me. She held me by the
chin, tight. She wiped her apron at my eyes. "I have
watched you us1ng all your strength to open the gate to
the barnyard, the one from wh1ch the b1g stone hangs.
But this 1s not l1ke a. gate. To beoome something dif-
ferent from what you are, it takes more than be1ng strong.
Even a little t1me is needed as well. 209 .
207Ib1d •• pp. 157. 158.
209Ib1d., PP. 30, 31.
208Ib1d., p. 78.
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Several of the Chavez sheep have wandered from their
corral, and 1t is Miguel, who with the information Juby pro~
videa, 1s able to bring them home safely.
"Well," my father put h1s hands 1n his back pocket's
and looked down at me. "That's d1fferent. But not so
different to make too much difference, Miguel. Sheep
are important. ,.Sure' But you, too, tha.t you ·go to
school is important. Even more lmportant. 210
Do the charaoters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
person~l independenoe through events in the story?
A young boy's progress1on into maturity is major
importance 1n the book. There are several instances that
illustrate the gradual matur1ng prooess undergone by Miguel.
But the something else is this. I would get so some~
times that I would forget what the good of 1t was. I
mean the good that it was for me. Or even that what was
happening was me, Miguel, doing what had to be done for
myself. And all that was left was the sheep and what
they had to have. 211
"Then let's put one up this year," [a perU said my
father. "Where should we rig it?"
"You asking me?"
He already had turned away. "Youf1gure it out,"
he said, "while we finish fencing up the pen.n21~
"Miguel does a.l1 right," said my father. "He doesn~.t
need any Juan Marquez to talk for him. He ,gets what he
wants by h1mself."213
And Johnny, it was good to have him around. The
way he called me hombre and said how big I was and
talked how I was a new hand, which means a regular
workman around the pl~ce, and my father agreeing with
everything he sa1d. 21
210Ib1d ., PP. 99, 100. 211Ib1d., PP. 51, 52.
212Ibld •• p. 128. 21;Ib1d., p. 136. 214Ib1d., p. 1.36.
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••• "You're getting started tomorrow to go up there,
with the others. You're doing a man's job this summer,
a reguler job. You're one man, along w1th the others. M
··What?" I sa1d.
"A man's job. So you got to forget what being a
kid 1s l1ke."21S
What values do the charaoters gain or find strengthened through
oircumstances in the bookl
M1.gu·el's grandfather views the rais1ng of sheep from a
re11gious aspect, and he wants to pass this philosophy on to
h1s grandson.,
"The boy should know th1s." Grandpa was a little
mad at Ell. "Whenever someth1ng grows and you keep it
from growing anymore, that's a sin. And 1f 1t's a l1fe,
liv1ng, and you let it to d1e. that's a s1n ... 21o
Miguel and his brother Gabriel are trying to understand
exactly how it was that both of the wishes they made to San
Ysidro were granted, yet 'their situation 1s not now entirely
what' they wanted.
You give something to get it. That's how you got your
wish. You gave something. And that's how I got mine.
Now do you see?"
"That's right. So 1t just isn't bus1ness, Miguel.
It's a law. A universal, natural law. You only get
when you g1ve. It's a law l1ke grav1ty."217
The Wheel on the Sohool~~NewberyMedal Book, 1955
Synopsis.
There are only s1x sohool age ohildren 1n the Dutch
21;Ibld., p. 200. 216Ib1d ., p. 57.
21?Ib1d •• pp. 200, 201.
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vl11ag~ of Shora but their project concerning storks,ar-
rouses the interest of everyone. Eaoh member o~ Shora
becomes involved and some find their lives are completely
ohanged simply because 01 the final goal of th1s projeot;
to erect a wheel on the sohool so a pa1r of storks w1ll
onoe more nest in Shora.
Do the oharacters develoR a more positive self-conoept
through oircumstances in the story?
Eelka, one or the s1x school children, is often
left out ofaot1v1t1es and teased because of his great
bulk. But 1t 18 Eelka who saves a classmate, Jella, from
drowning in the canal. This makes a pos1t1ve change in
Eelka's self-conoept.
Eelka sUddenly lay down. It felt wonderful to lie
there, knowing he had done 1t--done what he had intended
to do and done it just as he had planned. He had been
strong, the rope hadn't broken. It was a wonderful
proud fe'el1ng. 218 '
Old legless Janus, as he was oalled, was feared by
the children of the v1llage, and avo1ded by the adults. How-
ever, he too beoomes an integral part of the projeot wh1ch re-
sults in a pos1tive change in his self-conoept.
Janus, ·looked away from her a.nd spun h1s wheel
chair around to look at the sea. • • .Here he was
on the dike with the sea below thundering 1n full
t1de. Here he was in the midst of th1ngs aga,1n. 219
218Me1ndert DeJong, The Wheel on the School (New York,
Harper & Row, Publ., 1954) p. 99.
219Ibld., pp. 175, 176.
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After his chair stood straight again, he swung the wheel
up over his head, held 1t there tr1umphantly, and stared •
up at it. "Hey," he grunted between his teeth, "a 'man
oan do something now and then wlt~out a lot of'legs. n220
Are the oharaoters accepted bY their peer group? It not.
how do they cope with the situation?
Little Nina. the only g1rl in the village school,
1s somet1mes left out of the boys' act1vlt1es~
That was the trouble w1th be1ng the only girl.
you got left out of things. And if Ee1ka didn't
also get left out, there w~s nothing for her to do
but s1t by herself or play with her little slster
Linda and the other ch1ldren. • • .221
She oopes w1th the situat10n by th1nking of a way
to get even.
Well. she'd show them. She'd sit right here and
think and wonder really hard. Tomorrow morning when
the teacher asked, up would go her hand, but there
they'd all sit stupid and with their mouths full of
teeth. It did not seem like much of a threat.222
Eelka wants desperately to be the one who finds the
wheel for the school and is determined to sucoeed.
Jella was always the leader and was always scolding
him for being slow and clumsy and coming in behind.
Jells didn't even want him in his games most of the
t1me. But now if he oould get this big wheel down.
he'd be the leadert For once he'd be the leader.
All Eelka's misgivings f11tted away before h1s new
determination for once to outdo Jella. 223
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
a.nd gUidanoe?
Dur1ng Nina's period of rejection by the boys, she
becomes friends with Grandmother SibbIe.
220Ib1d., p. 187.
22Jlb1d.. p. 84.
221Ib1d.. p. 11. 222Ib1d., p. 11.
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Old Grandmother S1bble was nice, she thought to herself.
It was a nice surprise. She d1dn t t talk to you as 1f
you were a tiny tot, almost a baby, and miles of years
away, the way grownups usually d1d.22~ ,
Do the charaoters progress toward emotional matur1ty and/or
personal independenoe through events in the story?
Most of the men of Shora are fishermen and seldom
stay at home. A terrible storm forces them to remain in Shora
for several days. and the children, in their impatienoe to put
their new found wheel on the roof of the sohool, pester their
fathers to come out into the storm and undertake this project.
But they all refuse.
"So." the teacher said. "So is that the grievance?
Wise men, ltd say. youtll have to learn that, too, sooner
or later. that you can't defy a storm--that you can't hurt
a wall,w1th just your head••••Your fathers will come
through. You know that. If not today, the f1rst possible
day that the storm will let them. They'll put up the wheel
before they set out to sea aga1n."225
What values do the characters gain or flnd strengthened through
circumstanoes in the book?
Nina recalls what the teacher told them when they
first began the stork project. and 1,t becomes a pa.rt of her.
But that was not the wonder either, not qUite. The
real wonder was that, just as the teacher had said, things
had begun to happen. Begin to wonder Why, the teacher had
said, and maybe things w1ll beg1n to happen. And they hadt 226
P1er and Dirk go to Janus's home ,in searoh of a wheel
and after spend1ng some time with h1m, oome to a start11ng
224Ib1d ., p. 17.
226Ib1d., p. 24.
225Ib1d., pp. 213, 214.
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rea11zation.
The boys stood there, wanting to tell Janus things
but no words to express the amazing ·surpr~se inside of
them. Janus had beoome real, he had beoome a part of
their v111age. 227
Auks, another of the sohool child.ren, beoomes sens1-
t1ve to the needs of another person while search1ng for a
wheel.
The man looked at him oddly. "Say, you're a
funny k1d. bothering your head about other people's
troubles. The tin man has always had troubles and
always will with that houseful of kids. But those
are his troubles, not yours nor mine,"
"No, but," Auka persisted, "1f he had your wheel,
he could use his wagon, and if you had h1s, you'd get
storks. "228
Carry On. Mr. Bowd1tch--Newbery Medal Book, 1956
Synopsisl
The remarkable life and personality of Nathaniel
Bowditch a.re vividly portrayed 1n this b1'ography of the
famous mathematician and nav1gator who "lived 1n the pre and
post-revolutionary t1mes in Salem, Massachusetts. As a young
boy he showed talent 1n ar1thmetic and by the time he was six-
teen he had written an almanao. At the age of twelve Nat was
indentured to a sh1p ohandler for nine years. When he com-
pleted h1s term Nathaniel Bowditoh sailed on his first ship
as a navigator. During long voyages Na.t would teaoh the crew
navigation wh10h was something that the common seaman knew
nothing about. After find1ng many errors in .. the navlgat10n
•
227Ib1d., p. 77. 228Ib1d ., p. 119.
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book that was commonly used at this time, Nathan1el Bowditch
wrote his own text which explains the comp11o~ted process of
navigation so simply that any seaman could work out naviga-
tion problems. This book, The Amerioan Practical Navigator
is a standard text in the U. S. Naval Academy today.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
circumstances in theatory?
Nat 1s recognized for his brilliance in: his work and 1s
extremely plea~ed with Count Mallevant who calls him a very
.great soholar.
Nat laughed, but he felt the same' warm flood of hap-
piness he had felt when Dr. Holyoke called him an astron-
omer. He couldn't expla1n how he felt to a grown man,
though--what it was to remember when he was twelve and
found he'd never go to school aga1n. 229
Nat received an honorary degree from Harvard, the
school he had dreamed of attending but was unable to because
. of financia.l rea.sons.
"Didn't you hear them a.ward 1t this morning? Nathan-
iel Bowditch, A.M."
"I--I--suppose I wa.s thinking of something," Nat:-. sa·1d.
In a happy daze he listened while Mr. Morris talked. In a
happy daze he smiled and answered the boy's questions.
Nathaniel Bowd1tch--Harvard man,
That night when he turned in, he lay sm111ng in the
darkness. This, he told h1mself, was the proudest' day
of his l1fe. 230
Are the oh~racters aocepted by their peer group? If not.
how do they cope with the situation?
No mention is made of Nat's acceptance into a peer
•
229Jean Lee Latham, CarrY On. Mr. Bowditoh (Boston,
Houghton Mifflin Co., Ca.mbr1dge, The Riverside Press. 1955) p.178.
230Ib1d., p. 221.
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group when he was a youngster. As an adult he was always ad-
mired and respeoted. The men who sailed with him were said. to
be a well behaved orew because Nat taught them someth1ng that
had before this time been reserved for off1ce~s only. And he
taught h1s men navigation with pat1ence regardless of the d1f-
fioulty they had with someth1ng that would seem so s1mple to him.
Is there an adult figure in the book who prov~des affection
and gu1dance?
When Nat's mother was alive, she was a great 1nsp1ra-
t10n to him.
Mother did not answer. She was still gazing up at
the sky. Atter a while she said, "I made up a sort of
saying for myself, Nat. I will lift up my eyes unto
the stars. Sometimes, if you look at the stars long
enough, it helps. It shrinks your day-by-day troubles
down to s1ze."2Jl
His first day as an indentured boy in the ship ohand-
ler's store Nat meets Sam who prov1des the boy with some In-
valuable wisdom that carries Nathan1el Bowd1toh beyond the
problems he was later to encounter.
Nat asked, "How do you 'sail by ash breeze'?"
Sam grinned. "When a ship 1s becalmed--the wind
d1ed down--she can't move--somet1mes the sailors break
out the1r oars••••Oars are made of ash--wh1te ash.
So. when you get ahead by your own get-up-and-get--
that's when you 'sail by ash breeze·. n232
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
The week before his nine year term as an indentured
231Ib1d •• p. 33. 232Ibld., p. 48.
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worker was over Nat reflected on times when he was a young boy.
The week before he was twenty-one Nat wakened with a
feeling of something hanging over him. He sat up slowly
and looked about his garret room. How many times, his
first yea.r in this room, had he fought back tears? He
had been so alone. No one to say good night to, no one
to sit and talk to--no one. He had had nQth1ng but the
books he studied and the th1ngs he cop1ed1nto his note-
books. 233
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
Nat feels that no one should be allowed to write news~
paper articles speaking against the pres1den~, but e.n older
friend of his expla1n$ to Nat why this k1~d of thing should
not be stopped in a freeoountry like Amer1ca.
To Nat's a.mazement, Dr. Bentley shook h1s head. "No,
Nat. We can't have freedom--unless we have freedom."
Nat stiffened. "Does that mean the r1ght to tell
lies?" .
Dr. Bentley sm1led. "It means the right to have
our own opinions. Human problems aren't like mathe-
·matios, Nat. Every problem doesn't have just one an-
swer, sometimes you get several answers--and you don't
know which is the right one. "234
'Miracles on Maple H111--Newbery Medal Book, 1957
Synopsis:
Marly's father returned from a prisoner-or-war camp
a tired and 1rr1table man. To. help h1m get better, Marly's
•
mother suggests moving to the farmhouse on Maple Hill where
she grew up. Out here in the country environment Fathe,r steadilY
233I b1d •• p. 87. t 234Ib1d •• pp. 90, 91.
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improves' with the help of Mr. and Mrs. Chris who had been
close friends with Mother's parents. Maple syrup gather1ng
and prooessing is a major interest of the Chr~ses and they
happily share their knowledge and secrets of th1s prooess
with Marly's family.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
circumstances in the story?
Marly and her brother, Joe, both seem to possess a
positive self-concept as they are seen, by the reader in the
story.
Are the charaoters accepted by their peer grouR? If not.
how do they cope with the situation?
When Marly 1s enrolled at the country sohool n~ar
Maple Hill, she meets Margi.e. the f1rst young girl she comes
to know while living on the farm.
Besides, there was Margie.
Shellved three miles down the road, and right away
she and Marly were friends. Their names were so nearly
twin names that they decided 1t was a sure sign of some-
thing spec1al. 2J5
,Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affeotion
and gu1dance7
Shortly after arriving at their new'home Mother and
Marly begin to organize their belong1ngs •
. 235virginia Sorensen, Miracles on Maple Hill (New York •
. Harcourt. Braoe & World, 195~) p. 128.
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Mother sald. "This should be your ~oom, Marly, because
1t was mine." She oame a.nd stood by the by the v\'1ndow.
and never in her whole life had Ma~ly ever loved her
quite as much as at that moment. 2?O
One morning Marly deo1des to make pancakes on the
old wood stove but she only succeeds tn smoking up the kit-
chen. Her father looks as though he ls,~bout to~old, but
decides that might be unfair.
She waited for him to turn around again and say what he
was going to say. And he would be r1ght to saoldeh~r
this time. It was stupid and terrible, what she had
done ••••He explained all about that b1g old stove,
while she moved close to see. Relief flo6ded over her,
and she felt light, light, llght •••• 237
Do .the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
persona.l 1nd.ependence "through event s in tq~ fitory?
Mr. Chris be comes seriously 111 and is taken to the
hospital just when his maple syrup crop is ready to be tapped.
Everyone 1s oonoer~ed and upset, especially Marly.
M.arly suddenly couldn't keep 1t back any more. She
leaned forward against the table and began to cry••••
"That" s not going to help any, II Joe said. suddenly
as angry as he could be. • • •
"I'm not going to waste my time cry1ng," he said. "I'm
working for Mr. Chris. See? We've got things to do,
and there's no use th1nking about everything but get-
t 1ng them done. .'. •
It was true. 'She sat up stra1ght~ again and reached
down to f1nd her handkerchief. After a minute she be-
gan to eat. 238
What values do the charaoters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
236Ibld., pp. 26, 27.
238Ibld., pp. 153, 154.
•
11;
Marly feels a speo1al affeotion and ooncern for the
many animal species she finds on Maple H1ll. "Mother said.
'But for Marly--every spider, every creature has to l1ve.· .. 239
Joe becomes ,good friends with a hermit and wants him
to stay with Joe until h1s 1njured leg heals. Mother objects
but Daddy sees the matter differently.
"Lee, we had bugs in that prison camp," Daddy said••••
"Some of the people in camp helped eaoh ot~er all the time.
Some others never thought about anything or anybody but
themselves.> ••• Well, I know now that Joe would have
been one of the good ones. I jU.st know that now."240
Rifles for Wat1e--Newbery Medal Book, 1958
Synopsis •.
Sixteen-year-old Jeff Bussey joins the Union Volun-
teer army of Kansas to do his part to rid Linn County of the
desp1sed bushwackers. The thr1ll and excitement of this new
venture is all Jeff can comprehend at first unt1l he 1s ex-
posed to the rea11ty of war.
Jeff sees the Civ1l War as a Union soldier and as a
member of Stand Wat1e t s Rebel Cherokee Army when he becomes
a spy for the Union s1de. He makes many friends and a few
enemies, both Un10n and Rebel. Jeff also falls in love with
an Ind1an Rebel. Lucy Washbourne, which further oonfuses his
240Ib1d ., p. 140.
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fee11ngs about these two warring faotions.
Do theoharacters develop a more positive self-ooncept through
c1roumstanc~s in the story?
Jeff is portrayed throughout the story as a youth who
18 oomfortable with himself and oonfident even under pressure
from the hateful Captain Clardy.
The officer soourged Jeff with another searching glare.
"What's your name?"
Jefferson Davis Bussey, s1r," Jeff replied, speaking in
a loud, olear voice as his father had taught him. • • •
•••f1Then change your name \ " he roa.red. "Jefferson Da.vis
is the president of the tra1torousSouthern Confederaoy
,we are now at war with." •••
• • •"Sir," hesa1d, look1ng the captain fearlessly in the
eye and continuing to speak loudly, "I won't change it. My
father gave me that name. He knew Jefferson Davis before
the Mexican War. He fought in Jefferson Davis' regiment
at the Battle of Buena vasta. Both were serving then under
the Stars and Stripes."2 1
Are the characters acoepted by their peer group? If not.
how do theY cope with the s1tuation?
His honest and friendly way helps Jeff beoome part of
h1s oompany from the beginning. When a plan 1s being devised'
to forage melons from a nearby field, the men in his company
deoide Jeff the person to crawl under the fence to roll the
melons out.
"How about Jeff?" somebody proposed.
"Shore. He's jist the man."
"Jeff's little. They'll never see him."
Jeff rolled suddenly to a sitting pos1tion. "Now
wait, boys," he protested. "You can't do th1s to me.
It's against the artioles of war. It's a~ainst the
const.1tut ion. " But they persuaded h1tn. 2 2
241Harold Keith, Rifles for Wat1e (New York. Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., 1957) p. 24.
242Ib1d., pp. JO. 31.
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~s there an adult figure in the book who provides the affection
and gU1danoe?
After h1s family is terrorized by a group of pro~
slavery bushwackers, Jeff dec1des he should jo1n the Union
volunteers to help put an end to th1s kind of harrassment.
Emory Bussey looked fondly at his son. • • .This
was rea.11ty to him. All he had in t'he world was here.
Hls farm, his family, and his son. Especially his son.
Emory swallowed hard. He muoh preferred go1ng to
war himself. Then he dropped his eyes helplessly to
h1s cr1ppled foot.
"All right, son. I'll write out my consent. You
shall go tomorrow."24J
As a Union spy, undervover, in the Cherokee Rebel
Army, Jeff becomes well aoquainted w1th'the outfits cook,
Helfer. This older man aooepts Jeff like a son, giving him
the utmost in oare and affection.
Heifer's feeling for him was like that of a doting
father. Heifer had poured out upon him all the fond
attention he would have lavished upon his own son
had not the lad he sent East to sohool d1savowed him
beoause of h1s deform1t1es. 244
Do the oharaoters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independenoe through events in the storY?
Shortly after he enlists Jeff is given a two' day
furlough. He returns home a more adult person than the day
he 1eft only a few weeks earlier.
Just before bedtime, Jeff took a 'short walk outdoors
With Ring. He looked thoughtfully at eaoh well~known
•
24Jlb1d., P .14. 244Ib1d., p. 284.
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objeot as it lay sleeping in the bright Kansas moonlights
the little oreek where he had trapped skunk and muskrat,
his duok blind on the riverbank, the big oak tree where
he had twisted the rabb1t out with a forked stick. Now
they seemed unimportant and far-away, like a child's toys.24S
Jeff was look1ngforward to the exo1tement of combat
with a ohild-11ke eagerness. He had been kept out of the
first enoounter with the Rebels, and his ant191pat1on for ad-
venture was mounting. Follow1ng that first battle, however,
Jeff 1s put on ambulance duty which provided him with a more
realistic v1ewpoint of war.
Although he stlll hadn',t lost his desire to fight in bat-
tle, he was torn with loathing for all the oruelty and
tyranny that accompanied war. 246
"What values do the characters gain or t1nd strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
Jeff feels a deep sense of responsibility to fulf1ll
h1s speoial espionage mission in the Rebel camp.
Grimly Jeff thought of the violence and terrible
destruction the Wat1e men had wrought on the Union
farms farther north. He felt very little compassion
for the men with whom he was riding. But he stayed
with them 'because he had a job to do. 247
Yet ~fter spending t1me in the Rebel outfit. and
getting to know the men on a personal basis, Jeff could also,
understand their oause.
His association with the rebels had taught h1m a toler-
ance and sympathy for the defeated side that he would
keep all h1s life•. He thought the South had been wrong
to start the war, but now that 1t was over and the Union
restored, he didntt want to see the rebels punished un-
reasonably. He hoped the country wou:Ld be unit~a8again,
b1gger and stronger than ever, North and South.
24SIbid ., p.JS.
24?Ib1d •• p. 244.
24blb1d.. p. 90 •
248Ibid •• p. 319.
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Jeff rea11zes that freedom is 9n important value
to many, and well worth fighting for.
Deeply moved, Jeff walked qu1etly outs1de. This was
part of what they were fighting for. Freedom meant a
great deal to many Southern people, too. Behind him he
hea.rd the negroes praying in the room where the old fel-
low lay. 249
When the C1v11 Wa.r wa.s at last over, Jeff returns.:
to Kansas w1th a feeling of pr1de and satisfaction that he
was able to help restore peace 1n h1s state.
He felt good clear through about it all. No.' more 'vio-
lence and orime in Kansas. No more trouble with the
Missourians. The land ·was calm and peaceful at last.
Jeff was, proud he had helped br1ng it about. 250
The Witoh of Blackbird Pond--Newbery Medal Book, 1959
Synopsis.
Kit Tyler oom~s to the drab, solemn shores of Con-
nectiout to stay w1th her aunt and uncle now that she 1s an
orphan. The luxury and freedom she had known as Sir Francis
Tyler's granddaughter in her homeland of Barbados, 1s now de-
nied her in the Puritan town of Wethersfield. Kit has trouble
adjusting to this new l1fe style and 1s only able to find
refuge in the vast meadows of Blackbird Pond. Here she meets
Hannah, an elderly Quaker, who 1s thought to be a w1tch, yet
whom 'has shown Kit only a gentle k1ndness. Her new family and
249Ibld., 'p. 155.
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the townspeople are often d1smayed and shocked at K1t t s be-
havior, espeo1ally when she admits her friendship with Hannah.
One family 1n particular sets out to slander K1t with the
acousation that she too is a witch.
Do the oharacters develop a more positive self-conoept through
circumstances in the story?
At first Kit felt she was above the hard, phys10al
labor that was required of her •
. She was Katherine Tyler. She had not been reared to do
the work of slaves. And W1ll1am Ashby was the only per-
son in Wethersfield who did not expect her to be useful,
who demanded nothing, and offered his stead~ adm1ration
as proof that she was still ot some worth. 251
Kit found it difficult to bel1eve she could ever be
a part of New England and the people in'tt, so she planned
to one day return to Barbados.
There was no real place for her here. • • .They would.
protest, they m1ght even sorrow a little. but in their
hearts wouldn't they be relieved to see her go~252
Kit 1s finally able to feel at home 1n New England
when she realizes what it 1s she really wants out of life.
"There 1s not escape if love is not there,"
Hannah had said. Had Hannah known when she herself
had not even suspected? It was not esoape that she
had dreamed about, it was love. And love was Nat. 253
With this realizat10n oomes the knowledge that she
251 El'1zabeth George Speare, The Witch of Blackbird Pond
(Boston. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1958) p. 74.
252Ib1d., p. 241. 253Ib1d., p. 245.
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can and wants to belong to th1s new l1fe she has enoounte~ed
in Connect1cut.
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do theZ ~ope with the s1tuatlo~1
When she first arrives in Wethersf1eld, Kit is
readily aocepted by her cousins, Judith and Meroy, who re-
gard her and her belongings with excitement and curiosity.
K1t had never known many girls her own age. Her own
eagerness rose at the sight of the two eager faoes so
olose to hers. How amazing that a few olothes could
cause-such exc1tement. 254
Later however~ the novelty of a n~w person 1n the
house wears th1nand Judith cons1ders her oousin to be more
of a burden than anything else.
"Why does she have to sleep with me?" Judith de-
manded in a sulky tone.
"Why, daughter," her mother rebuked her, "are you
not willing that your oous1n should share with you?"
"If I have to share my bed will she share my work?
Or will she expect us all to walt on her hand and foot
like her black slaves?"
"Shame, Jud1th. The ch1ld tried her best, you
know that."
-A f1ve-year-old could do better. As if th1ngs
weren't bad enough here in this house•••• "255
Kit overheard this conversation and cried herself
to sleep that night. From then on she tr1ed her best t~ be
useful and went about her work wlthout compla1nt.
I s there an adul t figure ,in the book who provides affect 10n
,and gu1dance?
•
254Ib1d •• p. 40.
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255Ib1d., p. 49.
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Hannah is one of the few adults to whom K1t could
pour out her feelings with the knowledge that she would be
understood.
Hannah Tupper was far from being a witch, but oerta.inly
she had worked a magic charm. In one short hour she
had conjured away· the rebellion .that had been seething
in the girl's mind for weeks. 256 '
Gruff Uncle Mathew comes up to the defense of his
niece against a mob that is ready to aocuse Kit of being an
acoomplioe to Hannah's supposed witchcraft. This action of
her uncle's surprised Kit who felt certa1n Uncle Mathew re-
garded her only with shaky toleranoe.
"Begone from my housel" he roared, his caution
drowned in anger. "How dare you speak the name of a
good, God-fear1ng g1rl? Any man whQ"slanders one of
my family has me to reckon wlthl a25,
Kit 1s held in a shed by the town magistrate the night
before she is tr1ed for witchoraft. Her timorous Aunt Rachel
comes to talk with her •
• • • "Aunt Raohel--what do they do to witches?"
••• "Nothing, child." whispered Rachel. "They
don't do anything to you. We'll think of some-
thing." But she had not spoken fast enough--that
l1ttle sobbing catch of breath had answered f1rst •••• 258
Do the oharacters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
William, the young man to whom Kit was to be marr1ed.
does not oome to her defense as the town accuses Kit of wltch-
256Ib1d., p. 97. 257Ib1d., p. 183. 258Ibld., p. 204.
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oraft. He stays comfortably in the background'until the trial
is over and she is set free. Then Wil11am appears and wants to
renew their relationship. Kit struggles to ma1ntain control,
and is able to do so.
A month ago Kit's temper would have flared. But
all at onoe she rea11zed that William could not really
anger her. She had had. a long t1me to th1nk, that night
on the riverbank, and the longer night in the constables
shed.259
Her quiet and gentle cousin, Mercy, 1s an example to
Kit as she strives to gain control of her emot1ons. "But
watch1ng Mercy's stillness she found a new patience to re~
sist her own 1mpulse. n260
What values do the charaoters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
Kit was qUiok to see how people can become wary of some-
one beoause that person may be different 1n some respects. She
tries to explain this to Prudence, a little girl who is also
friends wlthHannah.
"Why do they say she's a witch?" Prudence demanded,
as the two walked slowly back along the path.
"Because they have never tried to get to know her.
People are afraid of things they don't understand. You
won't be afra1d of her now, will you?"261 '
Hannah 1s aware of the d1ff1culty K1t 1s having 1n
adjusting to her new 11fe. She draws an analogy between Kit's
situation and a flower that also had to adjust to its new en-
259Ib1d., pp.229, 2)0.
261 Ib1d ., p. 117.
26oIb1d •• p. 234.
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vlronment.
"It came all the way from Africa, from the Cape of
Good Hope," Hannah told. her. "My friend brought the
bulb to me, a l1ttle brown thing like an onion. I
doubted it would grow here, but 1s just seemed deter-
mined to keep on trying and look what has happened. n262
Th1s strengthened K1t who resolved to be like that flower




Onion John--Newbery Medal Book, 1960
Synopsis.
The most unique and interesting friend Andy Rusche
Jr. ever had in his twelve years was Onion John, a man who
ate onions the way most people eat apples. John 1s an 1m-
igrant who l1ves alone in an old and unusual home on Hess-
ian Hill. This life suited Onion John fine but the people
of Serenity wanted to do a community project -and John and
his house became this projeot. It was at this point that
Onion John's problems began along with those of his best
friend, Andy Rusche Jr.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept
through circumstances in the story?
Andy Rusohe 1s portrayed as a young boy who has a
good self-concept and as the only person 1n Serenity who
can fully communioate with Onion John, Andy beoomes inval-
uable to the project oalled Onion John Day.
I saw a lot of Onion John, myself, on business. If
the Architectural Committee wanted him to look at a blue-
print, or Curtains and Slipoovers wanted him to look at
yard goods, naturally I had to go atong. There was no
other decent way of talking to Onion John, exoept through
me. It took up a lot of my time. Not that I minded, hand-
ling a job that important. The truth is, everyone at
school and most around town knew if I didn't pitch in
there'd be just no other way for Serenity to get along.
So I did my best.263
Are the characters aooepted by their peer group? If not.
26JJoseph Krumgold. Onion John (New York' Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., 1959) p. 99.
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how do they cope with the situation?
The boys of Serenity readily aooept Andy. He 1s
on the town's Little League team and has several close
friends at school. When the project of Onion John Day
begins Andy finds himself more in demand than ever.
Everyone knew I was Onion John's best friend. And the
whole school wanted to talk to me about the things
they'd heard at home. I listened to the same "things
again and again. I didn't want anyone to get the im-
pression I was snoot1ng him, just because I happened
to be suoh a close friend of John's. 264
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection'
and guidance?
The most signifioant adult in Andy's life is his
father who is oertain his son will go to the Massaohusetts
Institute of Technology and later work on a spaoe program
to send a man to the moon. Mr. Rusche 1s obsessed with pre-
paring Andy for this future he has designed without the con-
sultation of his son. After Andy nearly runs away from home
with Onion J~hn to escape the definite plans his father made,
Mr. Rusche reevaluates his reasons for pushing Andy so hard.
ItI see. Then that makes it a lot easier. As long
as you know, I don't have to go into it, the kind of
failure I am. Or was, until you started coming along.
And I thought I'd get there yet, up to M.I.T. and out
into the world where the big things happen--I thought
I'd get there yet through you•••The worst, was how I
-wanted to be sure. How anxious I was to get you started.
The hurry I was in. Someone was bound to get run over
in the rush. 265
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through event$ in the story?
264Ib1d., p. 96. 26SIb1d., p. 2;8,239.
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The people of Serenity were sincere in their desires
to build a new home for ,Onion-John and 1mprove his life style,
but only Andy had enough insight to see how things could turn
out.
It would' va been better for everybody if ·he d'1dn' t .
try so hard, to change. First, he wasn't very good at it.
And second, I didn't see anything wrong with the way he
was. 266
t
Mr. Rusche eventually realizes that Andy is becom-
ing mature enough to make some decisions on his own.
"You're grown up. Whatever concerns you, that's your
affair and it's for you to decide for yourself."
"Me? •• I'm the one to deoide? Even about General
Magneto?"
"Yes." My ~other slipped the coat off and she held'
it. "That's what your father means." 267
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened
through circumstances in the book?
Onion John's house lsdestroyed in an explosion
caused' by his misconception of the use and operation of
a modern stove. Mr. Rusche tells John that the people of
Serenity plan to rebUild the house for him, but Onion John
stoutly refuses saying he want's to leave the town. iYlr.
Rusche tries to explain why it 1s important to the well
being of the community that he stay.
"But it isn't only our pride, John, that's not why
I'm asking you to help. It's a great deal more import-
ant than pride. If you leave Serenity, the people here
will be shy of every kind hearted thought that comes
along. The next time there's a real need, no matter
266Ib1d., pp. 124,125. 26~b1d•• pp. 219,220.
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what, we'll hesitate. We'll get suspicious of our-
selves. On account of what's happened to you. If
you leave, John, you'll leave this town cold. And
soared to make even the smallest move that's friendly.
That's why you have to stay and help us. It 268
Isla.nd" of the Blue Dolph1ns--Newbery Medal Book, 1961
Synopsis I
Karana and her Indian tribe live peacefully on the
Island of the Blue Dolphins until the Aleutian hunters come
in search of sea-otter. A quarrel ensues over the payment
for the use of the island and before long the tribe 1s forced
to evaouate. Through mischanoe, Karana's little brother 1s
left behind, alone, so she returns to stay with him hoping
that another rescue ship will come for them. A pack of wild
dogs roams the island and kills the boy. Karana 1s now oom-
pletely alone. Island of the Blue Dolphins is the story of
eighteen years of solitude, engenulty, and oourage on the
part of a young Indian girl.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept
through circumstances in the story?
Karana maintains a steady, positive self-concept
which undoubtedly oontributes to her ability to suocess-
fully live alone on an island for this many years.
268Ibid., pp. 216,217.
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Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the situation?
There is only one time during these eighteen years
of solitude when Karana has contact with another human being,
a young girl who comes with the Aleutian hunters when they
return.
Tutok came again the next day. We sat on the rock
in the bright sun, trading words and laughing. The sun
went fast in the sky. The time came soon when she had
to' leave, but she returned on the day that followed.
It was on this day, when she was leaving, that I told
her my secret name. 269
Is there an adult figure' in the book who provides affection
and gUidance?
There 1s not an adult for Karana to interaot with
on the island.
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
Karana's very existence depends on maturity and in-
dependence. In the beginning of the story her main need is
to establish shelter and gather enough food, but Karana's
self-reliance enables her to do this and later much more.
By the time winter was over and grass began to
show green on the hills my house was comfortable. I
was sheltered from:the wind and rain and prowling an-
imals. I could oook anything I wished to eat. Every-
thing I 'wanted was there at hand.27~
269Scott O'Dell, Island of the Blue Dolphins (Bostonl
Houghton Mifflin Co., Riverside Press Cambridge, 1960). p.
143. ... . .
270Ibld •• pp. 77. 78.
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What values do the characters gain or find strengthened
through circumstances in the book?
Her only friends on the island are the animals she
tames, th1s gives Karana a new perspective on their 1mport-
ance •
•' • .Nor ,did I kill another wild dog, nor did I try to
spear another sea elephant.
Ulape (her sister) would have laughed at me, and
others would have laughed, too--my father most of all.
Yet this is the way I f~lt about the animals who had
become my friends and those who were' not, but in time
could be. If Ulape and my father had come back and
laughed, and all the others had come back and laughed,
still I would have felt the same way, for animals and
birds are like people, too, though they do not talk the
same or do the same things. Without them the earth would
,be an unhappy plaoe. 271
Karana calmly aocepts her fate and does what she
can to make her life on the island full and pleasant.
I also made a wreath for Rontu's neok (my pet dog)
whioh he did not like. Together we would walk along the
oliff looking at the sea, and though the white men's
ship did not return that spring, it was a happy tlme. 272
The Bronze Bow--Newbery Medal Book, 1962
Synopsisl
Danl~l Bar Jamln has one goal in life; to avenge
the death of h1s father by Roman hands and his sister's re-
sult1ng mental illness. He plans on doing this by ridding
Israel of every Roman. Hiding out in the hills with a band
271Ibld., p. 156. 272Ib1d., p. 115.
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of outlaws who are preparing to rise against the Romans,
Dan1elmeets Joel and his sister Malthace who are there
to explore.' In time the three become good friends all
dedicated to the same cause. Dan1el meets Jesus, and grad-
ually begins to understand h1s teachings which change Dan-
iel's life.
Do the characters develop a more positiye se~f-cQncept
through circumstances in the story?
S1mon, the blacksmith leaves his shop and his cus-
tomers in the care of Daniel, who has left the band of out-
laws and has settled 1n the city with his sister. Simon
has become a disoiple of Jesus and can no longer tend the
shop. This 1s one of the first times Daniel has felt happy
With himself and his life.
There was another satisfaction in these days. As
Daniel grew confident of the skill in his own hands his
work became a source of,pleasure. 273
Unexpected praise from Malthace when Daniel boldly
oonfronts a Roman soldier, makes him feel a sense of pride.
"r might as well be honest, Daniel," she said unex-
pectedly. "Back there--I was proud of you. • •
The frank words took Daniel by surprise. He could
feel the pleasure of them spreading', warm as wine, along
his veins. He had never had much praise 1n his life. 274
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do' they cope with the situation?
2?~11zabeth George Speare, The Bronze Bow (Boston,





While still part of the outlaw band hiding in the
h1lls, Daniel 1s placed in oharge of a huge and powerful
black man who was freed from a procession of men destined
for the galleys by these same outlaws who wanted his strength
for the1r own uses. Samson becomes a devoted friend of Dan-
1e1 since it was he who filed off Samson's chains.
Even Rosh had to admit that Samson earned his keep. But
the men still hated and feared him and made him the butt
of all their jokes. That was one more reason for'Daniel
to resent his burden, he felt more than ever shut out
from the rest, for the jibes that were aimed at Samson
usually included him as well. 275
Before long, however" Daniel grew to like Samson and
generally ignored any d1scomfort the other men oaused him by
the1r jests.
Even though there 1s a sharp distinction between Joel
and Thaola's family and Daniel, the three become close friends
dedioated to the same cause.
Put your hands on mine, both of you. Swear to stand to-
gether. The three of us. For God's Victory."
Thacla laid her hand firmly over her brother's. "For
God's Victory," she repeated. They looked at Daniel,
waiting. The three of us, Joel had said, taking him, who
had always stood outside, into the close cirole of their
I1ves. 27b
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and gUidanoe?
Daniel ra.n awa.y,from the cruel master he was ap-
prent10ed to and hid h1mself in the hills until Rosh, the
leader of the outlaws found him and took care of him.
He thought of how Rosh had found him lying flat on
his faoe, starving, half frozen, his back still raw from
275Ib1d •• p. 30 276Ib1d., p. 85.
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the last flogging. • .He remembered the terrible moment
when he had seen the man bending over him, and how Rosh
had reached out a hand, not to strike him but to help
him to his feet, and then, when he had f10pped over, how
Rosh had pioked him up and carried him like a baby all
the way to the cave. 277
Simon generously offers the use of his blacksmith's
shop to Daniel who 1s now going to live in the village and
take care of his sister Leah.
"It has been on my mind for some time that you might
help me. If you could take over the shop while I't m gone
--keep the place from going to seed, I'd be very grateful
to you."
It was like Simon to make it sound like a favor:
Daniel stared down at the road and kicked up a spurt of
dust with his 'bare foot. He was almost at the point of
tears'. 278
At the same time, however, Simon warns Daniel against
behaving rashly toward the Romans, for ~s Simon points out,
there 1s more to think about when a person lives in a village
than when he lives in the h1lls.
Daniel bristled. "I will never serve a pig of a
Roman~ "
"Yes," said Simon levelly. "You will serve him, and
civilly too. There 1s something you will have to learn,
my fr1end. An outlaw may think he ,1's accountable to no
one. But in a village every man holds his neighbor's
safety 1n his hands. If a legionary 1s in a mood for
trouble, any exouse will do. A s1ngle insult could cost
half the lives 1n the town in the end~279
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
Daniel 1s a youth rapidly approaching manhood who
appears to be mature 1n many respects. He harbors a deep
hatred for all Romans for what a group of them did to his
2771bld., p. 7 2?8Ibld., p. 121., 279Ibid., p. 122
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family. Even the young, gentle Roman who is kind to his
sister 1s banned from Daniel's household until he comes to
a sudden realization brought on by Jesus' curing of Leah.
Haltingly, Daniel walked, not after Jesus, but
across the road, till he stood before the boy. He had
to try twice before the words would come, "My sister
will get well," he said, his voice harsh. "The fever
has left her." '
A quick gutteral sound burst from the soldier.
Daniel looked away. Who could believe that a Roman--?
"I think she would'want to say good-bye to you,"
he sa1d.
The soldier waited, not understanding. Daniel
looked down the road and caught the white flash of
Jesus' robe. Then he straightened his shoulder~.
"Will you come in to our house?" he asked.2tlO
What values do the charaoters gain or find strengthened
through ciroumstances in the book?
Jesus comes to Daniel's house to cure Leah, who is
'sald to be possessed, and Daniel too finds himself cured of
what possesses him; the hatred he feels for all Romans.
Was it possible that only love could bend the bow
of bronze?
He sat trembling, glimpsing a new way that he would
never see clearly or understand. We can never know,
Simon had said. We have to choose, not knowing.
To know Jesus would be enough.
Almost with the thought the terrible weight was
gone. In its plaoe a strength and sureness, and a peace
he had neve'r imagined, flowed around h1m and into his
mind and heart.281 '
A Wrinkle in T1me--Newbery Medal Book, 196;
Synopsisl
280Ib1d., p. 254 281Ib1d., pp. 252,253.
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Meg Murry's father, a scientist, has been missing
for qUite a long time, and people are beg1nning to talk.
Through the use of a tesseract (a wrinkle in time), Meg,
her genius flve-year-old brother, Charles Wallace, and Cal-
vln O'Keefe, a brilliant high school student and good athlete,
travel through space with three very unusual beings from
other worlds in search of Mr. Murry who, disappeared while
experimenting w1th a tesseraot.
Do the characters develop a more pos'1 t1va self..concept
through oircumstances in the story?
At school everything seems to be going wrong for
Meg, and her self-ooncept has reached a low ebb. "It's the
weather on top of everything else. On top of me. On top of
Meg Murry doing everything wrong." 282 Meg brings the feelings
about herself to a climax by stating,u,! wish I were a dif-
ferent person,' Meg said shakily, 'I hate myself.,n283'
In the final moments of their adventure in space it
1s only Meg who 1s able to save Charles Wallace from the
clutches of the evil IT, and at last Meg felt she did some-
thing r1ght.
•
Meg began to laugh, too, at the same time that she
was trying to hug her father, to hug Calvin, and not to
let go of Charles Wallaoe for one second.
"Meg, you did it:" Calvin shouted. "You saved Charles!"
"I'm very proud of you, my daughter." Ivlr,. l'lurry k1ssed
her gravely, then turned toward the house.28~
282Madele1ne L'Engle, A Wrinkle in Time (New York.
Farrar. Straus and Giroux, 1971) p. 4.
28Jlbi~.~ p. 52. 284Ibid., p~ 209
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Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the situation?
Meg oonsiders herself to be somewhat of an outcast
with the other students, and it seems as though a few of her
peers view her lnthe same manner.
During lunch she'd rough-housed a little to try
to make herself feel better. and one of the girls said
scornfully, "After all. Meg, we aren't grammar-school
kids any more. Why do you always act like such a baby?" 285
Then Meg meets Calv1n, a good student and athlete,
someone who 1s also a b1t lonely and different from the others.
"Maybe we weren't meant to meet before this," Calvin
said. "I mean, I knew who you were in school and every-
thing, but I didn't know you. But I'm glad we've met
now, Meg. We're go1ng to be fr1ends, you know.". 286
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides a~feQt1on
and gUidance?
Meg 1s conoerned about this differenoe she notioes
1n herself. Her mother tries to comfort Meg.
"You're much too straightforward to bOe able to pre-
tend to be what you aren't," Mrs. Murry said. "I'm
sorry, Meglet. Maybe if Father were here he could help
you, but I don't think I can do anything t1ll you~ve
managed to plow through some more time. Then things
will be easier for you. But that isn't much help right
now, 1s 1t?n287
On their journey through space Meg is upset by what
she sees and it is only Mrs. Whats1t, now in the form of a
beautiful winged horse~ who 1s able to calm Meg.
28Srb1d., p. 4. 286.rb1d., pp. 38.39. 287Ib1d., p. 13.
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Calvin put his arms around her, but she shuddered and
broke away, sobbing wildly. Then she was enfolded in
the great wings of Mrs. Whats1t and she felt comfort
and strength pouring through her. 288
At last they find Mr. Murry and Meg 1s overjoyed.
As she pressed against her father all was forgotten
exoept joy. There was only the peace and oomfort of
leaning against him, the wonder of the protecting circle
of his 'arms, the fee11ng of complete reassurance and
safety ~hat his presence always gave her. 289
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the ~tory?
At one point in the story Mr. Murry, Meg and Calvin
tesser away from IT, but Mr. Murry leave,s Charles Wallaoe
behind sinoe his mind 1s now in oontrol of IT and this spaoe
travel may have damaged him. Meg is furious with her father
and fails to see his reasoning at first, but then comes to a
realization.
"I wanted you to do it all for me. I wanted everything
to be all easy and s1mple •••So I tried to pretend that
it was all your fault •••because I was scared, and I
d1dn't want to have to do anything myself--" 290
Meg 1s told that only she can save her little brother, •
but this will take a great deal of oourage on her part to face
IT alone.
"Mother was always shoving me out in the world,u
Meg said. ~She'd want me to do this. You know she
would. Tell her--" she started, choked, then held up
her head and said, "No. Never mind•••1'11 tell her
myself."291
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened
288Ib1d., p. 74. 289Ip1d., p. 149 290Ib1d., p. 200.
291Ib1d., p. 200.
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through circumstances in this book?
On the planet of Comazotz, ruled by IT, peoples'
lives have no spontaneity or uniqueness. Anyone that de-
viates from a predetermined standard 1s punished until they
conform. Charles Wallace, whose m1nd 1s now taken over by
the master m1nd of IT, expla1ns the beauty of sameness.
Meg and Calvin can not agree.
"On Camazotz we are all happy because we are all alike.
Differences create problems. You know that, don't you,
dear sister?"
"No," Meg said.
nOh, yes, you do. You've seen at home how true it
is. You know that's the reason you're not happy at
school. Because you're different."
"I'm different,' and I'm happy," Calvin said.
"But you pretend that you aren't different."
"I'm d1fferent, and I like being different." Calvin's
vo1ce was unnaturally loud.
"Maybe I don't like being different," Meg said, "but
I don't want to be like everybody else, e1ther.,. • n •
• • •Charles Wallace's strange monotonous' voice ground
against her ears. "Meg, you're supposed to have~
mind. Why do you think people get confused and unhappy?
Because they .all·live their own, separate, individual
lives. I've been trying to expla1n to you in the simplest
poss1ble way that on Camazotz individuals have been done
away with. Camazotz 1s ONE mind. It's IT. And that's
why everybody's so happy and. efficient. 292
M~g 1s told that she can only conquer IT and save




That was what she had that IT did not have •••
If she could give love to IT perhaps 1t would
shrivel up and die, for she was sure that IT could not
withstand love. But she, in all her weakness and fool-
292.Ib1d., pp. 140,142.
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1shness and baseness and nothingness, was incapable of
loving IT. Perhaps it was not too much to ask of her,
but she could not do it.
But she could love Charles Wallace. 29J
From her adventures on Camazotz Meg learns to ap-
prec1ate individualism and differences, especially when she
sees what life would be like if everyo~e were the same. She
also views the power of love as it 1s able to overcome hatred.
•
It's Like This, Cat--Newbery Medal Book, 1964
Synopsis,
The story 1s narrated by Dave Mitchell, a fourteen-
year-old boy who is growing up amidst the excitement and
confusion of New York City. Dave's closest friend and con-
f1dent 1s a stray tomcat he calls, Cat. Mr. Mitchell and
Dave are not an e~pec1ally compatable father and son com-
bination, but they grow in understanding of each other.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept
, through circumstances in the story?
Dave seems to possess a positive self-conoept
throughout the story.
Are the characters acoepted by their peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the situation?
One of Dave's fr1ends 1s a neighbor boy, Nick.
293J:b1d., p. 207
29~m11Y Nev1lle, .It's Like This, Cat (New York.
Harper'" Row, Pub., 1963)' p. 2;.
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Nick and I have been friends pretty much since I can
remember••• If anyone asked me how come we're friends,
I couldn' t29f1xactly say. We're just together most of
the time. ~
When Dave enters high school, he reestablishes a
friendship with Ben, a boy he knew in grade school.
So after that Ben and I walk back and forth to
school together, and it turns out we have three classes
together too•••We're both relieved to have at least
one familiar face to look for in the orowd. 295
Is there an adult figure in the book who pro~1des affection
and gUidanoe?
Kate beoomes a source of refuge from the arguments
Dave and h1s father have, or any other problems he encounters
-and needs to leave the house for awhile.
When I slam out of our house mad, I go along over to
my Aunt Kate's. She's not really my aunt. The kids
around here call her Crazy Kate the Cat Woman because
she walks along the street in funny old clothes and
sneakers talking to herself, and she sometimes has half
a dozen or more stray oats living with her•••She's
sane, all r1~ht.· In fact she makes a lot better sense
than my pop. 9
Dave appreciates his mother's gentle gUidance and
conoern.
She's quiet, and pretty often she doesn't feel good,
so maybe I think more than most kids that I ought to
do things her way without being told.
Also, my mom 1s always home and always ready to
listen if you got something griping you, like when a
teacher blames you for something you didn't do. 297
While the Mitchells are in a traffic jam, Cat gets
impatient and leaps out through the open window, and Dave
295rb1d., p. 102. 296:rb1d., p •. 3. 297Ib1d., p. 34.
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doesn't think twice about going to get him back. After
they are all safely resting in Aunt Kate's apartment, Mr.
Mitchell shows his concern, in a loud manner, and apolog-
izes to Dave for laughing about Cat's predicament.
I·You fool: You might have got killed jumping out on
that parkway:"
Over my shoulder, I answer Popa "Yeah, but if Cat gets
killed on the parkway, that's just a big joke, isn't it?
You laugh your head offl"
Pop takes off his glasses and soratches his head with
them, like he always does when he's thinking. He looks
me in the eye and says, "I'm sorry. I shouldn't have
laughed."
Then, of all things, he picks up Cat himself.
"Come on. You're one of the faml1y.298
po the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personallndependence through events in the story?
The arguments between Dave and his father beoome
less frequent as time pa'sses, but they can beg1n again w1th-
out warning.
It's funny about fights. Pop and I can go along
real smooth and easy for a while, and I th1nka Well,
he really 1sn't a bad guy, and I'm growing up, we can
see eye to eye--all that stuff. Then, whoosh: I
hardly know what starts it, but a fight boils up, and
we're both breathing fire like dragons on the 1008e. 299
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened
through circumstances in the book?
Dave realizes the importanoe of relationships'with
other people when he sadly considers Kate who has no one.
Kate 1s staring out the window and stroking the
old stray tomcat between the ears, and it hits mea
there' isn't a person in the world she loves or even
hates. I like cats fine, too, but 'if I didn't have
people that mattered, it wouldn't be so good. I say
"So long" qUietly and go out. )00
298Ib1d., PP. 97,98. 299!b1d., pp. 173,174.
, JOOlb1d. t p. 150.
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Shadow of a Bull--Newbery Medal Book, 1965
Synopsis.
Bullfighting is a sacred and necessary part of life
in the smallv111age of Aroangel where Manolo 011var lives.
From this village emerged the famous Juan 011var, greatest
matador Spain had ever known, and Manalo's father. The phys-
leal'likeness of father and son astounded everyone and it was
assumed that soon Arcangel would have another matador ,to take
the place of Juan Ollvar who was killed by a bull when Manalo
was a small boy. The future of this soon-to-be matador 1s all
planned out by the town~people, yet no one thinks to ask Man-
alo if this is what he too wants for himself. Shadow of a
~ 1s the story of a young boy's struggle with his persona~
fears and doubts, a.nd the desire to fulfill the ex'peotat1ons
of others.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept
through circumstances in the story?
Manolo 1s convinced that he is a coward and cowardice
is something a matador must be completely free of. To help.
oonquor his fears Manolo praotices the many complicated move-
ments in bullfighting.
Time passed very fast. And he began to gain oon-
,fldence, began to believe in himself. He even began to
think that the dream the men had of his being as great
a bullfighter as his father was not so far-fetched after
J01Mala Wojciechowska, Shadow of a Bull (New York.
'Atheneum, 1969).
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all. That's how he thought on days when he was happy.
On other occasions he doubted everything. And then he
would practioe harder.301
Manalo also forces himself to do daring stunts and
constantly does whatever activities might build his strength.
He did all this alone and in secret, afraid of being
discovered. He still knew that he was a coward, but he
also kn~w that he was working at overcoming his cowardloe.302
Manolo deoides to f~ce a live bull before the official
testing of young bulls in which he 1s to participate. He
wants to know before then if his courage will fail him.
With that decision made, he got up and, taking the
cape in his hands, began to do a series 9f veronicas,
better than, he had ever done them be~ore~ better than
he had ever dared hope he could do 'them. And when the
sun rose and the room became light, he was still at it,
feeling a new art inh1s hands, a brand new strength in
himself, and a confidence he had never known.30J
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the situation?
Manalo 1s accepted by a group of boys from the
town•••
"Manolo: It's your turn."
"Manolo hasn't jumped yet. Let him jump."
"What are you waiting for?"
He heard them sh9ut to him and saw them wave, but
he could not move.JO~ ,
For two' weeks after the fiesta Manolo played ball
with his friends after school and went back to studying
in earnest; ••• 305
•
• • .and he has a best "friend, Jaime Garcia.
301Ib1d., p. 52 • .302Ibld •• p. 53. J 03Ib1d •• PP. 72,73.
J04Ibld., p. ,17. 305 Ibld., p. 69.
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He spent most of his time dur1ng the f1esta with his
friend Jaime Garcia. They went to Mass together; and
afterwards they followed the procession windb~ its
way through the narrow streets of Arcang~l.j
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and gUida.nce?
Mrs. 011var knows that the time is gradually ,draw-
lng near ~hen her son will enter the bullr1ng.
Ever since they had taken him to his first bullfight,
his mother's face had acquired a new sadness. She would
hold him to her breast longer as she was saying goodnight,
and he ~ould hear her s1gh, and sometimes cry, at night.J07
There are six men in Arcangel who take a special
1nterest in Manolo's preparation as a matador.
"You must be grateful," she would say to him, "to
the men who do so very much for you. They are teaching
you all they know, and they know more than anxone else
1n Spain about Is fiesta brava (bullfight). 3~
Alfonso Castillo, an internationally known expert on
bullfighting and the writer of Juan Olivar's biography, 1s
present at the ranch where Ivlanolo is to make his debut in the
bullring. Castillo offers Manalo the following advicel
Don't let people push you. If you are honest with
yourself, you will do the pushing. But only when it 1s
important, important to you. I knew your father well,
maybe better than any other person he ever considered
his friend. If he were alive, I am sure you would not
be here today. He would have understood that you are
not a carbon copy of him, and you would have known it
also. I do not think you want tobs a bullfighter. I
do not believe you are like your father. Be what you
are, and if you don't yet know what you a.re, wait until




J 0 7Ib1d., pp. 48,49.
3°9rb1d., p. 147.
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Manalo realizes he wants to become a doctor, and
finds support of the elderly village doctor.
"I knew you were no bullfighter. But I did think,
after seeing you just that once, that you might make
a fine doctor. You think that, too~ don't you? And
you know that I intend to help you.J10
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
In the bullring Manolo comes to term~ with himself
and makes his own decision about his future.
It was time to make a decision. Either he went on
cheating them, and himself, or he did the thing he knew
he must do. • •
"I will not fight this brave bull." The voice,
strong and loud, sounded unfami11ar to Manolo. tlr am
not l1ke my father. I do not want to become a bull-
fighter.")ll
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened
through ciroumstances in the book?
One evening Manolo's mother tells her son more about
his father than he had previously knowns. "'That was the
greatthlng about your fathers his own will to do what he
wasdo1ng. What he did was for himself, most of all for
,himself. '"
Later Manolo hears something similar from the famous
Alfonso Castillo.
"The fate of a brave animal should never be anything
but a noble death after a noble fight. But it 1s ~ot
the same with a man's fate. A man 1s not like a fighting
J10lb1d., p. 154. Jlllbld., p. 153 312Ibld., p. 128.
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bull. A man's life should not be all fighting, but
also giving, loving. A man's life 1s many things.
Before he beoomes a man, he has many choices. to do
the .right thing, or to do the wrong thing; to please
himself, or to please others; to be true to his own
self, or untrue to it. It .313
Courage to follow his own desires comes to Manolo
who refuses to finish the bullfight, but gives his bull to
Juan Garo1a, a boy who truly wants to beoome a matador.
I Juan de Pareja~-Newbery Medal Book, 1966
Synopsisl
As a small boy Juan was a slave to Dona Emilia, a
capricious and indulgent woman. Upon her death, Juan was sent
to Madrid as part of the inheritance left to Dona Emilia's neph~
ew, Diego Valazquez, a well known artist. Juan was taught to
•mix oolors and prepare canvases for Diego, who only required
his new slave to aid him in matters concerning his painting.
Juan did these duties with great enthusiasm and skill, for he
wanted desperately to paint, yet the Spanish la.w prohibited the
learning or practicing of the arts by slaves. Juan served his
quiet and kindly master for many years and was eventually awarded
his freedom and a paid position as the assistant of Diego Valaz-
quez. These two men ,began their association as master and slave
and in the end considered each other as friends and equals.
31Jlb1d., p. 145.
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Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
circumstances in th~ story?
Juan does not mind his situation as a slave in the
Valazquez household for he is treated like a human being, not
like a possession.
God knows I was happy with Master and Mistress. I felt
useful a.nd appreciated. Freedom? I had had a taste of
it on the road, and it was cruel to a black boy.J14
The apprentices were, of course, free white boys,
but they were under special obligations to Master and
bound to obey him, just as I was, and in truth I had
more freedom than they, for I was part of the household.
I had Master's confidence, and he revealed himself ·to me
in many small intimate ways. 31.5
During a trip to Italy with Diego, Juan realizes
that he is important to his master for reasons other than •
those concerning his duties as a slave.
Then I was happy because I had not realized before that
he needed my smile, anything of me, but only my services,
and to know that I had much to dq with his peace and plea-
sure put warmth into my heart. 310
Bartolome, an apprentice to Diego and a friend to Juan
helped Juan come to terms with himself over something that was
troubling him.
So we returned, my life from that moment grew broader
and happier and I' became a better person, I think, for
Bartolome had turned my mind away from small preoccupa-
tions and led it into paths of Truth. 317
Juan 1s greatly distressed over the death of Diego who
became his close friend as well as master. Yet, Juan realizes
he must prepare a new life for himself and his wife. Even
314El1zabeth Borton de Trevino, It Juan de Pareja (New
York. Bell Books. Farrar, straus & Giroux, 1968) p. 48.
315 Ibid., p. 49. :il6rbid •• p. 88. 3t ?rb1d., p. 128.
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'though he began life as a. sla.ve, he now was able to live in
dignity; a necessary 'element in obtaining a positive self-
concept. "I had some money. I had skills. I knew that I
could work and earn a decent living as a free man. tt J18
Are the characters accepted py their peer group? If not t
how do they cope with the s1tuatiop?
While traveling in Italy with Diego, Juan comes in
contact with other negroes. hut finds that they do not con~
sider him to be one of them.
Even the Negroes I saw in Italy (for there were many,
both slaves and freed men) were flamboyant and haughty.
They were scornful of me. with my .plain dark clothes,
and m~ quiet, 0001, unpretentious Master. I did not like
them. 319 ,
Juan becomes friends with one of the court dwarves
that entertained the King. They found that1n an unusual way
they shared a physical handicap that kept them from living as
many men do.
He was not overly 1ntel11gent--I think his suffering drove
learning from his mind--but we became friends and he lived
for seven or eight years in the palace before he died.
"We are brothers," he used to say to me in his strange.
deep voice like a ma.n's, "you and I, because we are en-
slaved by reason of the way we were born. You were born
strong, a fine normal heing. but black. I was born as I
am, a man in the body of a little creeping child. 320
When Juan is awarded his freedom, he dreams of telling
this good news to his friend Bartolome.
• • • I would say, "'Bartolome t Ma.ster Valazquez freed me.'
I am no longer a sla.ve."
And he would say, "So? Good. my friend."
He would be glad for me. And I would be glad that
to him it had never mattered, for his friendship was of
the heart. 321
318 Ibid., p. 1,75.
32 <;) Ibid. t p. 112.
31 9rb1d., p. 89.
J21Ib1d... p. 176.
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Is there an adult figure 1nthe book who prQ,v1des affection
and gUidance?
As a small boy Juan was well taken care of by his
mistress, Dona Emilia.
•
Yet I was devoted to Mistress. When I was sick she
watched over me and got up in the night to bring me broth.
She saw that; I had clean water to wash in, B.nd she gave me
a piece of her own soap each time she ordered the long white
bars for her bath ••••
, I will always be arateful to her for one th1ng--she
taught me my letters.j22
When a plague infests the city of Seville, young Juan
is cared for by a friar.
It was a friar in a worn, brown robe, one of those
I had often seen in the streets of Seville, going about
caring for the sick and the dying. He came in and washed
me and made me a fresh bed and tucked me into it, and he ,
cooked hot broth and fed it to me with a wooden spoon. 323
Diego Valazquez welcomes his new slave with a feeling
of quiet affection.
"Tell me," I stuttered, "1s Master good? Is he kind?
Will he beat me?" Oh, what will happen to me here?"
"You will be healed and washed and given new clothes.
You will never be beaten again."
"But Master, what will he do with me?h
"I am the master, Juanico. I will take care of you.
You will learn to help me. You will be useful here 1n my
house, but your tasks will not be too hard."J24
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity s'nd/or
personal independence through events in the story?
At an early age ,Juan demonstrates his independence and
forethought by planning his journey to Madrid alone, after he
runs away from the evil muleteer who was to take him to his
new master, Diego.
322 Ib1d., p. 6. 323'Ibld •• p. 14•. 324 Ib1d., p. 37.
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But I did not waver'1n my plan of getting to Madrid. and
when my time was up I went to ask for my coat and to say
good-by. • •• 1 begged an old sack for my loaves (I had
saved seven against my journey, so as to be sure of some-
thing to eat on the way) and took my leave.J2S
Juan had some difficulty with his duties at first,
especially regarding the stretching of Diego's canvases. Af-
tar an emotional outburst of frustration Juan is able to re-
apply himself to the situation and succeed.
He lifted my head at once, smiled briefly, a mere
flash of white teeth unrler the small dark mustache, and
'hurried back to his easel. I took the wood and the tool,
held them just as he had and tried again. and this time it
came right. I never failed again, and from then on I
stretohed all his oanvases.320
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
From Diego Valazquez. Juan learned many important things
regarding the values associated With art. "Art must be true," ·
he said. "It 1s the one thing in life that must rest on solid
truth. Otherwise, it is worthless. If 327
I supposed that Master was merely being polite. for
courtesy 'was natural to him, but once more I learned some-
thing about the man to whom I belonged. He accorded his
art with the highest respect, that of never taking it for
granted. Always, as long as he lived. he tried to learn
more, in order to serve it better. ;28
tt Alvaro was honest. and his picture 1s full of truth.
Say to yourselves, tI would rather paint exactly what I
see, even if it is ugly, perfectly, than indifferently
paint something superfioially lovely.' Say to yourselves,
'Art is Truth, and.to serve Art, I will never deceive.'" 329
325 Ibid., pp. J5. 36.
328 Ibid •• p. 61.
32~bid. t p. 44. ')27 Ibid •• p. 53.
J2~b1d., p. 67.
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This constant search for the truth in art was present
in all of Valazquez's paintings, for he felt this was the most
significant value to be obtained by a painter. Upon Diego's
painting 'of the dwarves in the Spanish Court, Juan initially
thought that his master carried his philosophy of art to an
extreme.
For some time I resented the meticulous way Master
painted these deformed and pathetic beings. He was mak-
ing obeisance to the truth as he saw it. He had explained
that to me often enough. And yet it seemed to me cold-
blooded, even oruel. But later, when I looked at those
portraits years after. I saw what he had done, and wha.t
glossing over their deformities could not have achieved.
He had painted, in every case, a soul 1mpr1soned.3JO
Juan did his paintings in secret. One of the p1ctures
that pleased h1m the most was of a Negro Madonna. But after
a time his representation of the Holy Mother of Christ weighed
heavily on his conscienoe. He talked the matter over with Bar-
tolome.
"Do you think it was a mistake to paint Our Lady as a
Negro girl?" I ~sked, humbly.
"How so?" asked Bartolome. "Our Lord appears in many
forms to loving Christian souls •••• And Our Lady can
reveal herself within the body of a child, of an Italian
girl, a Spanish maid or a young woman of the black race.
Her tenderness, her gentleness, her sanctity can shine
through what~ver vessel she chooses to house her spirit
for a t1me."))~
)30Ibid •• p. 114. 331Ib1d •• p. 128.
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Up a Road Slowly--Newbery Medal Book, 1967
Synopsis.
Julie Trelling finds the road to maturity one that
1s not always easily traveled. The death of her mother when
Julie is a young girl changes the pattern of living for the
Trelling family. Julie and her brother Chris are to live
with their maiden aunt Cordelia and Laura. Julie's ol~er 81s-
ter, is to stay with their father. Julie narrates her story
of these growing-up years from little girl to high school grad-
uate.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-copcept through
circumstances in the story?
Julie has been upset over a romance that went poorly .
for her until one day she suddenly awakes and finds it no long-
er matters.
I brushed my hair fur10usly for a good five minutes
and tied 1t back wi th a strip of ro,s'e velvet. I had a
new housecoat t a. gift from La.ura, too beautiful for or-
dinary occasions, being all of white eyelet cotton over
a ,lining of petal pink dimity, but I put it on reckless-
lyand stood before my mirror in unabashed self-approval ••••
"There are miracles and miracles, Aunt Cordelia; this
one has just given me a new outlook on life. I went to
sleep last night still feeling hurt over Brett; this morn-
ing I am completel~ free of him. He no longer matters.
It's a.ll over." )32
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the situation?
•
Julie was accepted and well-liked by her classmates
in grade school and was even thought to be suitable company
for Ca.rlotta.
3~rene Hunt. Up a Road Slowly (Chicagol Follett
Publishing Co. 1966) pp. 149, 150.
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That was the afternoon that Carlotta Berry called,
asking me to go driving with her. To receive an invi-
tation to go driving with Lottie that summer was a
coveted honor. • • .Carlotta had power in the possession
of that pony cart; those who pleased her might share it,
but there were no rides for those who did not. 333
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affec-
tion and gUidance?
Shortly after her mother's death Ju11e finds comfort
in being able to cry in Aunt Cordelia's arms,
She came a little nearer to me, and leaning forward,
put her arms around me and drew me to her lap. My head
was against her cheek, and when I sobbed, I could feel
the trembling of Aunt Cordelia's body, and
4
1 knew that
her face was wet with tears as mine was. 3;
Uncle Haskell tries to provide Julie with gUidance
when she feels guilty over the death of a classmate who was
shunned by everyone including herself.
Dear Julie:
What you were seeking tonight was a good, gray
uncle, full of wisdom, and. you came to an uncle who
is neither good nor gray nor very wise. • • • I'll
say to my sad-faced little Julies Guilt feelings
will do nothing for either you or the Kl1p1n child.
But your compassion as you grow into womanhood may
well become immortality for the girl you call "Aggie."3'5
On the return trip from visiting Laura who 1s now
married, Julie tells her story of feeling pushed out of Laura's
circle 'of attention by her husband. A conductor tries to help
her understand.
333Ib1d •• p • .56 • 334rb1d •• pp. 17. 18. 335Ib1d •• p. 67.
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F1nally he spoke, almost as if to himself. "It
happens the world over--we love ourselves more than
we do the one we say we love. We all want to be
Number One; we' ve got to be Number One or. noth1ng~ ••• tt);6
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity andLQ~
personal independence through events in the story?
JUlie thought over the conduotor's words and felt
much older when she was able to sort out her feelings.
When I burrowed. down between my white sheets that
night, I breathed deeply of happiness. I wisned that I
could te~l the old conductor how wise I had grown; I
thought of how m3~n more than an almond chocolate bar
he had g1ven me .;)7
Julie and a boy she grew up with realize that their
feelings for one another have matured into love.
That.was the moment of my greatest security and con-
fidence; it was the time when I realized that love
makes one a,better person, a kinder and a gentler one. 338
Shortly before Julie's graduation from high school
she reflects on her ~row1ng-up years.
• • .let people who have forgotten their childhood say
that the early years are the happiest, I thought. For
me, it was good to be over that stretch of the road. .
whioh was beset by half-formed anxieties and resentments)J9
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
ciroumstances in the book?
•
Aunt Cordelia suggests that Julie bring flowers to
Aggie Kilp1n who is seriously 111. This girl had been avoided
when possible beoause of her unclean habits and unl1keable
JJ6rb1d., p. 46 • .3J7rb1d., p.49. 3J8Ib1d., p. 161.
J39rb1d., p. 185.
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personality. Julie does go to the K11pln home. "And then,
a few minutes later, I found a world in which there was a
greater wrong than I had ever known."34~he impression of
the squalor the Kl1p1ns lived in made a lifelong impression
on Julie.
Aggie dies from the fever and Aunt Cordelia helps
prepare the body.
Aggie's hair was clean. Not only clean, but pretty.
It seemed impossible, but I knew that it was true or
Aunt Cordelia would not have said so'. I wished that Aggie
could have known. It seemed such a terrible waste--ugll-
~~~:ra~~eo~::sd;~~~~4tndsomething prett~ discovered only
From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankwel1er
Newbery, Medal Book, 1968
Synopsisl
Claudia Kincaid deoides to run away from home, but
with none of the impulsive, haphazard characteristics some
ch1ldren might 'exhibit. Claudia carefully plans her departure
•
'and 1s sure to include her brother, Jamie, who 1s in possession
of the necessary finances. Their destination is the New York
City Metropolitan Museum of Art where they live for over one week.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
34Orbid •• p. 58. 341Ib1d •• p. 63.
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circumstances in the story?
Claud1a is a very self-assured individual with no
problem of a poor self-concept.
Jamie looked all around. "I think you're brilliant,
Cla.ude. • • •
• • .She looked at Jamie and found him smiling. She
softened. She had to agree with her brother. She was
brilliant •. New York was a. grea.t .-place, and being called
brilliant had cooled her down. J4Z
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do they oope with the situation?
Very little of the story includes peer group rela-
tionships, so this developmental need 1s~not apparent in the
book.
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and gUida.nce?
The only encounter Claudia and Jamie have with an
adult during their adventure 1s a brief stay at the home of
Mrs. Frankweiler. She decides to will them the priceless
sketch of the angel statue and writes of this decision to her
•
lawyer, Saxonberg, who 1s also Claudia's and Jamie's grandfather.
The ch1ldren have no idea that he is Mrs. Frankwel1er's lawyer. '
342 E. L. Konigsburg, From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil
E. Frankwe11er (New York. Atheneum, 1969) p. 31.
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Well, Saxonberg, that's why I'm leaving the drawing
of Angel to Claudia and Jamie K1ncaid, your two lost grand-
children that you were so worrl'ed about. Since they intend
to make me their grandmother. and you already are their
grandfather~4that makes us--oh, well, I won't even think
about that.'..1 rj
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal 1ndeRendence through events in the story?
After Claudia and Jamie have been living in the museum
for several days, they discuss their lack of homesickness.
Jamie giggled, "Yea.h, I guess homesickness is like
sucking your thumb. It's what happens when you're not
very sure of yourself."
"Or not very well trained," Claudia added. "Heaven
knows, we're well trained. Just look how nicely we've
managed. It's really their fault if we're not homesick."
Jamie was satisfied. Claudia was more. "I'm glad
you asked that,~ about homesickness, Jamie. Somehow, I
feel older now. But, of oourse, that's mostly because
I've been the o~~~st child forever. And I tm extremely
well-adjusted."
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the·book?
Claudia strives for composure while on this adventure.
She was trytng harder to remain calm, for she knew that a
group leader must never lose control of herself, even if •
the grRu~ she leads consists of only herself and one brother
brat. 3.!.t,; .
Claudia and Jamie experience a ~ew closeness since
t
they can now only depend on themselves and each other.
What happened was: they became a team, a family of
two. There had been times before they ran away when they
ha.d acted, like a. team, but those were very different from
feeling like a team•••• 346
343rb1d., p. 160. 344Ibid., pp. 86, 87. 34~bid., p. 23.
346rb1d., p. 39.
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One of the main reasons Claudia wanted to leave home
was because of the monotony of her life. She wants adventure
and doesntt want to return home unless things are somehow
different.
"Simply because it is a secret. It will enable her
to return to Greenwich different ••••
• • • ttReturning with a secret 1s wh9.t she really want s,••••
Secrets are the kind of adventure she needs. S~crets are
safe, and they doJ,mUCh to make you different. On the inside
where it oounts. ~7
34'1]:b1d., pp. 149, 150.
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The High K1ng--Newbery Medal Book, 1969
Synopsis.
Young Taran, the assistant pig-keeper in the land of
Prydain, strives to regain the magical ,and powerful sword,
Drnwyn, which has been stolen-lby evil Arawn Death-Lord. To
aid Taran and his companions in their quest of the sword, a
prophecy 1s asked of the oracularp1g who manipulates the
prophetic letter sticks. An extraordinary prophecy results
though the companions and Taran find it incomprehensible at
the time. Overcomi.ng many obstacles Taran enters the king-
dom of the Death-Lord, recovers the precious sword, slays the
deathless Cauldron-born, kills Arawn and destroys his terrible
kingdom. As his reward Taran is given the opportunity to live
eternally in the utopia of Summer Country. He chooses instead
to remain in Prydain and fulfill the promises he made to men
who gave their lives in h1s service. It 1s then that the final
part of the prophecy comes true and the unknown parentage of the
humble p1g-keeper 1s realized, for Taran 1s of royal blood and •
1s destined to be the new High King.
Do the characters develop a,·more posit!va self-concept through
circumstances in the story?
Taran is portrayed as a modest individual well aware of
what he feels is his humble background. He 1s concerned about
how this will effect his relationship with the Princess El1onwy.
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"You asked why I sought to kn01tl my parentage, It Tera.n
went on. "Because I hoped it would prove noble, and give
me the right to ask what I dared not ask before. My hope
was mistaken. Yet ,even without 1t-_"J48
Taran maintains this humble attitude even when. he successfully
completes his mission of recovering the enchanted sword and
freeing Pryda1n of the evil Arawn.
Are the charaQters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the s~~y!t1on1
Taran is well liked and respected in the kingdom of
Pryda1n and many men volunteered their services to help him
in his crusade aga1nstArawn.
"The folk of the Free Commots honor King Math and the
House of Don," he said. "But they will answer only to one
they know as a friend, and follow him not in obligation but
in friendS,hip.. And so let Hevydd be the first to follow
Taran Wanderer."3~9'
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
a.nd gUidance?
•
Taran seeks the wisdom of an older man, Coll, in matters
of war and other concerns.
Taran was grateful for CollIs wisdom and gladly sought
his counsel ••••LIasaar, Hevydd, and Llon10 would not
leave Taran's vanguard and stayed ever close at hand; but
when Teran ,wrapped himself in a cloak and stretched on the
frozen ground fQrOrare moments of sleep, it was ColI who stood
watch over him.))
The old enchanter, Dallben, prov~d to be a kind and
faithful guardian to Taran who never knew his parents.
348 Lloyd Alexander, The High King (New York. Holt,
R1nehart & Winston, Inc., 1969) p. 22.
)49 ' .Ibid., p. Ill., 350 Ibid., p. 118.
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"Here. surely, was one of no station in life, an
unknown babe of unknown kin, I bore the child 'with me
to Caer Dallben. The name I gave him was 'I'aran. 351
Do the. chara.cters progress towa.rd emotional ma.turity and/or
personal independence ~hrough events in the story?
Upon returning to the home of Dallben, Taran is con-
cerned that he may have appeared too commanding in the home
of his guardian, but Dallben assures him that he has shown
no disrespect.
"Nor should you fea~ to command under any roof, .since you
have learned to command yourself. I trust your skill as
I see you trust it. Do as you see f1t."35 Z
Taran is serious about his ob11gations and responsi-
bilitles and is mature enough to see beyond the glory and ex-
citement of adventure.
For the boy I was, this would have been a bold adventure,
full of Alory and a price paid in blood is a t1eavy reck-
oning. J,j
Before battle Taran feels a sense of uneasiness and
douqt1ng in his skill and fitness for.war, yet this very
dOUbting seems to indicate that he has viewed the situation
real1st1c~11y and in a mature manner.
As a boy, he 'had dreamed of taking a man's place among men;
and, as a boy, had deemed himself well fit to do so. Now
amid the grizzled, battle-wise w~rr1ors, his strength seemed
feeble, his knowledge clouded. 35~
What values to the characters gain or find strengthened through
circumstances in the book?
351 Ibid •• p. 277. 352 Ibid., p. 2) • .3.53 Ibid •• p. 51.
354Ibid., p. 145.
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Ffl ewddur, a, minstrel who plays a harp that snaps 1ts
strings when he exaggerates the facts, finds this inst~ument
to be the only th1ng that keeps him tel11ng the truth.
"The fact of the matter 1s, as I stop and think on it,
the old pot's forced me to tell the truth--ah, shall
we say a little more than I normally would. But it does
occur to me, telling the truth has harmed no one, least
of all myself. 355
After the enchanted sword 1s rescued and the evil
Arawn destroyed, Taran reflects on idea of what constitutes
a hero.
Taran nodded. "So be it." he said. "Long ago I
yearned to be a hero without knowing, in truth, what
a hero was. Now, perhaps, I understand it a little
better. A grower of turnips or a shaper of clay, a
Commot farmer or a 'k1ng--every man 1s a hero if he
strives more for others than for himself alone. Once,"
he added, "you told me tha.t the seeking counts more than
the finding. So, too. must the striving count more than
the ga1n.J.56
355 Ibid., p. 133. 3.56 Ibid., p. 274.
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Sounder--Newbery Medal Book, 1970
Synopsis
Sounder is a coon dog with a fierce loyalty to his
master, a poor black sharecropper. The man is forced to
steal food for his starving family and is jailed and later
put on a chain gang. Sounder is shot by the posse as he tries
to save his master and crawls off to heal himself. The boy 1s
sure Sounder 1s dead, but one day he reappears at the door prob-
ably hoping to find his master there. After his father has been
taken out of the jail and put in with the chain gang, the boy
roams the countryside in searoh of his father. At long last
the man returns home, bent and crippled. He and Sounder have a
few remaining months together andd1e within a short time of
ea.ch other.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-concept through
circumstances in the story?
This developmental need 1s not evident in the story.
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? If not,
how do they cope with the situation?
Peer group acceptanoe or rejeotion is not oonsidered
in the,book.
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection and
gUidance?




"Child, Child, you must not go into the woods again.
Sounderm1ght come home again. But you must learn
to lose, Child. The Lord teaches the old to lose.
The young don't know how to learn it. Some people
is born to keep. Some is born to lose. We was
born to lose, I reckon. But Sounder might come back. J57
On his wanderings in search of his father the boy
comes upon a kindly old school teacher who 1s one of the
first people to show concern for the boy.
"This pipe 1s always falling," he said as he picked it
up and put it back in place. "I need to wire it up."
"1 just wanted to wash my hand. It's got dried
blood on it where I hurt my fingers ......
"Here, I'll hold your book, and I'll pump for you."
And the mellow eyes of the man began to search the boy
for answers, answers that could be found without ques-
tions.
"We need warm soapy water," the teacher said. til
live right close. Wait 'til I get my papers ~nd lock
the door, and I'll take you home and fix ·1t.")5~,
Do the oharacters progress towa.rd emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in t~e story?
To provide money for his family the boy works in the
fields or does yard work despite his young age.
He was afraid and lonely. He heard them talking quietly
about his father. He went to do yard work at the big
houses where he had gathered weeds behind his father •
."How old are you?" a man asked once when he was paying
the boy his wages. "You're a hard worker for yourage. nJ59
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through
oircumstances in the book?
The boy wants desperately to learn how to read.
357.Wll11am H. Armstrong, Sounder (New York: Harper & Row
Publ1shers,1969) p. 52.
J58Ib1d., pp. 93, 94. 3"S9Ib1d., p. 77.
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He always wished they would give his mother an old
book. • • .The boy had hea.rd once that some people had
so many books they 'only read eaoh book once. But the
boy was sure there were not that many books in the world. 360
His journeys in searoh of his father acoomplished one
wonderful th1ng. In the towns he found that people threw
.newspapers and magazines into trash barrels, so he could
alw&7S find someth1ng v1th wh10h to pract10e h1s reading. 361
The Summer of the Swans~-Newbery Me~al Book, 1971
Synopsis,
Fourteen-year-old Sara can not understand her change-
able moods that seem' to dominate her life that summer. Then
Sara's younger brother, Char11e. who 1s mentally retarded wan-
ders off'in the night to tr1 to f1nd the swans that so enchant-
ed him. In her worried search tor Charlie, Sara turns to her
•
enemy Joe Melby tor ~elp and the two of them look everywhere
for Charlie and at last he 1s found. In Sara's oonoern over
her missing brother she forgets to be concerned about herself
and her small problems.
Do the characters develop a more positive self-oonoept through
circumstances in the story?
Bara dwells upon what she feels are her inadequacies.
"Not like me. Itm not anything. 1 1 m not cute, and
I'm not pretty, and I'm not a good danoer. and L~ not
smart, and I'm not popular. I'm not anything.-;
36o.rbld., pp. 55, 56. 361Ib1d., p. 80.
j64BetSyByars. The §ummer ot the Swans (New York.
Vik1ng Press, 1970) p. 49.
After Charlie is found Sara rea11zes that she teels
differently about herself now.
Sara oould not understand why she sU4denly felt so
good. It was a puzzle. The day before she had been
miserable. She had wanted to flyaway from everything,
like the swans
6
to a new lake, and now she d1dn't want
that 'anymore.) J
Are the characters acceRted by th§1r peer group? It not.
bow do theY 22~e with the s1tuation?'
Sara prom1ses to take Charlie down to the pond to see
the swans and stops by her friend Mary's house to see 1f she
would l1ke to oome too. Mary oan't go along w1th them, but
inv1tes Sara. to come into her house for a rew minutes.
"Listen, oome on 1n and watch my oousin cut my ha1r,
can you?"
"I better not. I prom1sed Aunt Willie II·d take
Charlie to see the swans."
"Well. ~st come 1n and see how she's go1ngto cut
it. • • ." J
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affect10n
and guidance?
Aunt Will1e tries to make Sara feel better about her
looks, which aocording to Sara, are awful. "It's not how TOU
look that's important, let me tell you. I had a sister 80
beaut1ful you wouldn't be11eve 1t." 365
When Charlie',s disappearanoe 1s discovered, Aunt W11 ..
lie ~emembers the prom1se she made to his mother.
)61b1d •• p. 1)0. 364]:b1d •• p. )4. 365Ib1d., p. 29.
•
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"And I promised your mother. Sara. that I would look after
Charlie all my l1fe. I prom1sed your mother nothing would
ever ha.ppen to Char11e as long as there was breath in my
body, and now look .. Lookt Wherels this boy I'm tak1ng
such good oare ot?" 366
Do the oharacters pro~ress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
Atter Charlie 1s found Sara sees the l1ves of her fam-
117 in perspeotive.
A picture oame into her mind of' the ~augh1ng. curly-
'headed man with the broken tooth in the photograph album.
and she suddenly saw life as a ser1es of huge. uneven steps.
and she saw herself on the steps, standing mot1onless in her
prison shirt. and she had just taken an enormous step up
out of the shadows, and she was standing, wait1ng, and there
were other steps in front of her, 80 that she could go as
high as ti,he sky, and she saw Char11e on a. ,flight of small
difficult steps, and her father down at the bottom of some
steps, just s1tting and not trying to go further. ,She saw
everyone she"~knew on those b11nding wh1te steps and tor a
moment everyth1ng was clearer than it had ever been.J67
What values do the characters gain or find strengthened through,
circumstances in the'book?
Knowing that her brother is mentally handicapped
Sara is very protective toward him.
"When I th1nk somebody has done someth1ng mean to Charlie
I can't forgive them. I want to keep after them and keep
atter them Just like Aunt Willie said•••• -;68
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Mrs. ~r1sbY and the Rats of NIMH--Newbery Medal Book. 1972
Synopsis,
Mrs. Frisby is a widow mouse whose husband Jonathan
had passed away the previous summer lea~1ng her w1th four
young ch11d.ren to take care of. Mrs. Frisby was getting a-
long well until her son Timothy became seriously 111 and the
plans tor moving day had to be rearranged. 4tter seek1ng ad-
vice from a wise old owl Mrs. Fr1sby is told to see the rats
that live behind the rose bush tor help. Upon being allowed
to enter the1r well guarded rat hole, Mrs. Fr1sby learns some~
th1ng both fr1ghtening and wonderful about these rats and her
dead husband. They had been exper1mental animals at the lab-
oratory known as NIMH which turned them into extraord1nary
creatures that could read and th1nk in ways that would rival
any human.
Do the oharacters develop a more positive self-concept through
ciroumstanoes in the storY?
Th1s developmental need 1s not present in the story.
Ar§ the characters accepted bY their peer group? ~f not.
how do they cope with the situation!
Mrs. Frisby 1s ,accepted by the rats tor her husband
was with them 1n the laboratory at NIMH and played an integral
part in their escape.
•
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Mr. Ages said, "That has been taken care or. She
has promised secrecy, and she 1s to be trusted completely.
Tha.t I. 'myself. guarantee. After all. consider who she
, is." As a l1 6
atterthought he added. ..'. • .and who her ch11- ..
'dren are.":; 9
,,'
Is there an adult figure in the bopk who provides affeotion
and guidanoe?
Mrs. Fr1sby 1s an adult mouse who has four ohildren
who depend on her tor love and gu1danoe. She does, however.
turn to wlse Mr. Ages to secure med1cine tor Timothy. -And
as she did all th1s, she worr1ed about Tlmoth)' and hoped that
Mr. Ages would know something that would help hlm.- 3?O
Do the characters progress toward emotional maturity and/or
personal independence through events in the story?
Timothy has 1nsight 1nto h1s problem of be1ng 111 when
moving day is at hand and he tr1es to reassure h1s worr1ed
mother.
•
Mr•• Frisby r'ea11zed that he had' somehow 'sw1tched their
posit1ons. He had seen the danger he was 1n~~gues8ed. some~
how, that Moving Day was near, and that he was very 11kely
to d1e. An4 yet here he was--reassur1ng her. 371
What values do th; characters gain or t'~nd strengthened through
¢'1roumstances in the book?
The plan the rats of NIMH have involves be1ng selt-
s'urt101ent to tIle point of be1ng able to l1ve so that they do
not depend on stealing. They are try1ng to ohange the1r image
;69Robert C. O'Br1en, Mrs. FrisbY and the Bats of NIMH
(New York, Atheneum. 1971) p. 74. .
370 Ibid., p. 1). J?l Ib1d •• p. 64.
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of garbage-pick1ng animals to ones that l1ve 1n d1gnity.
"If the ants can do 1t, Nicodemus says, if the
bees oan do 1t. so can we. M
"Do what'"
"Why, live w1thout stea11ng, of course. That's
the whole idea. That's the Plan.-372
Julie of the Wolves--Newbery Medal Book, 1973
Smopsis.
Ju11e Edwards M1y&x Kapugen 1s an Eskimo girl torn
between the beloved customs of her people and the modern ways
brought to Alaska by the whites. She is forced to live w1th
her father's Aunt Martha so she can attend school wh1le he 1s
~n the armed forces., Life with Martha beoomes unbearable for
Ju11e, so when she reaches thirteen she 1s free to marry a
young boy who 1s the son ot a friend of. Julie's father. This
marriage was arranged between the men. when the1r ch1ldren are
ver7 young and 1n her rather's absence Julie uses it as an es-
cape trom her aunt. After awhile th1s situation becomes un-
comfortable and Julie knows she must leave. W1th only a few
prov1sions and no compass Ju11e sets off', for Point Hope w1th
the idea of traveling to San Frans1sco to stay with her pen pal.
She beoomes lost and 1s slowly starv1ng when she beg1ns to make
friends w1th a wolf pack and ls' eventually aooepted as one of
them. In time Ju11e reallzesshe can not stay w1th the wolves




she makes th1s deoision her life becomes more comp11cated than
before.
Do the oharaoters develop a more positive self-concept through
circumstances in the storY7
Julie 1s seen as a character with a strong self-concept
throughout the story. She 1s proud of her Esk1mo her1tage and
wants noth1ng more for herself than to be able to l1ve with
these trad1tions torever.
Are the characters accepted by their peer group? It not.
how do theY cope with the s1tuation!
While liv1ng With her Aunt Martha, Julie made fr1ends •
and was aco~pted by her peers.
One day as she walked home across the snowy town
she caught up with her schoolmates, Judith and Rose••••
Judith inv1ted her into her house and the three of them
huddled close to the oil stove.J73
When Ju11e is to be married she moves to Barrow,
Alaska, and stays at the home of her husband's family. In
Barrow. she meets Pearl who becomes a good friend.
They were seated. at tables or lean1ng aga1nst pin-
ball machines as 'they listened to rock and roll muslc.
::a~lt~~:h:e:rC~~:'d~~;.~~~straws, and they sat down
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affect10n
arid guidance?
Julie remembers her father's lessons on the ways or
the Eskimo when she 1s struggling in the Alaskan wllderness,
373 Jean Craighead George, Julie of the Wolves (New York,
Harper & RoW, PUb11shers, 1972) p. 8S.
374 Ib1d., p. 94.
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without th1s knowledge she would not have been able to .survive.
Her hands trembled and she pressed them together to
make them stop, for Kapugen had taught her that fear oan
so oripple a person that he cannot think or act. Already
she was too soared to orawl. 375
She was about to get to her feet and hunt elsewhere.
but she remembered that Kapugen never gave up. Sometimes
he would stand motionless for five hours at a seal breath-
1ng hole in the 1ce waiting fo~ a seal to come up tor a
breath. Sh~ must wait too. 376
Even in his absence her father, Kapugen, was a con~
stant souroe.of wisdom and gu1dance as Ju11e would recall the
lessons he had given her and the example he set for her in
w1lderness survival.
Do the charaoters progress toward emotional matyr1tY and/or
personal independence through events in the storY?
Julie's entire exper1ence 1n the desolate Alaskan
tundra is an e~ample of her independence. Her very survival
depends on Julie's ab111ty to reason log1cally and in a mature
manner.
Julie stops to say good-by to. Pearl before she leaves
on her journey.
"Are you sure you'll be all r1ght?" Pearl asked.
"My father was a great hunter. He taught me much.
If Nusen asks where I am, tell her you saw me walking out
on .the ice. She won't look tor me long after that.";?? .
After much wander1ng Ju11e deoides to bu1ld a permanent
home and live by herself.
J75Ibld., p. 42. J76Ibld •• p. 44. J77Ibld., p.104.
•
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She knew wha.t she had to d.o. Live like an Eskimo--
hunt and carve and be with Torna1t.
The next day she took out her man's kn1fe and cut blocks
of snow. These she stacked and shaped into a house that
was generously- large. It she was going to l1ve as the'
Eskimos onoe lived, she needed a home, not just a camp.J78
What values do the oharacters gain or find strengthened through
o~rcumstanees in the book?
•
Upon her first meet1ng of the head wolf Ju11e named
Amaroq, she realizes that he is "wealthy· 1na way that is
1mportant to th~ Eskimo.
He must indeed be their leader for he was clearly the
wealthy wolf. that is, wealthy as she had known the mean-
, 1ng of the word on Nun1vak Island. There the old Esk1mo
hunters she had known in her childhood thought the riches
ot lite were intelligenoe, fearlessness, and love. A man
with these gifts was rich and was a great spirit who was
admired in the same .w~ that the gussaks adm1red a man
with money and goods. j -,9
Julie is proud of her Esk1mo heritage and values this
above all else.
"I am Eskimo, not a gussak'· she had said, and he had
tossed her1nto the air and hugged her to him.
·Yes, you are Esk1mo,· he had a'aid. "And never
forget 1t. We live as not other people can. tor we
truly understand the earth. n )80
Money gained 1n such a way as to upset the balance of
nature 1s an evil thing to the Esk1mo. Julie recalled th1s as
she realizes what oould happen to her wolt paok it they followed
her muah closer to human civilization.
The bounty was ev1l to the old men at seal camp, tor it
encouraged killing -for money, rather than need. Kapugen
considered the bounty the gussak's way of deciding that'
the amaroqs Cwolve~ could not live on th1s earth anymore.
"And no men have that right." he would say.J81
378 Ibid •• p. 152. 379J:b1d •• p. 19. J8<>.rb1d •• 81.
381 Ibid., p. 133.
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The Slave Dancer--Newbery Medal Book, 1914
Synopsis,
Jessie Bollier 1s k1dnapped on his way home to the
French Quarter during the 1840's. He 1s taken to a ship
where he is told h1s dutles consist of playing h1s t1te so
that the slaves will be able to dance. Captain Cawthorne
wants the slaves to have this exercise, so tney will look
good on the sel11ng block, but aside trom this br1ef period
they are kept 1n the foul-smel11ng hold, p1led one on top
of the other. Jess1e is on board the ship tor tour months
until 1t 1s demolished in a storm leav1ng only Jessie and
Ras, a negro boy. as surv1vors.
po the characters develop a more positive selt-oonoept tbrough
c1rcumstances1n the stgrY?
Th1s developmental need 1s Dot a oonsideration of the
story_
Are the characters aoceptedbY their peor group? It not. how
do theY cope with the situation!
Jessie never had much experience with the sea but he
t
tries to get along w1th the other men, and ,learn various sk1lls.
Atter he 1s wh1pped,'Jessie stops trying to become part of the1r
group·.
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My wounds healed. But the ship and its orew,
among whom I imagined I had taken root, learning eaoh
man l1ke a new language, and even developing some skill
in small tasks about the ship, had beoome as remote from
my unde~stand1ng as were the lands that lay beneath the
ocean. 382
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
end gUidanoel
A crew member, Ben stout, goes out of h1s way to do
things tor Jessie but there 1s something' unsettling about th1s
man's behavior. A more coarse but honest man, Purvis, becomes
a favor1te of Jess1e.
And stout treated me k1ndly, showing me th1ngs the rest
of the crew wouldn't have troubled themselves with, get-
t1ng me extra helpings of rice and beet. • • '
But 1t was Purvis whom I was eager to see when I awoke
1n the morning, Purvis, with his horr1ble coarse jokes.
h1s bawling and cursing, P,urv1s, whom I trusted. 383
While Jessie 1s recovering from a fever that raged 1n
the crew and slaves', Purvis demonstrates his concern for the •
bOT.
ft •••Go about your tasks. I'll see to it myself you get
home. My word on that. You'll have land beneath your
feet, Jess1e, and no one to stop you from what you want
to do. You go up on deck now and get the fresh air and
make yourself strong agaln. n 384
Do the oharacters progress toward emotional maturity andLor
personal independenoe through events in the storr?
Jess1e retleo,t~ on the changes' he has undergone s1nce
he became part of the crew.
382paula Fox, The Slave Danc!!r (Soarsdale, N.Y.I Bradbury
Press, 1973) pp. '94, 95.
383Ibld., pp. 47, 48. 384Ib1d., p. 118.
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But as the blows fell, I became myself again. That self
had gone through suoh transformat1ons, I could not cla1m'
to be altogether fam1l1ar w1th 1t.J~5
What values do the oharaoters gain or find strengthened through
ciroumstances in the book?
Jessie oomes to rea11ze the horrors of slavery and
feels compassion for the black men, women and children kept
1n the hold.
I heard, hardly mUffled by the t1mbers wh1ch separated
me from them, the blaoks groaning and cry1ng out 1n the
hold, and the world I had onoe imagined to be so grand,
so full of dellgh~. seemed no larger and no sweeter
than th1s ship. j8
M. C. Higgins, the Great--~ewberyMedal Book, 1975
Synopsis.
Mayo Corne11us (M. a.) H1gg1ns v1ews h1s surroundings
from on top of a forty-toot steel pole wh1ch became h1s pr1ze
atter he swam a nearby r1ver. Sarah's Mountain is M. e.'s
home and it has been the dwelling place of his relatives since
betore the Civil War. Strip mining has ru1ned muoh of the
beauty of the area but the Higg1ns fam1ly still cons1der the
mounta1n to be a sacred place. Even after know1ng the danger
the1r house 1s 1n from the slowly mov1ng spo1l heap, no one in
the fam1ly w111 agree to leave Sarah's Mounta1n, espeo1ally
M.·e.'s father, Jones. Two strangers come 1nto M. C.'s life.
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A man who is oertain to'make a singing star out of Ban1na,
M. e.'s mother, and a young girl wh9 teaohes M. C. a valua-
ble lesson that has a sign1f1cant effeot on tne outcome of
his sltuatlon.
Do the characters develop a more Bos1t1ve self-ooncept through
oiroumstanoes in the storY7
One of M. e.'s oompanions was Ben K111burn who was
said to possess supernatural powers l1ke all the members of
the K111burn" family. M. C. likes Ben but fe~ls superior to
h1m.
M. C. always felt bigger and strong around Ben, like
he wasn't just anybody passing by. He was M. e., and he
made a show of examining the vine he wqqld use, wh1ch
hung down the side of the tree trunk.J~(
M. c. introduoes himselt to the young g1rl 1n the
tollowing manner I
"M. C., the Great'· she sald.
"Yea." he grinned.
"Why 'the Great'?" she asked him.
n'Cause loan sw1m the best and everything."
" Everyth1ng, what?"
·You.stiok around and you'll see," he sa.ld easily. ;88
Are the oharaoters aocepted by their peer group? If not.
how do thel cope with the situation?
Ben was one of the few boys M. C. had any contact w1th
dur1ng the br1ef time de.scribed in the book.
38?Vlrg1n1a Hamilton. M. C. Higgins. the Great (New York.
Maom1llan Pub11shing Co •• Inc •• 1974) p. 9.
388xb1d•• p.148.
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Boys soattered around the h1lls never would play with Ben.
They sald 1t was beoause he was so l1ttle and nervous.
But M. C. had played W1~h Ben f~om the,t1me he was a ch1ld
and didn't know better.)89 '
M. C. liked Ben and felt sorry for h1s being small and a-
lone when he didn't want to be either. He admired Ben be-
oause Ben was a w1tohy. And he knew that Ben thought a
lot of h1~ slnce he was l1ke no other boy and would play
w1th Ben. )90
Is there an adult figure in the book who provides affection
and guida.noe?
M. C. and h1s father whom .~he called Jones have an at..
teot1onate but often competitive relat1onsh1p.
It wa'sn't often that he and Jones oould sit down
together w1thout Jones having to test h1m or th1nk up
a game to see 11' he oould win it. He knew Jones only
wanted to have him strong and to have h1m wln. But he
wished his father wouldn't always have to teaoh hlm. J91
Ban1na 1s devoted to her ch1ldren and makes them
feel speo1al. M. C. recalls a b1rthday he had that was won-
derful beoause or the thoughtfulness or h1s mother.
She took her pocketbook out of the shopping bag.
Reach1ng down again. she had come up with a big, square
box • She opened 1 t and ha.nded 1t toM. 0.. He caught a
whiff of, chocolate. Cake. just for him to share w1th
them. Last, she handed h1m a package t1ed with r1bbon.
He knew it was a shirt, or something. Socks. Maybe a
pair of dress pants. He had been too happy even to say
a ~ord of thanks.J92 .
Do the gQataoters ptqgress toward emotional maturity and/of
personal independence through events in the story?
)89Ib1d~ t' p. b. 390Ib1d., pp. 9. 10. 391Ib1d., p. 74.
392Ibld., p. 88.
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M. C. has a,great deal of responsibility around h1s
household. He 1s expeoted to· cook wh1le his mother 1s at
work and he 1s told to look after the needs and safety of
his younger brothers and sister. In many ways he is more re-
sponsible to h1s fam1ly than h1s father. At the climax or the
story M. C. oomes to terms w1th his s1tuation at home and str1kes
out for his 1ndependence. He also rebels against the super-
stitions h1s father has about the K111burn family.
"I m~ke it the way I want," M. C. said. "It's mz
idea.. '
"Use the shovel," Jones told hlm.
"1 use what I wantl M M. C. stood, olutching the knife.
"Telling me what to do all the time: what to th1nk~-and
next summer, the kids watoh themselves. ' ••because I'll be
work1ng. And lf Mr. Kl11burn can't pay me, I'll take his
vegetables for pay."
"Kl11burnl" Jones sald. "You sound like a tool."
·Who's the fool?" M. C. sald, h1s voioe qu1et but
tense. "I cound've been work1ng tor them all th1s t1me."
"I wouldn't take a milkweed from those k1nd." Jones
sa.1d.
"Then you t re the fool." 393
What values do the charaoters gain or find strengthened throygh
ciroumstances in the book?
The Kl11burn family remained a mystery to the people
who lived near them. They were oons1dered to be -.1tohy" be-
cause they had six fIngers and six toes and bright red hatr w1th
black skin. It wasn't until an outsider came into M. O.'s l1fe




Coldly, she stared at h1m. Look1ng older. Making
him feel small when she said, "People have all kinds of
detects. A man 1s orippled in the legs--do you say he
is "w1tchy,?tt
"No,- he mumbled. Feeling her draw away.
"Then wnJ these people? Don't you even wonder a-
bout them?"
"Wonder what?" M. C. said. "I know them all my life."
"You mean, you all always treat them-~" ahe broke oft,
as if suddenly understanding something. • • 394
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